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We're not trying to give the most. We're trying to lose
the least. That was John Bowers' philosophy 40 years
ago, and it lives on in our new 600 Series. Speakers that
neither add to, nor take away from, the original sound. That
requires world- class science - and extremely experienced
ears. Because once we've selected exactly the right
components, we begin the long, careful process of tuning.
Listening and refining, over and over. Until the frequencies
combine to conjure asound so true, so alive, you want to
reach out and touch it. Dr John Dibb, Senior Development
Engineer and Fellow of the Society of Sound, on the new
600 Series.
Visit the Society of Sound at www.bowers-wilkins.com

B&W Bovvers&VVilkins
Listen and you'll see
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CHOICE
Every month, the Editor
cherry-picks products that
represent the very best
in cutting-edge home
entertainment technology

E

very music lover in or
beyond his 40th year will
have been weaned on
the black stuff. Irefer, of
course, to the vinyl LP currently
celebrating its diamond and
golden anniversaries this month
in its mono and stereo guises.
This most tactile of music media
is also the last to employ a
precision engineering lost, along
with so many of its artisans, to
the onslaught of the digital age.
As the authority in high-end
audio, HiFi News is duty-bound
to entertain all progressive
technologies but it's impossible

begins on p28 while our group
of eminently affordable £ 400
spinners are all cued-up from
p34 onwards.
So is there really arevival in
vinyl's fortunes? This is amatter
of how you spin the statistics.
Online retailers including
Amazon are reporting 'double
digit' increases in vinyl sales
through 2007, while the sales of
CD are falling.
Yet the IFPI ' Recording Industry
in Numbers' Report 2007 shows
CD representing 86% of the
UK market (by value), digital
downloads at 6%, music DVDs at

'The trade sales value of vinyl LPs anu
OUTSTANDING 7in singles combined is less than 1%
PRODUCT- of the total market. IFPI Report 2007'
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Outstanding: aproduct
that either represents the
pinnacle of sound or picture
quality within one of the
three HiFi News price bands

to forget that tangibly creative
era when the likes of Logic,
Oracle, Michell and Pink Triangle
pitted their wares and wits
against the indomitable force
that was the Linn LP12.
Twenty five years ago, I
plumped for aPT/Helius Orion/
Koetsu combination but today
the LP12 still stands proud as
the choice for many well-heeled
audiophiles. Our exclusive,
in-depth test of Linn's LP12 SE

THE EXPERT PANEL
HiFi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in tie field.
RICHARD STEVENSON
HFN's multichannel
specialist and token hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years
KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years. and edited
HiFi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
(H's measurements
STEVE HARRIS edited
this very title from 1986
through to 2005. A
lifetime's expeiiience in
audio and alove of jazz
Inakes Sti aookimme
KEN KESSLER
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'

4% and vinyl, SACD, DVD-A and
cassette combined at 4%. Vinyl
alone represents less than 1%.
1% of media that is very dear
to the heart of at least 50% of our
readers! Fortunately, the retroculture sweeping our younger

BARRY FOX - techno
irrrrsatst supieme. BF
dined in electronics
with tire RAE and
worked foi many years
as apatent agent

generation(s) suggests vinyl is
'cool' once more. Hopefully,
more than afew will grow into
the enthusiasts of the future.

CHRIS BREUNIG for
many years the Music
Editor of HFN.
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews

Paul Miller,

Great sound or picture and,
ideally, great value - these
are the ingredients of a
Highly Commended product

THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING
Not only does HiFi News have exclusive
access to alaboratory replete with
audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has
designed world-class test solutions from
the award-winning litter Analyser to the
multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere else.
THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
In addition to our awards badges, the

soundipictu:e. features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
7.1 1
" -

771
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at-a-glance ratings on our colour-coded
pie charts. Uniqueiy, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power
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consumption. See pl 7for full details.
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Special reportage from this year's
Las Vegas CES, the biggest consumer
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Paul Miller and David Perry report back
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Barry Fox looks at trends in the world
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development in the rollercoaster story
of the blue laser disc formats
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music specialists
Opinion
The audio and video hot topics of the
day, as explored by our columnists:
Barry Fox, Ken Kessler, Steve Harris,
Andrew Harrison. Jon Thompson and,
writing from the USA, Barry Willis
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Sound Off
Your chance to win apair of Audio
Technical ATH-AD700 headphones
worth £ 100 in our new-look
letters page — the place to air your
comments, ideas and questions on any
audio or video topic. Plus 'Way Back
Then': Linn Sondek LP12, old and new
versions panel-tested back in 1997
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Hi-fi @ Home
Steve Harris visits acouple who have
fitted their entertainment room
with MartinLogan speakers and Krell
electronics, forsaking the fireplace in
the process...

96

50 Years of Stereo
To mark the 50th anniversary of
commercially available stereo, Barry
Fox investigates its birth and the early
days of two- channel audio

100 Vinyl Revival?
Michael Fremer looks at vinyl in
modern times and discusses the
enduring appeal of the LP record
104 Movers & Shakers
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Harris about good mains power
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Yamaha S2000
Atwo- channel CD/SACD player and
integrated amp, styled from the ' 70s.
Richard Stevenson goes back in time

24

Sonus faber Auditor Elipsa
Designed for surround channel use,
Ken Kessler finds these compact
speakers are great for the front too

28

Linn Sondek LP12 SE
Linn listener Andrew Harrison tunes
into the classic belt- drive deck, after
upgrades to its arm, chassis and base

34

Group Test: Turntables
Cambridge Audio TT50, Pro-Ject 1
Xpression Ill, Rega P2 and Thorens
TD240 reviewed by Steve Harris

44

Harman Kardon Cinespecial
The DVD 29 DVD-A player and AVR
350 AV receiver package are bundled
together as the Cinespecial 29.
Richard Stevenson tries the combo

48

Belles P28A and 150A
Ken Kessler tries the P28A preamp
with its versatile phono stage, along
with matching 125W power amplifier
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Dali Helicon 400
Dali has updated its Helicon range to

"

Mk2 status. Keith Howard listens to
the new 400 floorstander
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56

Sony BDPS300
The Blu-ray format makes a
breakthrough with this sub-£ 400
player. Paul Miller reaches for his BD
collection to rate the newcomer

61

Transfiguration Phoenix
Transfiguration has added amid- range
moving- coil cartridge to its lineup.
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Andrew Harrison cues up the records
Musical Fidelity XCANS v8
Keith Howard finds plenty to please
with this beefed-up addition to MF's
series of v8 components

64

Super Systems
Talk Electronic's Thunder, Tornado and
Hurricane kick up astorm with ATC
SCM40 loudspeakers, by Steve Harris
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New products and upcoming events...

ARCAM SOLO IN STEREO
NEW ONE- BOX SOLO MOVIE MAJORS ON 2.1
Arcam has further refined its Solo one- box concept
with atwo-channel home cinema version called the
Solo Movie 2.1. It has asimilar specification to the
award-winning Solo Movie 5.1 but with two channels
of 50W amplification instead of five. The Movie 2.1
includes aDVD player capable of reading CD, DVD
video, DVD-A and SACD discs, with the same core
processor used in the flagship DV139 player to deliver
720p/1080i upscaled video from DVD, along with Full
HD 1080p HDMI video switching.
For those seeking acomplete system, Arcam offers
its Muse speakers and Logo active subwoofer, the latter
with a200W on- board amplifier. The Arcam Solo Movie
2.1 is £ 1450 and can be bought as apackage with
speakers and sub for £ 2000.
Arcam, 01223 203200
www.arcam.co.uk

,0
LC MOVES INTO AUDIO
TEAMS UP WITH MR MARK LEVINSON
Korean consumer electronics giant LG Electronics
has announced abold new plan to develop audio
MARTINLOGAN UNVEILS ITS MOST AFFORDABLE ELECTROSTATICS
Electrostatic loudspeaker specialist

The MicroPerf stators that sandwich

MartinLogan has announced two
new models which will sell in the
UK at previously unheard

this diaphragm use alarge number
of smaller perforations to provide a
very rigid structure to withstand the

Mr Mark Levinson. A range of high-performance
products is scheduled to be unveiled this year, with
LG already announcing two AV systems, set to sell
at ' astonishingly affordable prices'. The new audio
initiative is said, by asource close to the situation, to
have come by order of LGE's CEO Yong Nam.
The first AP3133 system uses traditionally-styled

of low prices. At £ 1599
the Source is said to be the
world's most affordable
high-performance hybrid
electrostatic, while the

strong electrostatic forces within.
Crossing over at 470Hz, the Source
uses an 8in paper-cone bass driver
in its bottom cabinet, to give a
response quoted to 42Hz (- 3dB).

floorstanding speakers with centre, surrounds and
subwoofer, powered by aseven-channel AV receiver

Purity, at £ 2090, is asimilarlooking loudspeaker but

Overall sensitivity is specified at
90dB and the Source has anom;nal
impedance of 5ohm, with a 1.6ohm

adual-format HD DVD/Blu-ray disc player. Meanwhile
the LHT888 system [ below] features contemporary

with 200W of on- board
amplification.
The Source [ pictured
above] stands 1.3m high
and uses MartinLogan's
CLS Generation 2
electrostatic panel

minimum at 20kHz.
Both loudspeakers use apassive
crossover comprising 'the finest aircore coils' and use ML's proprietary
'Vojtko' topology, named after longserving MartinLogan audio engineer

technology, its name

Joe Vojtko.

derived from the use
of curvilinear line

The Purity [ left] carries the same
MartinLogan panel technology
as the Source but adds a200W

source panels. These
claim to deliver good
horizontal sound
dispersion, and
use ML's thin-film

6

products, in collaboration with ' audio legend'

switching amplifier to drive both the
panel and apair of bass drivers via
apassive crossover. The woofers are
6.5in aluminium-cone units, and the

plasma- deposition
process to apply a
conductive coating

active drive system includes a ± 3dB
control for fine-tuning the bass to

over the low- mass
PET membrane.

Absolute Sounds, 020 8971 3909
www.martinlogan.com
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match room acoustics.
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using 150W ICEpower modules. Fronting the system is

styling with its champagne flute-shaped front and rear
column speakers, using multiple drivers in parabolic
housings. These are matched to a5.1 channel
amplifier/DVD player, capable of 1080p upscaling.
LG Electronics, 0870 873 5454
www.lge.com

LYNGDORF SURROUNDS

ITS FIRST SURROUND PROCESSOR, WITH EQ TOO
Lyngdorf Audio has unveiled its first dedicated AV

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
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ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

THE

LATEST

HI- Fl

GOSSIP

Following Warner's decision to
support Blu-ray, it now seems that

reminding me of those old Koss
coconuts from yonks back. These

Paramount Pictures might also
be switching camp to the format
using an escape clause in its

clever cans use digital technology
to reduce background noise,
though at S400 apair I'd want

original contract with HD DVD.

them to look ahell of alot better!

Last year there were rumours
that Microsoft had ' persuaded'

Remember October 1st. It's the
date the world's largest consumer

for about £ 9000. The 2x300W TDA-2300 is £ 3000.

Paramount into supporting the

electronics maker Matsushita is

Gecko, 0845 2622882

format, and Warner also denies

planning to change its name to the

that they were persuaded by a

easier-to- say Panasonic. Matsushita
owns the Panasonic brand, which

product, an eight- channel surround- sound processor
with RoomPerfect room correction EQ. The D-1
Home Theatre Processor works entirely in the digital
domain and can be connected to the company's new
TDA-2300 stereo digital amplifiers to create an alldigital surround- sound chain. The D-1 includes ' every
conceivable decoding and post- processing'. It will sell
www.lyngdorf.com

sweetener by Sony. Universal's
decision not to stick with HD

itself includes Quasar, Technics and

DVD [ see p14] means things are
certainly getting interesting.

National so things might well get
alittle confusing over the coming

With the likely fall of one HD
format comes the release of
another, this time an audio one

few years. This could be especially
true in Japan where National is a
big name, making products such
as rice cookers, washing machines
and refrigerators. For that reason it

that some say could cause the
downfall of the trusty old CD.

will phase it out gradually between
2008 and 2010.

LOSSLESS AAC

DAC IN THE UK
MSB TECHNOLOGY POWER DAC NOW AVAILABLE
Californian- based digital specialist MSB Technology has

Boffins at the Fraunhofer Institute
for Integrated Circuits IIS (who,

appointed Purité Audio as UK distributor. MSB's latest

incidentally, came up with the

QUICK PLUG
Finally, Cumbria- based Russ

converter is the Power DAC, based on the flagship

original MP3) has its hopes set

Andrews has come up with

Platinum DAC but with fewer features to reduce cost.

high on this format, called

yet another cable to add to its

It includes the company's proprietary ladder DAC and
16x digital filter, and uses DC battery power. Price is

HD-AAC, particularly for use in

collection. The £ 29.95 PowerMax

the broadcasting chain. HD-AAC

Plus is an updated PowerMax,

£2520. See our exclusive test in next month's HFN.
Purité Audio, 020 8815 5878
www.msbtech.com

'Fraunhofer has its hopes set on
HD-AAC, particularly for broadcast'
is actually based on MPEG-4 SLS,

designed as acost-effective
upgrade to the throwaway mains

which is ascalable lossless 24-

FUJITSU STOPS SCREENS

bit/96kHz algorithm and, the data
rate can be changed depending

cable usually supplied with audio

on the quality required.

As well as using large gauge
oxygen-free copper Russ has

and video products.

PRODUCTION OF LCD AND PLASMA ABANDONED

You can use just the core
version (AAC-LC ( low complexity)

Fujitsu General has halted production of PDP and

layer) to play on your iPod, while

plated IEC and mains plug using

LCD screens. Fujitsu had focused on high- end screen
installations in the UK and North America but now

lossless coding offers audio

anew manufacturing technique,

data compression, but with the

which plates the bits that aren't

'the pricing and profitability of this segment has

decoded audio data bit- identical

visible as well as those that are.

compressed beyond the point which our company
could realise asa:isfactory return on investment'.

to the original audio sample.

Fujitsu Plasnavision UK will honour existing warranties
and provide support ' for the foreseeable future'.
Fujitsu UK warranty line: 0871 853 1853

GONE WITH A BANG

developed abrand new nickel-

To ensure good physical
connection the cable is
mechanically locked to the plug,
which is heat- moulded onto the

Meanwhile, Danish luxury stereo
and TV maker Bang & Olufsen has
lost its Chief Executive Torben
Sorensen after the company shed

cable sheath. A bit like those
throwaway mains cables usually
supplied with your AV equipment. (.1
)

more than aquarter of its market
HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY-

value in January amid asteep
drop in profits. While recent world

22-24 FEB

Sound & Vision 2008, Marriott City Centre

economic fears have affected

Hotel, Bristol www.bristolshow.co.uk

almost everyone, the real reason

10-13 APRIL HDi Show 2008, International Exhibition Center
3-8 APRIL

Moscow, Russia www.hifishow.ru
Festival Son Image - 2008 Edition, Sheraton

Centre, Montreal www.fsiexpo.com
24-27 APRIL High End 2008, MOC, Munich, Germany
www.highendsociety.de

might be the company's decision
to refocus on its core business of
audio and video products.
Sony has released another
noise cancelling headphone. The
MDR-NC500D is alarge affair

ABOVE: Russ Andrews' PowerMax
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First sight of new products & technology

CES
VEGAS
2008
Reported by Ken Kessler. Paul Miller
and David Perry

F

orty one years young, this year's
grandest of consumer electronics
shows saw the launch of some 20,000
new products, reported on by 4500

journalists who also help ' consume' the total
30,000+ hamburgers served over five days.
KK and PM left coveting afew high-end items,
including Nagra's phono stages, the new
Air Tight valve amp and Krell's massive 707
AV processor. But only one topic dominated
enough conversations to warrant classification
as a 'theme': the possible demise of HD OVO
and the resultant victory of Blu-ray [ see p14].
HD OVO has had its supporters in other

1. A haven from the mêlée that

quarters of the press, but HiFi News has

was the Las Vegas Convention

clearly been erring in favour of Blu-ray for the

Center, the vast majority of

last year. On paper it is asuperior system,

mainstream, high-end audio gear

and we've seen alifetime's worth of inferior

was exhibited over several floors

formats winning over better ones (
eg VHS over

of the fabulous Venetian Hotel

Betamax). Now maybe we'll see some traction
for high-def formats which will mean better

2. Germany's Acoustic Plan

viewing and - ideally - better listening.

launched the top- loading Vadi
CO player with outboard power
supply. It provides both singleended and balanced analogue
and digital outputs
3. No, not the UK brand but a
new Swiss company, Iron Audio
offering this handsome line- level
integrated amp, the Rigoletto.
4. From Switzerland, the ' aas'
Gabriel/DaVinci Audio tumtable
in ' beautiful Ferrari red,' with the
Grand Reference tonearm and
Grandezza Reference Cartridge
5. A sneak preview inside the
forthcoming Nightingale PTS 03
battery-driven valve preamplifier,
to match its two-chassis Platinum
Line Gala power amplifier
6. B&W's 'Classé engineered' CP-1
CD/DVD/DAB control unit with
Wi-Fi delivery to its 7.1 channel
ICEPowered Liberty speakers

8
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1. Salagar Sonics has expanded

projector, Meiloon presented

its curvaceous range to

this petite wonder of a S500

include anew subwoofer, the

DLP projector complete with

Sonata 5212, with passive

carry handle

and active 12in drivers and
onboard 500W amp. The

3. A total solution for

sub is pictured here with the

multi- channel, multi- room

Sonnet S207 (foreground) and

installations, Lyngdorf's D-1

Symphony 5210

Home Theatre Processor
accepts all manner of audio

2. DLP showcased avariety of

and video sources, with

prototypes that take displays

HDMI 1.3 as part of the

for gaming to anew level

package, as well as the

of quality and immersion.

company's RoomPerfect room

Satisfying the need for a

equalisation system. The D1

compact, robust and portable

matches perfectly with the
slim- line TDA-2300 True Digital
Power Amplifier, good for
2x300W per box
4. If Vivid's Giya G1 pushes a
button or two in your memory
bank, that's because this
S54,000/pair design comes
from the pen of designer
Laurence Dickie. Dickie is
responsible for the iconic
B&W Nautilus. One hopes this
sounds as good as it looks
5. Sony left punters literally
speechless with the sublimely
beautiful images delivered by
its prototype 27in Organic
Light Emitting Diode (OLED) TV.
The 11 in model is available at
your local ( US) Sony Style Store
for S2450
6. A PC with adifference as this
MSI motherboard plays host
to aD2A PWM controller chip.
This chip is compatible with
5/PDIF, I'S and the HD audio
interface, driving the 5x100W
Class D amplifier module seen
fitted above. This is aone- box
solution with CD/DVD, radio
and HDTV tuner boards, TiVo
and internet connectivity all
driven from one Windows
media remote

MARCH 2008
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NEWS
First sight of new products & technology

1. Sweden's Bladelius Design
Group has launched ' anew
silent replay system' with
iPhone-like touch screen LCD.
The machine reads an entire
disc, storing a ' bit- perfect' copy
in abuffer. Thus, on replay,
there are no moving parts
active in the player
2. It's enough to know that
this prototype will mean a
Nagra phono stage for around
S2000 (£ 1000?). Better still is
that it might - but no promises
-herald anew entry-level
line-up with this paperback
book-sized footprint
3. These elegantly modeled
Vuzix iWear personal display
goggles feature two microdisplays that enable private 2D
and 3D viewing. The VR920
model ( - £240) includes
head-tracking for aspookily
immersive all round view
4. Air Tight's Reference power
amplifier boasts adozen
6550s/KT88s, and is the basis
for both astereo amp and a
monoblock. A conservative
2x1 50W is anticipated
5. This striking speaker from
Emerald Physics is an ' open
baffle dipole' design using a
1in compression driver in a
15in pulp fibre cone woofer,
for asensitivity of 100dB/1W
6. Edwin van der Kley still
smiling after HFN's review
of his Siltech Pantheon
loudspeakers ( Feb ' 08). Driven
by aCAT amp, these samples
were notably superior. Edwin
has acknowledged that ours
were fitted with faulty xovers...

10
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Features
•Top- loading mechanism for best CD
playback
I • 50 Watts/channel stereo amplifier
•AM/FM Tuner with multiple presets
•USB input for use with computer and
external USB memory
•One Touch Recording to USB
(FM&CD with 128 kbps)
•Aux input for portable music players
•Easy-to- read LED panel
•Simple, intuitive user interface
•On/off timer

a

Circuitry and design highlights
•State-of-the-art internal DAC
•Custom-made toroidal transformer
•High-current power supply
•MOSFET output stage
•CS3310 digital volume control
•CD stabilizer
•Glass cover
•Remote control
•Classic British design
by Kenneth Ga nge

Hate clutter and complication?
Aura Note is the answer fir all music
lovers who value elegance, ease of use,
and stunning sound quality.

wwvv.hifi500.com
www.aprilmusic.com
UK : +44 1900 813064

At'a
n o t e
APRIL.

NEWS
First sight of new products & technology
1. PS Audio's long-anticipated
(
- S2k) Memory Link CD
transport buffers its data
through 64MB of RAM before
clocking it out through an
evolved form of the ' Digital
Lens' used some nine years
ago. Also includes a2in display
and USB/Ethernet ports for
connection to alocal music
server. A matching DAC is
expected in the summer
2. The Italian Montagna High
End Systems' Spark 03 uses
metal components, highgloss finishes and - if you
really must - exotic woods for
the enclosures for its TW33
tweeter module, MR100 mid
(covering 430-5kHz) and W15
15in woofer
3. Everyone's favourite
water-cooled valve amp, Von
Gaylord's S59k per pair Uni
monoblock, has been further
refined and updated
4. The KR Audio Kronzilla SXI
Class A amplifier, rated at
2x5OW and featuring massive
T1610 tubes
5. Cambridge Audio launches
its Azur 840E preamp and
840W Class XD power amp,
both featuring its proprietary
'Terrapin' discrete op-amp
modules. Thie inside shot
shows relay-stepped volume
and tone control circuits
6. Ambrosia 2000 is the name
of Jim Bongiorno's lurid- blue
preamplifier for mating with
his Ampzilla amplifiers. Price
will be under S8000, including
remote control

12
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1. Rethm's Saadhana is another
gorgeous design running a
Lowther driver in asexy box.
This one uses aDX55 6in,
custom modified unit in ahornloaded cabinet. Sensitivity is
rated at 98dB. Bass is covered
by dual custom-made Peerless
bass drivers, 6in paper cones
with cloth surrounds, in a
seaied isobaric system
2. This Evolution 707 is the
model designation for Krell's
new flagship AV processor. It
features HDMI 1.3 connectivity,
full 1080p video scaling and
support for both Dolby and DTS
HD audio bitstreams
3. The long anticipated
VP- 1152 1080p projector from
Marantz featuring Gennum
video DSP and the rare- ashens-teeth DC4 DLP chip from
TI. Only available in the US, at
least for the time being...
4. The new Dreamline silver
interconnects from Crystal
Cable (antique box, inset,
not included), seen here
decorating avision of the
forthcoming Arabesque glass
loudspeaKer cabinet
5. The least massive Cessaro
horn loudspeaker — the Alpha
I — crafted from birch ply and
adjustable for rake and angle
6. Quad's 70th anniversary is
celebrated with this Platinum
CD player, pre and power amp
—exclusive review planned!
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Delving into the technology of tomorrow

HD DVD BLOW

The HD DVD format suffered asetback on the eve of CES when Warner Bros dropped the
bombshell that it was to back Blu-ray exclusively. Barry Fox witnessed the fallout...

Ill

his year's CES in Las Vegas got off to ashock
start with the news that movie giant Warner
Bros would no longer support Toshiba's HD DVD
high-definition disc format, and would instead

their brain. ' It's false,' he said, ' although after what's
been going on over the last few days in this industry,
it may very well be true'.

throw all its weight behind the rival Blu-ray system.

'The format war is not necessarily over,' cautioned
Andy Parsons of Pioneer, who speaks for the

For the past year Warner has released titles in
both formats, with Sony's Columbia. Disney and Fox

Blu-ray Group. ' But Warner's decision gives us the
opportunity to focus on the more important issue

backing only Blu-ray, while Universal, Paramount and

-which is trying to get consumers converted from

DreamWorks have exclusively supported HD DVD.
After Warner's decision these studios look sure to jump

ordinary standard- definition TV to HDTV'.
On the CES show floor Toshiba continued to show
HD DVD, and the HD DVD Promotion Group's booth

ship too. ' Our decision was based purely on consumer
preference for Blu-ray,' says Warner.
The announcement forced Toshiba and its partners
to cancel their grand slam HD DVD party on the show's
opening night and scrap private briefings scheduled
throughout the show. The bombshell announcement
was deeply embarrassing for Toshiba. To add to the

was manned, adisc's throw from the Blu-ray Disc
Group's booth. But while the BD booth was buzzing
with activity, the HD DVD zones were thinly attended,
had the smell of death about them and were manned
by demonstrators often talking to themselves. The
only publicity material available on the HD booth was

Our decision was based purely on
consumer preference for Blu-ray'
RIGHT:
Talking to

company's misery it had scheduled apress conference
for early on the first day of the show, to announce three

no-one about
HD DVD - on
the floor at

press conference went ahead there was no mention or
demonstration of the players - just written details left in

CES 2008

new 'third-generation' HD DVD players. Although the

the paper press pack.

BRAVE FACE
Toshiba's digital consumer chief Yoshihide Fujii, the
normally gung ho 'father of HD DVD' was missing and
it was left to Akio Ozaka, President of Toshiba USA and

athin leaflet which embarrassingly boasted ' HD DVD

Marketing VP Jodi Sally to put on abrave face. 'We

is the High-Def format of the future'. 'There is endless
information on our website,' assured apretty airhead

were surprised by Warner's announcement,' admitted
Ozaka. 'This is atough day for me,' admitted Sally. ' Over
amillion players are in the US market. It's difficult to
read people writing that HD DVD is dead. We have been
declared dead before'.
Challenging popular myths that are untrue, Scott
Ramirez, Head of Toshiba's TV Marketing, could not
resist citing the saying that humans only use 10% of

employed to duck questions about HD DVD's future.

CLASSIC GAFFE
In what looked like aclassic gaffe, aPR company
representing the HD DVD Promo Group in Europe
mistakenly sent out the brazen statement which the
Group was planning to make at the cancelled event.
This ' recapped abreakthrough year' and assured

RIGHT: 'The

that ' as the official successor to DVD, HD DVD

Ultimate

has added to the heritage of the most successful
consumer electronics format ever'.

HD Movie
Machine'

At the Blu-ray Disc Group press briefing that

-abanner
ad from HD

followed the cancelled HD DVD event Steve Beeks,
President of Lionsgate, said: 'The market has decided
and the consumer has had the final say. Blu-ray is

DVD sponsor
Toshiba
hangs outside

the gold standard.' Bob Chapek, President of Walt
Disney Home Entertainment, sees the next challenge
as educating owners of Blu-ray players on how to

the CES
conference

connect them to HDTV sets with HDMI cables, saying
'many people aren't watching their HD movies in HD'. ( 5

centre
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Enjoy an incredible Martin Logan electrostatic for just fl 599(pair)!
.fflumummu
BEST BUY

'Source' - NEW
from Martin Logan
Source is the world's most affordable high-

IMI

performance hybrid electrostatic loudspeaker.
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technology ( originally developed for
MartinLogan's Summit loudspeaker), Source
is capable of an exceptionally dynamic and
realistic performance. An 8- inch woofer,
MiniETC'm ( Energy Transfer Coupler) spikes,
and high- end crossover engineering,
further reinforce Source's high- end pedigree.
The result?
A

stellar performer at an exceptional price.

Benefits:
CLS'm Generation 2Electrostatic Panel
Ultra Rigid AirFrame'm
High- Resolution 8- inch Woofer
Low-Voltage Power Supply
Toolless Binding Posts
Mini ETC'm ( Energy Transfer Coupler) Spikes
Available in Black or Dark Cherry

Brilliant performance in the Martin Logan style, this newcomer offers
tremendous resolution at abargain price, but needs care in setting up
and choice of partnering equipment. It also requires room to breathe,
but for the money it's cracking value. " Alvin Gold, Hi -Fi Choice, Feb 08
44

Call Oxford Audio today
to arrange an audition.

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House,

ark End Street, Oxford, OX1 1JD

Tel: 01865 790 879, Fax: 01865 791 665
info@oxfordaudio.co.uk, www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
design: audiography.co.uk
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conducted and written by our Consultant
Technical Editor, Keith Howard. All
electronics are measured using the
six-channel QC Suite testing station
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dux

developed by HiFi News' Editor,
Paul Miller, and now an industry standard.
Not only does this exhaustive testing give
HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
also the only magazine to offer its full test
report data online. Log onto
www.hifinews.co.uk and follow the links

Ever wondered what makes an amplifier.
CO/OVO/universal player or AV processor
tick? This is where
News lifts the lid
on each and every review product to give
you the inside track on its key building
blocks. The blue ' speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the product's inner workings.
As a rule, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be linked
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
box', visualising key areas of strength or
weakness within a product permits a far
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.

to obtain free downloads.
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They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of CD/DVD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both 1kHz ( black trace
or infill) and 20kHz ( blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 10W/8ohm.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a CD player, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
different loudspeaker loads.
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WATERFALL GRAPHS
This specific 30 or ' waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the ' cumulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker ( 3)
up to 5msec ( five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

saw

Frequency in Hz »
Pe.

(1)
(
3)

3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or yaxis) and output frequency ( the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roll-off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions ( 4). In this case, the ' digital' distortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate ( something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd. 3rd, 4th... harmonic distortions ( 4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.

(4)

(2)
&w
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Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about aproduct in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features. Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent:
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to £ 1000, blue
between E1001-£3000 and red for the
rarified high-end at n000+.

TESTED THIS MONTH...

34 Group test: Sub-£400 turntables with arm and cartridge
SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY

I.

••••••••

I
t

PIE CHART COLOUR KEY
1

EQUIPMENT
UP TO £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 3000

18 Yamaha S2000 CD/amp

24 Sonus faber Elipsa

28 Linn LP12 SE turntable

44 Harman Kardon combo
—oar

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES

This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while amultichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

FEATURES

75%
-; Belles pre f
power amps

52 Dali Helicon 4 Mk2

BUILD

ECONOMY RATING

Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity bills tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. Its alittleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors may demand some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents abalance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

75%
ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY

With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in astunning,
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like abrick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5year guarantee.

56 Sony BDP S300 Blu-ray

64 Su

S

63 Musical Fidelity X-CAN v8

ems: Sub-E7000 Talk Electronics and ATC set-u
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CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER TEST

Stereo
Seventies
YAMAHA CD- S2000 (E /000)
YAMAHA A- S2000 (£ 1500;

First taste of Yamaha's stereo combo, blending
the look of the seventies with the SACD
• •of the noJghties
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Tested by Richard Stevenson

T

here is clearly arenaissance in two-channel
audio percolating the hearts and minds of
Japanese manufacturers. The likes of Marantz,
Denon and Pioneer have unveiled strong

new stereo products in the last year and Yamaha's
S2000 pairing here follows in much the same vein and
comes to market following the well- received Suavo
loudspeakers. But don't get too excited about a ' new
stereo revolution' just yet, as Yamaha UK's marketing
man Terry Murphy points out: 'As the AV market begins
to level off, manufacturers are getting back to values
that once again appeal to the hi-fi generation.' No
chance of an iPod dock here yet then.
In fact the design of the S2000 series harks back to
the hi-fi heydays, being the best execution of ' retro'l
have seen for ages. From the chunky lever-style switches
to the wooden cheeks and minimal indicator lamps, the
look is pure Yamaha circa-1975.1was right back there

plastic trays. The drawer literally glides out as if on air,

in university digs with my 10W Yamaha amp blaring out
A Saucerful of Secrets before Ihad even plugged this

and closes with an authority that intimates it could
double as apretty effective carrot slicer. The subtle
blue display cannot be faulted for is basic information,
the buttons are nicely solid and the aluminium-topped

new combo in.

CZECH THE POLARITY
Design-wise, the 52000 series polarised opinion at the
Prague launch late last year - and does exactly the same
in the living room.11ove it, the wife hated it. But what

remote is ajoy to use. Even the heavy-duty feet are
height adjustable and finished with aneodymium
magnetic spike and cup arrangement for isolation.
The same feet and beefy chassis construction are

ABOVE: On the
rear panel of
the Yamaha AS2000 amplifier
is asingle XLR
balanced input,
four RCA linelevel inputs, and
aphono input for
either MM or MC

you cannot fail to be impressed with is the sheer build
quality, finish and attention to detail. These devices

used on the substantial A- S2000 amplifier. The build and
solidity of which is even more impressive in light of the

are absolutely gorgeous, ultra-solid and finished to a
standard Ididn't think still existed outside of the money-

five- strong stereo amp group test in last month's issue.
The A- S2000 makes even the lush PrimareI30 look abit

no- object end of the market.
The CD- S2000 SACD player feels as if hewn from a

'thrown-together'.

solid block of metal and the silent loading all- metal disc

RETRO SLIP

should not be

drawer is sheer tonic to amarket awash with flimsy

Internally the design is no less robust. The CD player is a

grounded

cartridges. Note
that the speaker
outputs are
floating, so the
'black' terminal

balanced design, constructed in discrete compartments
with separate power supplies for digital and analogue
sides. Distinctly un- retro, being borrowed from Yamaha's
AV amplifiers, is aPure Direct mode, although its

1•1

function here is purely to shut down the display and the
0 0

000

.111111110.

* C)

The drawer glides out as if on air, and
closes with an authority that intimates it
could double as acarrot slicer'
S/PDIF output. Analogue hook-ups are provided in RCA
and the preferred balanced XLR.

OUR COMPLEMENTS TO THE TRANSISTORS...

So no surprise then that the A- S2000 amplifier is a

Balanced operation, from CD player through every
stage of the partnering amplifier is key to this

fully balanced design with symmetrical construction

52000 series. Balanced amplification has both
positive and negative-going halves of the audio

stage ( the only non- balanced part of the design) and

and XLR inputs. It promises 100W/ch, an MM/MC phono

waveform isolated from ground- borne interference.

parallel volume and tone controls, the latter being
bypassed out of circuit in the ' straight up' position.

This concept is taken astage further in the
A- S2000 which has single NPN power transistors

The ,ever switches take alittle getting used to as the
up position is ` on' with some switches and ' off' on

conducting during the negative and positive cycles
of the signal driving the speaker load, yielding a
symmetrical ' push-pull' without the traditional

others, but the gentle mute eature that reverses the
motorised volume by about 30° is very cute. There is
also adedicated internal headphone amp and suitably

complementary NPN/PNP transistor topology. On
the face of it, this might sound like an old-style

up-market connections on the back panel.

'quasi-complementary' amplifier but the circuit

strength lies in its holistic, balanced approach and

looks more like two single-ended amps each

cosmetics that match pretty much nothing else that

handling one half of the audio cycle - a ' bridged

has hit the market in 20 years. Generally they will be

single-ended' amp, by my reckoning. PM

purchased as apair - so quite why there are no amplifier
controls on the CD remote or vice-versa is amystery.

Although this pair is available separately, the design

MARCH
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FILE
Stereo SACDI
CD player and
integrated
amplifier. Rated
at 100WI8ohm
Made by:
Yamaha Corp.
Supplied by:
Yamaha
Electronics UK
Telephone:
01923 233166
Web: www.
yamaha.co.uk
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Used Listing
Our list changes daily, so please visit
web site for latest up-to-date list.
DIGITAL
McIntosh MCD20I,CD/SACD 1E34001
Musical Fidelity KW 2505 (04999)
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC and %Inert 1(4000)
Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive CDplayer (€4000)
Stello CDA 220 clac rCDS 200 zd transport

£2695
£3795
£2895
£2295
f1495

AMPLIFIERS
New Reference Range
SC- 7S2 Pre-amplifier
MA-9S2 Mono Power Amplifier
SA- 7S1 CD/SACD Player

(NEW) McIntosh MT10 Turntable
Their first- ever turntable, marries classic
McIntosh gi ass front panel cosmetics with
serious mechanics to create aunique, readyto-play LP solution, that you simply must hear!
Exception& .

ufflele"RIRINIPtielivery-

pto the FREE shadow audio weekly newsletter (visit shadow a

o
_c

ATC SCM 7, 11, 19 and 40
At their respective price points, we don't think
any other loudspeaker can tell you more about
your music than the ATC range can. They offer
exceptional value for money. We like the new
and improved styling tool
Nip

13995
995
11395
11295
£1295
1995
11495
11495
01795
£1195
11995
1649
£795
£3695
£995
£2995
£2495
£2395
£1795
£230
£795
£749

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy All classic oils>
ART Emotion Monitor (€ 4000)
ART loudspeakers ExpresslonV6 (113500)
ATC 5(M2051 lf 2400)
Dali Helicon 400 1(299S)
JAS Audio Plato ReferencelE13995)
JAS Audio Odor 1023001
JAS Audio - Ofsa If 1399)
JAS Audio - Supertweeters(f649)
Leema Acoustics tone (I
2245)
Monitor Audio GR20 1500)
Monitor Audit' G560 (f2000)
PMC FBI n (f. 1695)
SoundLeMillennium M3 Electrostatics (€8995)

£650
£3250
£1995
£1395
£2250
£9995
£1495
£1095
£449
f1695
£795
f1395
£1095
f
2795

ANALOGUE
Pro led ExpervoceltPale ((750)
SMF 2012A 10601)

(NEW) Music Fidelity A5.5
New from Musical Fidelity is the A5.5 Integrated
Amplifier and CD Player. Details are alittle scarce
at the mom ant but you can be sure of something
very special for the money! Call for details.

McIntosh MA7000 ( 250wpc)
Designed to deliver acontinuous 250 watts per
channel, the MA7000 Integrated Amplifier
is the most powerful integrated amplifier
McIntosh has ever offered. The MA7000 leads
an already impressive array of McIntosh
integrated amplifiers delivering
uncompromised performance in aconvenient,
single- box solution.

£495
£4495

MISC
Hovland Reference Speaker Cable If t200)
lsotek Nova 11 I
750)
hotel( Gil Minisub(£545)
Ncxdost Blue Heaven Speaker Cabte106951

£795
£1295
1399
£349

Shocking!!!
Have you joined thr? FR)EE
Shadow Audio E- Mailing List
yet?
If not, then you are missing out
on some truly wonderful offers
that are quite simply shocking.
Even worse, you won't be
receiving our weekly Used Items

The MA7000 employs the famous McIntosh
Autoformer. Designed and manufactured

List, so will be missing out on yet
more bargains.

exclusively by McIntosh, the Autoformer helps
the MA7000 deliver optimum performance

Visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk to

with any loudspeaker. Call for more details...

join today! Remember - its FREE!

Specialist Brands include:
Apollo, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Bryston, Chord Cables, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Hovland, Hyperion,
IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Manley Labs, Marantz Legendary, McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Music Tools, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Pathos, PMC,
Project, Resolution Audio, Shanling, SME, Tannoy Prestige, Unison Research, Vertex AQ, VPI, Wadia, Wilson Benesch and many more.

design: www.audiography.co.uk

REE UK delivery'

Aicuphase E408 I
ntegrared 1E30001
Anatek CM 0.5 pre amp if.140111
ATC SCA2 Professional pre amo (04000+)
Audio Zone AMP 1dual mono integrated 1E1595)
Audionet SAM V2 Integrated 1£24001
AVI Lab Series integrated (E1599)
Bel Canto'S300i Integrated (0 )7991
Be) Cantakvo2i integrated amplifier (f.2995)
Cairn 4810 Integrated (£2700)
Copland CTA 520 stereo tower amp (£ 1900)
OK Design VS- 1Referenoe(£2500)
Eastern Electric Minimax Power Amp €995)
Flying Mole PA-5I Digital Pre Œ9991
McIntosh C2200 pre (E4850)
Musical Fidelity AS Pre (£ 1499)
Musical Fidelity KW550 Integrated (.050001
Musical Fidelity KW5001htegrated if 40001
Musical Fidelity 550K Supercharger 1E.2998)
Musical Fidelity Invista 300 lot amplifier 114000)
Oinpu AILtx Integrated tf3001
Unix' A8000 MK II Intenratec (( 1295)
Tac TSDAI 2)75 if 1245)
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YAMAHA

CD-S2000 CD PLAYER / £100

RESULTS

Frame- style transformer

;

feeds isolated power
supplies for both the
CID/SACD transport and
digital processing sections

Toroidal mains
transformer has separate
secondary windings
feeding independent

of the player

supplies for the left and
right a
•
Yamaha's
se3led CO/SACO
mechanism
uses abrushless
spindle motor
Motor drives Yamaha's
,ilent' disc loading
echarusm with its fine

ABOVE: The Yamaha CD-S2000 CD player uses a

by tray

proprietary 'Silent Loading' all- metal disc drawer

e

SILENCE IS SILVER
Don't let the chunky looks and muscular cheek panels

fool you, this is apairing of sprightly disposition
majoring on detail, clarity and pace. One of the first
things you notice is the perceived noise floor, or rather
lack of it. The 52000 combination does silence like few
others at the price, allowing the soundstage to have
fabulous front-to- back depth and offering much of the
effortless space of areally potent power amplifier.
The opening acoustic guitar notes of Painter Song'
on Norah Jones' Come Away With Me SACD were
presented in squeaky clean fashion with amarvellously
natural air. Each note had asharp, defining leading
edge as the string was plucked and the natural decay
was full of the resonant character of the guitar. Jones'
voice soothed out ovel the guitar rhythm, sounding
deliciously naked with every breath and every
movement of her lips acoustically accounted for.
The inky backdrop of the sub- basement noise floor
did wonders for this simple recording, allowing each
individual component to shine through in immaculate
detail. The upright bass line that joins the track was
beautifully crafted and silky smooth but Icouldn't
help thinking it was just alittle too far back in the mix.
While you could take nothing away from the accuracy
and polish of the bass reproduction, it didn't manage
the weight and authority to really underpin the track.
After some swapping with other kit in the music room,
this lighter balance transpired to be predominantly a
character of the A- S2000 amplifier as the CD player was
one of the cleanest, most neutral sounding players I've
heard since my reference Sony SCD-1.
THREE TIMES A LADY
But fast-forwarding to 'Nightingale' on the same
disc you can quickly forgive any bass shyness for the
enthralling rendition of Jones' voice at its best. The
slight rough edge to the mid- highs, the rich accent
and breathy sustain were near perfect. Her natural
sibilance got aslight highlight with the Yamaha pair,
particularly as the volume rises, and combined with the
relatively light bass, suggests the overall balance airs on
the forward side of neutral. Mind you, it didn't stop me

Stereo Burr- Brown PCM1792
DACs are employed in each
channel, offering adifferential
current output to drive Yamaha's
balanced analogue stage. These
DACs will also accept OSO data
from SACD media

Yuily b anted l
to-V and
analogue filtering using multiple
pairs of NE5532 cp-amps ( left
channel highlighted). Note that
balanced XLR out3ut is wired pir
1= gnd. 2 = - ve and 3 = + ve

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
20kHz, but this is noise not harmonic
Yamaha's choice of two PCM1792 DACs,
distortion. Both CD and SACD responses
each driven in differential mode, largely
peak slightly at + 0.1dB/20kHz, leaving SACD
determines the fine technical performance
offered by this player. Both the single-ended to extend to + 0.2dB/30kHz before rolling
away to -2.1dE1/50kFiz, - 15d13/80kHz and
and balanced outputs deliver astandard
-26d13/100kHz.
2V output but the overall A-wtd S/N ratio
This mild treble lift will not be audible
remains exceptionally wide at 109dB. This
but Iam slightly more concerned at the
is just fine for SACO media with its potential
presence of an extended digital ' grass',
for a20- bit+ dynamic range but arguably
too wide for CD unless the (music) recording albeit at avery low level, visible on the
jitter plots [below right]. Correlated jitter is
has been properly dithered. If not, then the
sufficiently low at - 285psec but this does
'window' is left wide open for any digital
not include the hash visible on the black
rubbish beyond the 16-bit/96dB limit.
spectrum. The (green) SACD spectrum
With the dithered signals used in our
looks cleaner if only because of its higher
test regime, distortion proved fabulously
requantisation noise.
low at - 0.0006% through bass and
Readers are invited to view an extensive
midrange at maximum output, increasing
QC Suite report for the Yamaha CD-S2000
to just 0.0012% at 20kHz. The ultrasonic
by logging onto wwwhifinews.co.uk and
requantisation noise inherent with the
clicking on the red 'Download' button. PM
SACO format yields ahigher 0.065% at

10e
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LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at 1kHz ( black) and 20kHz ( blue);
RIGHT: High resolution jitter analysis, CD ( black) versus SACD ( green)

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
2.06Vrms

Maximum output level
A.wtd S/N Ratio

109.1dB

listening to Come Away With Me three times in arow

Distortion lkHz.OdBFs,-30dles

0.0006% I0.004%

for sheer goose- bump factor that this SACD manages on

Distortion 20kHz.0c1BEs

0.0012%

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz/100kFiz ( CD/SACO)

-0.0dB to +0.2dB - 0.0dB to -26.0dB

systems with real resolution.
Ispent an unusually long period of time in the
company of the S2000 pairing and found that while it
absolutely excels with hi-fi reference recordings it treats
duff pressings less kindly. Ruthlessly in fact. It adisc has

Digital Jitter, co/SACO

285psec j < 10pser.

Resolution @ - 100dB ( CD) / - 120dB ( SACD)

±0.1dB

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>110dB

0.5dB

arough edge, the 52000 finds it and throws it at you. &.
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YAMAHA

A-S2000 AMPLIFIER / E1500

1111

ABOVE: The Yamaha A-52000 amplifier has ' 70s- style

RESULTS

This amplifier looks overeopulated
because every stage, from tone circuits,
phono eq, pre and power amplification
requires twice as many components
as aconventional amplif er. There are
even three volume circuits, orne for
volume+bass, one for volummilreble
and one for volume+tone defeat - all
connected in parallel!

1

Each of these ' bridged single.
ended' power amplifiers
comprises three pairs of
transistors bolted onto a
separate black alloy heatsirik
(le11t channel highlighted).
[See borout on page 19)

Four, 63V/22000e
electrolytic reservoir
capacitors make up the
main bank of this fully
balanced powe supply

levers, from tone controls to toggle switches. The
balanced volume, tone and amplifier circuits are pure ' 00s
r • -

it

The bright Eleanor McEvoy's Out There SACD sounded

1111111111111111111 II

really bright, the flat sounding early Black Sabbath CDs
came across dead-flat and compressed pop sounds
were positively sat- on.

OLD- SCHOOL ROCK
Having a penchant for old-school rock music

and

tunes from popular beat combos such as Snow Patrol
and Radiohead, this meant the Yamaha pairing
was collecting more black marks than gold stars
as the weeks went by — until Ichanged speakers.
Coincidentally, Ihad to swap the big Tannoy Dimersions
for apair of Acoustic Energy AE1 Mk 3 Reference
speakers, and agreat sound turned into amagic one.
Adding the extra air and space of the stand- mount
speakers was arevelation in three-dimensional detailing
and the more laidback AE1s neatly smoothed the
Yamaha's lively top end. Radiohead's The Bends CD
was simply etched into the room with every bit of its
bruised, desperate majesty laid bare. The emotional
roller- coaster of ' Fake Plastic Trees' builds and builds
with acentral crescendo of guitars, and then drops you
in the last few gentle bars.
The Yamaha 52000/Acoustic Energy AE1 setup was
quite something to behold in terms of revealing musical
detail and sheer passion in an ultra-clean "ii fi' sense. By
the end of ' Street Spirit' at the end of the CD, Iwas an
emotional wreck, sobbing into my Rioja and wondering

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
As anticipated, this unusual ' bridged singleended' amp design revealed afew secrets
on the lab bench. First off, it meets its
100W specification at 2x120W(8ohm and
2x210W14ohm with sufficient capacity to
deliver clean bursts (< 1%.THD) of 360W and
180W into 2and lohm loads. respectively.
This is equivalent to amax.mum current
capability of 13.4A/10msec which is not
sufficiently generous to drive the most
difficult of speaker loads. Incidentally, once
the amplifier has been left to warm up, it
idles at some 65W consumption, increasing
to 335W at its rated 2x100W/8ohm output.
The amplifier gain is very high at + 45.9dB
so it requires just 137mV input ta achieve
its rated output. Bearing in mind all CD/DVD
players offer a- 2Vrms maximum output,
then you'll not get atremendous amount of
use from tie far end of the volume control.
We really start to witness the impact of
Yamaha's balanced power supplies and

amplifier topology in the massive 97.2dB
A-wtd S/N ratio - agood + 12dB wider than
the ' average' integrated amplifier at 85dB.
The 2000's frequency response is
usefully extended (just - 1.3dB down
at 100kHz) and quite independent of
the volume position thanks to Yamaha's
buffered implementation. The output
impedance is low enough at - 0.03ohm
but also unusually 'flat', maintaining this
value from 20Hz-20kHz. Distortion is low
at 0.007% through the midrange but,
perhaps as afunction of the balanced,
quasi-complementary output, increases to
0.05% at 20kHz and, more markedly, to
- 0.18% at low, subsonic frequencies. The
120W power output is maintained to 20Hz
bass frequencies, however.
Readers are invited to view an extensive
QC Suite report tor the Yamaha A-52000
by logging onto vvww.hifinews.co.uk and
clicking on the red ' Download' button. PM
Ill tam

(1) mew

if Icoud yet convince the wife to have this system in
the main lounge.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Yamaha's new S2000 pairing

SOU

179%

has old- school charm and
old-sc hool build quality that

10
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ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into 8ohm ( black

few products even get close

trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and 1ohm ( green) loads; ABOVE RIGHT:

to these days. The Highly

Distortion versus frequency at 101N/ Bohm from 5Hz to 40kHz

Commended' CD player is a
masterful execution of the

A

genre, supremely accurate
120W/210W

and ultra clean, and while

Power Output, 814011m (cIRTHD)

the amp exudes the same

Dynamic Power. 81412flohm

155W1 29CDN I360W I180W

notable qualities its slightly

Output Impedance (20Hr-20IcHz)

0.030-0.035ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-1001044

+0.0d8 to -1_3dB

forward balance demands
careful speaker matching.

iii/6
) 6%

B8UILD
8/70%

Input Sensitivity (for OdBVI/1100W)

14m11/137mV

Right Pie values for CD

Aivtd SiN ratio(for OdBVVI1DOW)

97.2dB/117.5dB

player/amplifier

Distortion (1016/18ohm, 20Hz2Oldir)

0.007-0.05%
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Rearguard Romeo
SONUS FABER CREMONA AUDITOR ELIPSA (£ 2498)

Designed to complement the Cremona
rance in arear surround role, these
compact two-way speakers may be
deserving of afront- of- house spotlight

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S
CHOICE
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Tested by Ken Kessler

S

orne years ago, Magnepan produced atiny
panel for in-store display as apoint- of-sale item.
It was aminiature Maggie, maybe 18in tall,
with sections cut away to show the technology.

Iasked Jim Winey, 'Why not make them functioning
speakers?' But, alas, my first visit to Magnepan took
place well before home theatre and Dolby Surround
would deem small speakers desirable. But Iloved the
idea of apair of ' mini Maggies' for the desk, or the
bedroom, knowing they would never be realised.
Not wanting to be caught out asecond time, two
decades later, Isimply assumed that Sonus faber's
Auditor Elipsa was anon-working scale model of the
Stradivari Homage or the Cremona Elipsa. It was too
teensy, too damned cute to be areal speaker. Hell,
you could almost hide it behind an LP sleeve. Icouldn't
believe it was areal speaker.
Accepting that it was, indeed, areal speaker, Inever
expected the latest in the Cremona range to ' pull a
Wilson': like Wilson's mind- boggling Duette, designed
for near-wall or shelf placement, the Auditor Elipsa
belies its raison d'etre by acting as astunning stereo
pair for full-time, audiophile pleasure. Yes, this minimasterpiece was conceived primarily for rear-channel
or other secondary uses. Which is as preposterous as
finding out, say, that Ornellaia was developed as atable
wine. (Which it wasn't, Ihasten to add...)

Behind the trademark 'violin string' grille on this
two-way vented box is a25mm ' ultra dynamic ring
radiator- driver' for the upper frequencies. It crosses
over at 2.5kHz to a 150mm mid-woofer with Sonus
faber's Symmetric Drive Motor System and wood fibre
cone, treated for break-up control.
Being Italian and dazzlingly attractive, it's also
made of materials and fashioned in amanner that are
simpatico with the form. ' Pretty' isn't enough. The
Auditor Elipsa recalls fine furniture, the glovebox door

ABOVE:The
Cremona Auditor
Elipsa has a
single-wireonly crossover,
featuring Sonus
faber's own
terminal posts for
bare wire, spades
or 4mm plugs

in aBentley, ahumidor from Humiaif. Even before
STAND FOR IT
An all- new design using the StradivarifElipsa panelmeets- oval elliptical topology, the Auditor Elipsa is wider
than it is deep: 341 x335 x224mm ( hwd) including
the supplied wall- mounting hardware. And the brackets
don't have much to support: these weigh only 15.2kg
per pair. The brackets bolt to the back and allow the

Sonus faber named atrio of speakers after famous

'The Auditor Elipsa recalls fine
furniture, the glovebox door in a
Bentley, ahumidor from Humidif'

speakers to pivot as needed. But Iowe it to all of you
to spend the next year or so begging Sonus faber to

violin makers, the company's artistry y'elaed enclosures
that suggested nearby Cremona. This diminutive

produce adedicated floor stand. My- oh- my, does this

treasure gives up nothing to its larger siblings.
As with its antecedents, the Auditor Elipsa features
sandwich construction achieved by using hand- selected
layers of various woods and solid maple, ' quality graded

speaker justify it.
Even scaled down, Franco Serblin's radical, almost
panel- like cabinet shape for the Stradivari - aform
created to control resonance and standing waves remains drop- dead gorgeous. Available in natural maple
or light graphite, the Auditor Elipsa is the Liv Tyler of
speakers. It's atestimony to Italian wizardy. Something
in the water.., or the wine. Whatever the source, no
other nationality possesses design skills like it.
THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
Having matured over aquarter- century- plus into
acompany with three distinct ranges, and having
long ago addressed multichannel with subs, centres
and surrounds, Sonus faber continues to redefine
the way we look at speakers. More than any brand,
Sonus faber forced box- type speakers to evolve away
from the characterless, wife- antagonising, slab- sided
tedium we've suffered since
the mid- 1950s. Although
no longer totally involved
with Sonus faber, designer
Serblin deserves our thanks
for this. And if past behaviour
is anything to go by, expect
clones of this speaker to
follow post haste.

.

and oriented' to enhance performance. Details include
the aforementioned grille which completes the visual
link to the first Guarneri, and the terminals on the back
are the recently- introduced, bespoke multi-way binding
posts for bare wire, spades or banana plugs, designed
so you don't need aspanner or special tool to tighten
them sufficiently.
MODEST AMBITIONS
Because Sonus faDer's ambitions for the Auaitor Elipsa
are so modest - did they not know before this left the
factory that it was abloody marvel? - the specification
is almost prosaic. A small box claiming a55Hz-30kHz
response, 89dB sensitivity and 4ohm nominal
impedance? With that description, you'd be hardpressed to imagine anything different
from thousands of undistinguished
boxes designed to ,un off AV
receivers of questionable pedigree.
Connected to the McIntosh
C2200 and MC2102 prefpower
combo with Yter cable (also, Ibelieve,
used internally in the speaker), the
Auditor Elipsa was fed material via the

AUDIO

FILE

Compact two-way
speaker for rearchannel or small
system duties
Price: £ 2498
Made by: Sonus
faber
Supplied by:
Absolute Sounds
Telephone 020
8971 3909
Web: wvvw.
sonusfaber.com

Marantz CD-' 2CD player.
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SONUS FABER

AUDITOR ELIPSA SPEAKER / £2498

RESULTS
The 25rrrn rng tweeter uses
au annurar {hued diaphragm
around acone- shaped cen -ral
3hase pin' that suppresses
.:ancrellatio It. Response
esches out to beyond 40kHz
.
-

The crossover is mounted bet ind
the main driver, described as
anon- resonant second-order
design with optimised phase
characteristics. Crossover
frequency is 2.5kHz

ABOVE: The Auditor Elipsa uses the

same r:ng tweeter

with annular doped diaphragm as the big Stradivari

Oti EMOTION CONVEYED
These speakers are large in scale and bass ' mass'; you
won't believe you're hearing aspeaker amere inch or

The 150mm cone [laver. exclusive to Sonus faber, uses aSymmetric
Drive Motor System., with a
selected blac< wood fiir came
and dymamic linear suspension

so taller than an LS3/5A. The Calling's twangy cover of
the Georgia Satellites' masterpiece, ' Keep Your Hands
to Yourself' summoned attack, speed, transient recovery
and clarity as you would expect from aspeaker with
the same tweeter as the ' Strad' - one of the finest
transducers on earth. Irrespective of the voice or
instrument, lucidity and transparency marked the midto- upper reaches. And while it rips my guts out to say
this, the vocals sounded more natural than via LS3/5As.
An assortment of voices reinforced this impression.
With the unplugged This Is Pat DiNizio, which opens
with one of the finest versions ever of the Beatles ' For
No One', the concept that ahi-fi system - as much as
arecording - can convey emotion is hard to dispute.
You could hear real aching and longing, something the
Smithereens' front- man expresses with abject sincerity.
Dion's Son Of Skip James, continuing his transition
into bluesman, is amore sonorous affair, but as with
DiNizio's album, sparse arrangements allow you to nail
down to the millimetre such matters as instrument
positioning and soundstage dimensions. Fn these
areas, the small Sonus thinks it's apoint source. Almost
magically, they seem to disappear. The soundstage
ignores the speakers' edges.
Thanks to the superbly mastered Led Zeppelin

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
We couldn't match Sonus faber's quoted
sensitivity of 89dB for the Auditor Elipsa
loudspeaker, but 87.5dB is nonetheless a
good figure for aspeaker of this small size.
Although the Sonus faber lotddspei3kers
to have passed through this lab haven't
always demonstrated aflat frequency
response, errors of just ± 2.9dB and ± 3.2dB
respectively for the Auditor Elipsa pair ai e
afine result. The more so since there is a
deliberate shelving down of the response
below 1kHz to suit the speaker better when
used as intended, either mounted on awail
or placed on abookshelf. Otherwise the
response trend is essentially flat bar agently
rising trend above 9kHz.
Matching of the two speakers was
excellent with an error between 200Hz
and 20kHz of just t0.6dB. A diffractioncorrected bass extension of 70Hz (- 6dB

ref 2001-1z) may seem disappointing
but accords with aspeaker of this size
and impedance. In any case, boundary
reinforcement from the wall behind will
afford it astronger bass performance
than this figure suggests. High-frequency
response from the ring radiator tweeter
reaches to well over 40kHz but, as usual
with this unit, there és alarge ultrasonic
peak in its output.
With aminimum impedance modulus
of 4.2ohm. the Auditor Elipsa comfortably
meets its 4ohm spedfication and is a
relatively easy loudspeaker to drive, its
minimum EPDR ( equivalent peak dissipation
resistance) being amoderately challenging
2.3ohm at 126Hz. The cumulative spectral
decay waterfall is mostly clean with just
ahint ot bass- mid driver breakup modes
appearing above 1kHz. KH

smorgasbord, Mothership, Iaccepted that the Amator
Elipsas defied logic: they coped with the sheer bombast
of 'immigrant Song', the spatial decay in ' Good Times
Bad Times', the brontosaurus thud of Bonham's drums,
as if six times the size. Forget about installing these in
the back of the room. They deserve pride of place. In
other words, amazing things come in small packages.
Freqx.cy an

Frequency 2.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

ABOVE LEFT: A flat response trend engineered to benefit from the bass

Something told me that the

reinforcement of wall or bookshelf mounting: ABOVE RIGHT: A clean- looking

Auditor Elipsa merited more

spectral decay with some minor bass- mid drive" modes above lkHz

than relegation to rear channel
usage. It is a glorious, huge-

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

sounding, fulfilling speaker

Sensitivity ( SPI at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

87.5:18

Impedance modulus min(max(20Hz-20kHz)

4 2alhrn @ 200Hz

impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

-44.@ 106Hz

that emulates the virtues
of no less than the 15315A,
but with real- world power

16.9ahm @ 92Hz
-

handling, satisfying bass and
looks to die for. Gorgeouslooking, great- sounding and
small? Simply irresistible? All
that and more.
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38.re 26Hz
Pair matching ( 2D0Hz-20kHz)

±0.6dB

IF/HF extension

7 0Hz

ref 200Hz/10kHz)

THD 100HzI1kHz/10kHz ( for 90dB SPI at lm(

/ > 40kHz

1.71 J 2.1%i 0.1%

PS
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"By decoupling
system performance
from mains quality,
it guarantees best
sound quality at all
times. All told:
a bargain."
Keith Howard
Hi Fi News, Feb 2008

a

POWER PLANT PREMIER
AC Power Regenerator

Everything you hear and see through your Hi Fi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter. and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £ 1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link Ill DAC £799

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £799

tib AWARD

GCPH Phono Stage £799

WINNNER

UNDERE1000
"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill. "

"Brilliant. Loads of power
and detail."

Absolute Sound, March 2007

ImageXpenence, March 2007

"The Reference Phono."
"The PS Audio is an outstanding design. It gets more
from LP than anything rye heard to date. "
Christopher Breunig, HiFi News
May 2007 (Score: 20 / 20)

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333 • info@signaturesystems.co.uk • www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome.

HFN/SAS/Mar/08

TURNTABLE TEST

LINN SONDEK LP12 SE

(£9550)

A major series of revisions of the classic Linn
Sondek is now available, with some
subversive changes inside — starting
with aprecision machined
all- metal subchassis and
armboard...
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Tested by Andrew Harrison

1

t's no idle exaggeration to say that the Sondek
LP12 has been atouchstone for record playback
during the three decades- plus of its continuous

production. And although Linn Products has earned
its credentials as aprogressive company by embracing
new areas of business such as multiroom and AV
electronics, and despite the low demand for record
players compared to the heyday of the 1980s, the LP1 2
has stubbornly stayed in the catalogue. It's areminder
of the company's heritage but also surely atestament to
the turntable's abiding popularity, since Linn wouldn't
trouble itself to make something no-one would buy.
Externally almost identical since 1973, many small
changes have been made inside over the years in
order to improve its sound, principally by tightening
tolerances on metal components and substituting
superior suspension pieces. Aside from the deck itself,
Linn has also made steady developments in its tonearms,
cartridges and power supplies to keep the design fresh.
Notable changes to the core motor unit include
the Nirvana upgrade in 1981, using new springs,
grommets and fasteners: and the late 1980s change
in main bearing, made available to older decks as the
Cirkus upgrade. However, since the Lingo power supply
upgrade in 1991, the Sondek motor unit has effectively
been in stasis, remaining essentially the same for over
15 years. Until now.

THREE'S A CHARM
Linn Products made three updates for the Sondek
in 2007 - anew version of the Trampolin isolation
baseboard, moving from plastic to ametal plate; a
revision to the flagship Ekos arm, up to ' SE' status; and
most subversive, the Keel metal subchassis upgrade.
Like an iceberg, the important part of the subchassis
component lies below the surface out of view. And the
Keel is intriguing because, excepting achange from
spot-welded folded steel to one with aglued-on brace,

ABOVE: Included
with the Ekos

Part of tne synergy of the Sondek is based on a
lossy coupling between the armboard and subchassis,

SE arm is a

traditionally fastened together by three tiny wood

complete kit
of parts and

screws. Linn has traditionally warned against any
modification that ' improves' this joint, as the result is

tools, plus the
T-Kable - anew
thicker arm lead

said to be aharde -,brighter sound that actually results
in aloss of ow- level information and adeterioration of

with silver-

the all-important ' tune'. Yet the Keel is fashioned from a
single piece of aircraft- grade aluminium alloy - forming

plated copper
conductors

acomposite, unyielding subchassislarmboard/arm
collar platform - precision machined to leave diagonal
strengthening webs on the underside. The resulting

'Linn has traditionally warned against
any mod that ' improves' this joint, as
the result is said to be abrighter sound'

the subchassis has remained aconstant on the deck

platform is designed to match exactly the weight and
centre of gravity of the original assembly, and the

since the first model.

differing wall thicknesses and variations in the depth of
'pockets' is said to break up unwanted vibrations.

ECOSSE ENGINEERING
Linn introduced the Ekos tonearm in 1988 as a
development of its popular Ittok. Important changes
then included the use of aluminium- loaded industrial

AUDIO
LINN LINEAGE
Based closely on the Ariston RD11, the Linn
LP12 first appeared around the beginning of
1973. Manufacture started at Linn founder Ivor
Tiefenbrun's father's engineering workshops
in Castlemilk, near Glasgow, and thanks to the
strong belief in the product from Tiefenbrun and
his staff, became almost religiously revered over
time. It was instrumental in reversing the system
building philosophy of the day, which said that the
loudspeaker was the most important component,
giving rise to the principle of ' source first'. Linn
Products expanded its range to tonearms and
cartridges, loudspeakers, and then electronics.

FILE
Belt drive
suspended
subchassis
turntable with
AC motor and
quartz- locked
external PSU
Made and
supplied by:
Linn Products
Telephone:
0141 307 7777
Web: www.linn.
co.uk

adhesive to fix the arm tube into tie bearing assembly
on one end and headshell at the other, along with
improved bearing components. For the new 2007 SE
vei-sion, Linn has selected titanium for the arm tube
instead of aluminum alloy, and the bearing mating
surfaces are machined 'to an even higher tolerance' to
reduce friction. Also the wall thickness of the bearing
assembly has been increased threefold, and the
armtube is now mounted directly to its collar, removing
an intermediate tube assembly.
Linn's new upgrades have raised afew eyebrows with
owners. A fully specified LP12 is now amajor financial
investment, since abare Sondek costs £ 1540 and first
requires a £ 990 Lingo power supply. Add to this £ 2950
for the Ekos SE arm, £ 1980 for the Akiva cartridge
and £ 140 for the Trampolin, and you're already up
to £ 7600, before including the Keel subchassis for
another £ 1950. As tested, this flagship Sondek would
set you back aheady £ 9550, moving it away from many C->
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enthusiasts pockets into ararefied high- end league.

RIGHT: The

In order to assess how the Sondek has responded

Linn Ekos SE

to the new changes, and in particular the revision to
the new subchassis and armboard assembly, Iset up

tonearm has

asecond LP12 as apoint of reference. This deck, a

an aluminium
headshell glued

the current level of Sondek construction before any of

to atitanium
armtube, here

the 2007 upgrades, and includes Linn's relatively recent
engineering additions such as plinth corner braces, an

Akiva cartridge

additional top plate fixing screw, and Cirkus bearing.

mounted with

walnut- plinth model of mid- 1990s vintage, represents

Also on hand for reference was my second Sondek, a
late ' 80s afromosia LP12 fitted with the Funk Firm's DC

seen with the

its three screw
mounting

motor Vector upgrade [ May ' 07]. This runs with ablack
Ittok LV II tonearm and Ortofon MC Windfeld.
Listening time was spent with these three decks, and
asystem based on either Music First passive preamp
with Chord SPM 1200C power amp, or Leema Acoustics
Tucana integrated, into B&W 802D loudspeakers. Itried
avariety of phono stages, including Trichord Diablo NC,

'Time spent here is rewarded with a
platter and arm that sit precisely level
and will bounce evenly up and down'

by many adark art in itself, lying somewhere between
alchemy and necromancy as an arcane practice to

at the subassembly's centre of gravity.

rebuild the deck with the Keel subchassis, aprocess

and an Anatek MC- 1before settling with the Diablo.

Getting the best sound from aSondek still requires
very careful setting up, typically aLinn dealer's job. The
assembly and tuning of aSondek has been regarded

can often double that time. Time spent here is rewarded
with aplatter and arm that sit precisely level and will
bounce evenly up and down when tapped by the finger
As supplied, the review Sondek LP12 had astandard
subchassis and armboard, so the first task was to

GSP Era Vwith Audio Note AN- 52 step-up transformer,

DEVIL IN THE DETAIL

and the tweaking of the arm cable held fast by aP-clip,

BELOW: Recent
changes to the
Ekos include
an improved
bearing housing.

that necessitates an almost complete nut- and- bolt strip
down. Comparing new Keeled Sondek with old involved
the repeated transfer of Ekos SE with Akiva between
decks, along with the new Trampolin base, with careful
calibration and tuning on aLinn setup jig at each stage.

The lift/lower

be carried out only by skilled Linn-trained technicians
armed with the correct tools and know-how. A

lever has
changed since
early models,

SONDEK SOUND
Listening began with aplaythrough of Rachmaninov's
Piano Concerto No 2, a 1960s Decca Eclipse pressing

complete overhaul or ground- up assembly takes around
an hour by amethodical worker, although the final

now stiffer and
resembling

[ECS 510, Katchen, NSOL:, using the standard LP12
Lingo plus Ekos SE and Akiva. This showed the familiar

tuning, including much twisting and resetting of springs

Rega's RB series

Sondek sound, majoring on an easy listening quality
with instruments held in anatural balance. The key
melodies of piano and orchestra were revealed with
good stereo dimensions, strings sometimes standing
alittle proud and massed together rather than cleanly
separated, and basses and low- register piano holding
some additional but not unpleasant warmth.
On the full SE deck with Keel, something akin to a
new recording was heard, aleaner and tighter sound
that had the effect of opening the soundstage to
delineate both the . mage position and character of
Katchen's piano. A challenging piece for apianist to
play, and to recreate from record, the Keeled deck made
conspicuous gains in fidelity, without straying far from
the ease of listening found on astandard deck.
Reveling in the playful menace of Borodin's
Polovetskiy Marsh [
Svetlanov, USSR SSO, Melodiya
C01377-8], the Sondek SE could show Svetlanov's taut
control of the Soviet orchestra in awidened stereo
space. A brighter, better lit sound, the effect was less
lush, more incisive and ultimately of ayounger sounding
recording. High strings were notably more cleanly
etched and sweete - in tone while the low end seemed
sited on astronger, more naturally resonant foundation,
painting in more cues to the venue.
'Sad Old Red' was always auseful test track for
setting up Linn systems, asoulful jazz piece from
flat- earth favourite Simply Red [
Picture Book, Elektra
EKT 27] that includes walking acoustic bass, sparse
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Long committed to the art of perfecting
the deep bass performance of audio
systems, REL Acoustics Ltd. announces
it's most recent creation, T-SeriesT".
Finally, true REL sub- bass performance
becomes affordable.
Crafted from exceptional materials,
T's beauty is more than skin deep.
The perimeter rail defines its shape
and ensures sufficient elevation to
properly release very low frequency
pressure waves — with devastating
results. The T- Series ULTTm (Ultra- Long
Throw) bass engines necessitate a
f'34 ,
71r-.2 r495

bold, hemispherical, domed grille

F5W,

which is curved to contain the driver's
extraordinary excursion.
The three- model T- Series range
provides one tailor-made for your
system. Audition one soon at your
local REL specialist.

RFL
North Road . Bndgend Industrial Estate

eAWARD
NINNNER
5. 2007
...UNUER

Bridgend . CF31 3TP

2007
Subwoofer
of the Year

UK Telephone + 44 (0)1656 768 777

BEst Buy.

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1656 766 093 . www.rel.net

spring

Solo Music and Movie system options

savings
+

c-

•
#a

ARCAM

Arcam Solo Music system and Monitor Audio BR1 Loudspeakers

£949

+

Arcam Solo Music system and Monitor Audio BR2 Loudspeakers

£999
Arcam Solo Music system and Monitor Audio RS1 Loudspeakers

110 -

£1129
Arcam Solo Music system and Monitor Audio RS6 Loudspeakers

£1329

•d
deb••••11

Arcam Solo Movie system and Monitor Audio BR2 AV Loudspeaker pack

WWI

£2299
Arcam Solo Movie system and Monitor Audio R90 AV- 12 Loudspeaker pack

£2700
Arcam Solo Movie system and Monitor Audio RS6 AV Loudspeaker pack

£2999
EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Linn Majik System

Latest News
With

ARCAM

Solo Mini

This fantastic new product from Arcam

two

new

product

the Malik system

now

law ,.

Latest Award winning
Onkyo Receivers

from •

Award winning AV products on permanent
demonstration.

includes the fantas'

new Majok-1 integrated amplifier and

Si

0.0

Including TX-SR505E,605 and 875.

An evolution of the Solo range. Combing CD,

new Malik 140 Loudspeakers.

DAB Tuner in an even more compact stylish

Please call instore to listen to this fabulous syst ,•

Linn Ex Dem List

box. This wonderful product also comes complete
Source

with an IPod interface.
Please call instore to hear this superb system.

Colours available
Black
Saver

r-lieu

Dem

£3000
£2250
£350
£400
£200

Used
Ex Derr
Used
used
used

Black & Silver
Black & S,.ver
FILs
e •
Il • •

nob, AV ProLessor £ 5000
Sinos AV Processor £ 3750
kairn Pre Ample,
£400

Ex Don
Ex Dern
Used

Black
Black
Burk

Ex Dern
Used
Ex Dem
Ex Dem
Used
Used
Used
Used

Slyer
Saver
Neck & SiNer
Black
Sever
Black
Black
Black

Unelsk 1.1 Um,
Und.sk SC
kank CD Mayer
Nurse. DA Corned,
Mend CD Player
Control

elaneer

LINN

Latest Pioneer G8
Plasma TV's

Playback
swear Solo Pover Ampl fiers £4950
r ••• Lx Solo Pover Ampl fiefs £4000
•• • a SIO0 Pov. Amplifier £ 0400
••• • a2100 Power Amplerer £ 1000
Power Amplifier £900

rap

l'orver Amplifier £400
..• Posse Pehlke, £203

BIM

Loudspeakers
• • • at 35CA Loudspeecers
• • at 35CP Looduceaxers
• .. crt 345 Subwooler
.0I 34CA Loudspeaker
• • st SOCA Loudspeakers
• ce 242 Loudspeakers
. Li. 242 Loudspeakers
•
202 Loudspeakers
• ••., 221 Sutoccofer

—

PDP-LX508XD

on permanent demonstration.
The best prices

please call for details.

Price includes nationwide
delivery and installation by
Linn trained staff.
For more information on purchasing
visit voww.petertyson.co.uk
or www.newcastlehiti.co.uk

Peter

Tyson

www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales©petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

Used
Ex [km
Ex Dern
Ex Dee,
Ex Dens
Ex Darn
Ex Dens
Ex Derr
Ex Dem
Ex Deer

Maple
Hugh gloss Blacks, • •
Rosenut
'bon gloss Cher,
Mtgls gloss Cherry
High gloss Che,
Posenut
Maple
Maple
Maple & Black

Yogic. Use, Knekt multi's:see Ea Dam and used Products available.
Please call for details

6Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 SIX
Telephone 01228 546756

£ 14000
115003
£8000
E2600
£6000
£ 9000
£ 4000
£ 35C0
£2500
f1400
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manaimma
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„

•

•

•

•

Capable of Processing Today's HighResolution Media
Including Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD
with Effortless Efficiency.

11:1oot'

I" efts

HD

HD rni

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B&O, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.

1.'
f1
.www.newcastlehifi.co.uk

h

•

Email mark©newcastlehifi.co.uk

Open Monday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm
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LINN PRODUCTS

SONDEK LP12 SE / £9550
A2e-pole ;Crynchronous
motor, capable of 33
and 45rpm use with the
external tinge power supply

One d three suspension
points for floating the
subCiassis assembly.
comprising spring and
twc ribber grommets

ABOVE: Top and bottom views of the Keel, Linn's major
revision to the Sondek LP12. Machined from asingle piece

RESULTS

Extra top plate
securing screw
through wood corner brace

New Keel subchassis,
machined from
alu ninium alloy. Now
inc.ucles the previously
separate armboard and
aril collar

of alloy, it's diamond polished and anodised in satin black
hi- hat and ride- lea percussion, and sensitive piano and
rhythm guitar to support Hucknall's dynamic voice.

lois wiring strap also braces
the plinth and provides a
mounting platform for the
t.ngo PSU connector board
(mot fitted here)

Linn's listening philosophy has been based on ' following
the tune' over considerations of timbre and space, yet
this piece demonstrated superior tone accuracy that
actually benefitted the underlying melody. A harmonised
tenor and baritone sax break opened out better, at once
improved in tone, transparency and separation, and
in its relationship to the rest of the song. and below,
somehow the bass just seemed more vibrant and
defined in pitch.
LEGENDARY TIMING
With reference to the Funk DC refit tor the Sondek,
there remains atrace of the AC motor signature but
now so small as to be almost inconsequential. A Funked
LP12 has yet lower perceived noise floor and arguably
better pitch definition, but perhaps can no longer be
considered aSondek anyway!
With these SE updates Linn has taken some of the
remaining bloom and mellowness from the classic
Sondek sound, bringing it closer to digital sources'
levelress, without sacrificing the deck's legendary
musicality and timing. In some respects, the 'tune'
aspects of the Sondek LP12 SE were even heard to be
enhanced compared to when non- Keeled, once the
upward tilt in tonality - and with it, transparency - had
been ' heard through' and acknowledged. There's a

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
comparing the figures obtained from Linn's
SE version of its evergreen LP12 with those
from the turntables in our group test [see
page 43] illustrates that adding a ' 0' then
tripling the price tag does indeed earn you
afew dB extra performance! Mechanical
rumble emanating from Linn's patented
single-point bearing, for example, is at
-71.2dB (OHz-500Hz, DIN Bwtd) relative
to the cartridge's output at 5cmisec, which
is 4ctB or ' 1.6x as smooth' as that achieved
by the Pro-lect Xpression at £ 325. By any
measure, this is an exceptional result and
deal h• depicted by the black trace in the
graph, below.
This graph also demonstrates the
excellent screening of Linn's AC synchronous
motor (not least by the substantial alloy
platter) with 100Hz PSU components
reduced to <-80dB, relative to 5cm/sec.
Cogging artefacts at ± 50Hz are still

visible, however, at <-70dB but are
completely absent from the wow and flutter
spectrogram [see graph, below]. This plot
shows an inconsequential (-0.15%) underspeed at 33.3rpm while indicating that
its very tight band of wow- related speed
variations are within ± 6Hz of the 3150Hz
test tone, contributing 0.07% to the total
figure of 0.09%. Higher- rate or 'flutter'
speed variations amount to just 0.02%.
This impressive stability is largely due
to Linn's outboard Lingo power supply
which uses acrystal clock to derive both
50Hz (33.33rpm) and 67.5Hz (45rpm)
frequencies together with ahigh-gain
amplifier that delivers two 60V outputs
to drive both phases of the synchronous
motor. The power consumption of this
supply, which increases its output in line
with the motor torque during start-up, is
just 2W. PM

radiant effect for sure, amore lustrous sound that is
secured over atauter and drier bass. It's this effect that
may divide die-hard Sondek users the most, since the
organic mellowness of an original Sondek has been one
of its prized qualities. Ultimately, resolution has moved
forward another step, atestament to better low-level
detail retrieval. )

.100

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
The latest Linn- sanctioned

20

SOON!)

84%

refits of Keel, Trampolin and
Ekos SE build on the classic
Sondek sound, bringing out
more detail, fccusing stereo

the

essence of the Sondek

charm. Solid precision

80

80
100 120
Prequ•ncy >0

140

1110

180

200

3030

3100
1130
3200
<0 Prequemy se,

3250

ABOVE LEFT: Bearing rumble (
black infill) versus silent LP groove ( blue infill)
re. 5cm/sec ABOVE RIGHT: Wow and flutter spectrum using 3150Hz tone at
5cmisec ( plotted ± 150Hz, 5Hz per minor division)

NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

images, tidying the top
and tautening the bottom,
while preserving most of

40

Turntable speed error at 33.33rpm

[CUIII III [1

98%

85%

Time to audible stabilisation
Peak Wow

8r Flutter
groove. DIN Bwtd)

33.28rpm (-0.15%)
2.1 sec
0.37% / 0.02%
-E18.6d13

engineering brings

Rumble ( silent

tangible benefits, albeit at

Rumble ( through bearing, DIN B wtd)

-71.2dB

a considerable price.

'hum & Noise ( unwtd, rel. to 5cm/sec)

-67.5d8
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BOO- ELI-00 TURNTABLES

We take aspin with four affordable turntables — complete with arm and cartridge!
REVIEWS BY STEVE HARRIS

LAB TESTS/INSIDE SHOTS BY PAUL MILLER

FILE y

es, vinyl is cool once again. For awhile, it

AUDIO

'When Isold them aturntable, they would come back

seemed that only dance music and the 12in

later and buy aCD player anyway,' he says. ' But if Isold

single were keeping the black stuff alive. The

them

uncouth demands of Dis didn't have much to

3 CD

player first, they wouldn't come back!'

Imported decks like Rega's were too expensive for

do with hi-fi, but ': hey kept cartridge manufacturers and
the few remaining record presses in business. They also

Heinz's budget system. He needed his own turntable.

led the way ir bringing vinyl back into fashion, for a

what is now the Czech Republic to visit the turntable

generation broug'ht up on the Compact Disc.
When CD fi -st arrived in 1983, there were at least 30

factory at Litovel. A collaboration was established, and
Pro-lect was born.

turntable brands available to UK buyers, not counting
the detritus o lower-grade audio. Awhole generation

REAWAKENING

of British specia ists faded away as the silver disc taok

Ten years later, in 2000, the dormant Swiss turntable

Pro Ject 1
Xpression Ill
£325

over. Dunlop Sys -.emdek, Logic, Pink Triangle and C1
Walker were among the many small manufacturers to

CEO, Heinz Rohrer. Over the next three or four years,

rel: 01235
311166

disappear. though Linn, Michell and Rega survived.

Cambridge Audio
TT50
£350
Tel: 0845 090
2288
www.cambridgeaudio.com

www.projectaudio.com

Rega P2
£300
'el: 01702
333071
www.rega.co.uk

Thorens TD240
£395
Tel: 01753
652669
vonnlv.thorens.
COT

In Feb-uary 1990 he took atrip across the border into

brand Thorens was reawakened by its dynamic new
many other companies who had long since forgotten all

Vinyl record sales slumped, but the hi-fi turntable

about analogue decided it was time to jump back on

business stibbornlly refused to die, and even started

the bandwagon - although same jumped off it again

'Dance music and 12in
singles kept the black stiff
alive, but vinyl is cool aga _
ni
showing small sicns of new life. In 1990, after 30 years
of making only tonearms, Alastair Robertson-Aikrnan
of SME decided that it was time to build his own no-

almost as qu ckly. Even Musical Fidelity, as digitallyinclined acompany as any, was lured briefly into
producing a': umtable.
On alarger scale Marantz, re-establishing its
credentials ai atwo- channel audiophile brand, put its
name to asmart- looking acrylic record deck, although
everyone knew this was actually aClearaudio turntable
with adifferent badge.
NAC, which had long ago given up making its own

compromise turntable, and the result was the £ 10.000

turntables, launched anew budget model that it bought
in from ,Rega. Goldring followed suit. 'All our turntables

Model 30, still in production with awaiting list today.
At the same tirre, but at the other end of the price
scale, aVieniese hi-fi retailer and distributor named

are made in the Far East...' joked Goldring sales manager
Steve Reichert, ' The Far East of England.' Last year, when
Cambridge Audio decided it needed aturntable, adeal

Heinz Lichtenegger was discovering that the way to

was done with Pro-Ject.

keep his Austrian custcmers happy was to sell them an
affordable, good- sounding vinyl- playing system.

Which brirgs us to the group of four models tested
here. The Cambridge Audio brand dates back to the
early 1970s, when it was famous for its very slim amps
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and big transmission- line speakers. More recently ( and
more releJartly) the Cambr.dge company of today has

Synchronous 50Hz mcr.or
i t: der

Revolving counterweight
to: fDwriorce adjustment

i

platter)

established an excellent range of UK-desicned, Chinese built electronics, sold in the UK through Richer Sound
The Pro-lect-based Cambridge TT50 cornes with
the same excellently finished plinth and smart lid as
Pro-lect's 1Xpression Ill, though with different feet a

-contact
gnetic bias
pensation
'set via
th sslide
acqLstrnent

a Cambricge label on the top. Yet in some aspects th
TT50 seens more akin to Pro-Ject's earlier and cheaper
models. Despite adifferent:ooking arm rear housing
with Cambridge's magnetic bias compensation inside

The TT50 uses anormal
Pro-lect bearing assembly
with steel spindle in a
brass housing

and its loco on top, the arm tube itself locks like the one

One.piece alloy tonearmi
:leadshell mounted into a
ghnlhal bearing housing

used in Pro-lect's simpler Debut series.
Coated polymer platter

ON A PLATTER

sits atop 3plastic hub
that's belt-driven via a

Cambridge's own acrylic platter has a paint coating

st2pped pulley drive

said to make the contact wi:h your record ' acoustically
inert', but with no recess for the record label, it is lixely
that only the label area will oe in intimate contact.
The TT50 certainly is easy to set up anc use - it has

11he Cambridge TT5
Itted with an Au

Is

Technica AT95E MM
cartricge

to be said that the. ma onetic bias avoids the fiddliness

Cambridge TT50
L

This turntable emanates from Pro-lect, quite
obviously a blood relative of the Pro-lect 1.
However, it isn't just acase of straight adoption
and renaming, because Cambridge has specified
several parts said to be unique to this model.
These include a proprietary arm with a noncontact magnetic anti- skate system, and

of Pro-Ject's usual thread and eveight- and the Audio

ABOVE: Made

Technica AT95E cartridge comes. aligned and ready

for Cambridge

Cambridge's own acrylic platter, which is coated

for use. There is also an informatve ard well- written

by Pro-lect,

with a special elastomer paint ' for careful control

mstuction book, helpful both for ncn-tecnnical ' plug

the TT50's

of resonance and matched acoustic impedance

and play' users and to those who want to tinker.

sub- platter has

to the vinyl record for maximum detail retrieval'.

Our next turntable, though, is a Frc-lect with a Pro-

added mass

Plinth, lid and drive system are identical to the

lect badge. It's afew years since Prc-lect transformed

in tie form of

1Xpression Ill, and it comes fitted with an Audio

ts original Pro-lect 1model into the 1Xpression,

ametal disc

by substituting a new carbon-fibre arm for the basic

screwed to its

aluminium one. For the 1Xpression Il, the aluminium

underside

Technica AT95E moving- magnet cartridge.

•

platter has been replaced with an acrylic one and there
is a better motor. The previot.s soft feet have been
repiaced by Pro-lect's ( cries, so that the turntable
sits on points. In other countries, the 1Xpression

se\

Ill comes with an AT95E cartridge, but here
the

•

/

Ton8 981 9891

the

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

audio

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

consultants

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

a

a Spectral DMA-16o.
The new amplifier from the company
already well known for its highly
resolving sound. £ 5995

c Nagra CDC/CDP Digital Replay.
Unlike any other CD player we have

b Esoteric SA-6o.
The new more affordable CD/SACD player

heard, at any price, for its sheer musicality,

with the special Esoteric sound. £ 3495

correct tonal balance, transparency and
detail. The Nagra CD players sounds like
the best analogue replay systems with
very large and especially deep soundstages.
From f85oo.

e Gamut DI- 150 integrated amplifier.
Aone- box solution for those that do not

d HRS Nimbus Damping System.

want apre- power combination but without

A new approach to removing unwanted

the compromises that most integrated

vibrations from within electronic components.

amplifiers have. Avery high quality sound,

Affordable and highly effective.

matching their separates, with the build
quality to match. £ 5550.
IAccuphase DP- 5o0.

For further info about any of our products please

The new CD player from this company with

visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

their own manufacture drive mechanism.
Exceptional sound. f3950
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GROUP TEST

UK distributor, Henley Designs - also the UK's Ortofon
importer - has cunningly upped the ante by substituting
the Ortofon 2M Red.
As we now expect from Pro-Ject, build quality is fine

Synchronous 50Hz motor
:uncer platter)

Thread-and-weight bias
compensation

and finish excellent. Pro-Ject's lid is mounted on friction
hinges so that it stays up at any angle when you lift it
and doesn't come down with abang. In fact, as supplied
the hinges were abit too stiff, so there was adanger of
moving the whole turntable when lifting the lid, but this
is easily corrected by adjusting the hinge screws.
CREAK- FREE STARTER

Chrome-plated stainlesssteel spindle runs on aball
bearing in brass housing

No such luxuries, of course, with the Rega P2. Here you
have alid that will stay up, but precariously, so that an
unwary nudge can cause it to crash down. Yet the P2 is
easy to set up and nice to use, and unlike some earlier
Regas, it starts up without any creaking noises from the

carbon-fibre tonearm with
alloy headshell and gimbal
bearing housing

Acrylic plstte: sits atop a
plaszic has that's belt-driven
via astepped pulley drive

belt. Like other Rega turntables in my experience, the
P2 ran slightly fast.

Pro-lect's 1Xpression Ill I;
fitted with an Ortofon 2M
Red MM cartridge

While the original Rega Planar 2's platter was glass
(like the Planar 3's, only thinner), the re- introduced P2
has one made of MDF. A deep, angled rim makes this

'By comparison with the
previous decks, the sound
leapt from the speakers'

hi-fi news

look abit more civilized than the plain platters used on
the OEM models and the entry-level Pl.
However, the Rega looked dowdy next to the Thorens
TD240, resplendent in its premium piano black finish.

facility. A suitable 78 cartridge kit is available from the

While the other three decks are all manual, the TD240

AT95E which is already installed. Finally, the Thorens
has asprung- hinge lid that works really nicely.

is fully automatic. Under the platter you see not only
the motor and drive belt, but also the system of levers
that connect the arm to the motor drive as needed and
provide the auto lift, cue, lift off and return functions. A
damping ring bonded around the underside of the light
metal platter looks to be formed from electrical cable.
The arm and drive system are mounted on a
subchassis, but this seems to be rather stiffly suspended.
The arm itself is alightweight tube with adetachable
headshell, useful if you want to make use of the 78rpm

Pro-Ject 1Xpression III
As you'd guess from the convoluted model name,
this is essentially adescendant of the original
Pro-Ject 1. The 1Xpression III offers amore
advanced tonearm than the basic models, with
acarbon- fibre main tube, good- quality bearings
using sapphire thrust pads, and thread- andweight bias compensation. This arm also allows

importer, or you can just buy a78 stylus to fit the

e

ABOVE: The

of favourite LPs, warmed up asystem consisting of
an Arcam A32 integrated amplifier and Dali Ikon 6

internal tonearm
leads are

loudspeakers and settled down to enjoy an analogue

terminated in

afternoon.., and evening.., and, in fact, the best part of
the following week.

separate L/12
phono sockets

Istarted off with agorgeous new audiophile disc

terminal.
The 16V AC

little thinned in the mid and top, although the beautiful
Baez voice carried the day effortlessly.

power supply

Moving on to the Pro-Ject, the sound immediately
had more body and guts in the midrange. Treble was
controlled and even- sounding, if sometimes displaying

Then Iplugged in the Rega. By comparison with

is driven by belt from a 16V AC motor. Changing

detail. It did sound faster, subjectively, than the Pro-Ject
or Cambridge, but I'm not sure whether this was due
to the actual speed increase, or to agreater level of

.0.01811111›

(wall wart) is
connected via a
jack and socket
under the deck

an ' edge' that hadn't been there before. At the same
time, Baez's guitar had amore woody quality and
general realism.
either of the previous two decks, the sound leapt from
the speakers, the guitar sounding busy, full of stringy

Ortofon 2M Red MM cartridge.

plus aground

from Pure Pleasure, the 180g-vinyl reissue of Joan Baez
[Vanguard VSD-2077]. The Cambridge player sounded a

both azimuth and height adjustment. The thick

platter off and manually shifting the belt on the
stepped motor pulley. In the UK, it comes fitted

COMMENDED

MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT
So, let tie listening commence! Ipulled out aselection

acrylic platter sits on the small moulded subplatter, which as usual with Pro-Ject turntables
speed from 33.3 to 45rpm means lifting the

HIGHLY

energetic detail being extracted from the disc.
Baez's voice could take on aslight hardness but
otherwise seemed far more natural than with previous
decks. Little sibilants and breath sounds were
ear-catchingly conveyed.
On the Thorens, the sound was pleasant enough, but
the voice was alittle more forward and with apeaky
midrange quality, while the imaging was rather vague. (>
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There is up to an incredible 70% off the original RRP on these end- of- line* hi-fi and home cinema separates,
speakers and accessories. Stock is limited and when it's gone, it's gone so don't miss achance to pick up abargain!
BRIGHTON 01273 733320
Arcam DiVA AVR250 AV Receiver
Arcam DiVA AVR300 AV Receiver
Arcam DiVA DV79 OVO Player
Arcam FMJ C30 Pre Amplifier
Aram DiVA P35 Power Amplifier
Cyrus CD6s CD Player
Cyrus CD8x CD Player
KEF Reference 204c Centre Speaker
KEF Xal Speakers
KEF PSW3500 Sub Woofer

BROMLEY

£499.00
£649.00
£499.00
£749.00
£615.00
£499.00
£699.00
£995.00
£395.00
£299.00

,) 1988

Arcam DiVA DV79 DVD Player
£399.00
Cyrus CDXT CD Transport
£399.00
Cyrus LinkPower Power Amplifier £299.00
Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver
£599.00
Fujitsu P42XHA58EB Plasma Monitor £1,299.00
Fujitsu P5OXHA58EB Plasma Monitor £1,999.00
Panasonic DMREX85 OVO / HDD Recorder £249.00
Pioneer VSXAX4AVI AV Receiver £499.00
Sim2 Domino 035 DLP Projector £1,499.00
Yamaha RXV1700 AV Receiver
£449.00

Samsung BDP1000 Blu-Ray Player
Yamaha RXV2700 AV Receiver

£279.00
£649.00

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540
Denon AVR2807 AV Receiver
Denon DVD3930 DVD Player
Epos M22 Speakers
i
Scan VP30 Liner Scaler
Marantz DV9600 OVO Player
Marantz SR7001 AV Receiver
Screen Play SP7210 DLP Projector
Yamaha DSPZ9 AV Amplifier
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player
Yamaha RXN6000 AV Receiver

£519.00
£714.00
£615.00
£799.00
£844.00
£649.00
£1,745.00
£1,499.00
£649.00
£299.00

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121
Harman Kardon Digital Lounge 540 AV System £99.00
KEF KHT2005.2 AV Speaker Package £299.00
KEF KIT 100 OVO System
£599.00
M&K LCR750 / II Surround Speakers £1,874.00
M&K Surround 55 Surround Speakers £499.00
M&K VX860 Sub Woofer
£424.00
Monitor Audio Bronze B2 Speakers £399.00

Denon S301 OVO System
£499.00
Marantz DV7600 OVO Player
£349.00
Pioneer DV989AVIS DVD Player
£499.00
Pioneer DVR940HXS OVO / HDD Recorder £699.00
Screen Play SP5700 DLP Projector £499.00
Sim2 HT300-Xtra DLP Projector £4,499.00

SOUTHAMPTON 023 3033 7770
Arcam DiVA DV135 OVO Player
£584.00
KEF Model 11 Surround Speakers £709.00
Marantz ST15 S1 DAB Tuner
£454.00
Marantz VP11 Si DLP Projector £6,499.00
Mirage Unitheatre Surround Speaker £249.00
Pioneer DVRLX70 DVD Recorder £649.00
Pioneer PDKTS24 Plasma Table Stand £79.00
Sim2 C3x T2L Link DLP Projector £5,999.00
Yamaha DVDS2700 OVO Player
£649.00
Yamaha MCXA1000 MusicCAST Server £699.00

SWINDON
Dali Helicon 800 Speakers
Fujitsu P42HTS51 Plasma Monitor

£2,599.00
£749.00

>> Can't find what you're looking for?
Visit !iliTiTiyA.--i-.-111TKFIci for more amazing clearance offers!
CAMBRIDGE
Cyrus AV8 AV Processor
£709.00
Denon AVR2307 AV Receiver
£389.00
KEF KIT 100 OVO System
£499.00
Marantz DVD41000SE OVO Player £199.00
Mission E80 Speakers
£299.00
Monitor Audio Gold Centre Speaker £324.00
Roksan Kandy Tuner.
£249.00
Rotel RT02 Tuner
£194.00
Sim2 Domino 20 DLP Projector £1,874.00
Yamaha YSP1 Sound Projector £449.00

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267
Epos M8 Centre Speaker
£195.00
KEF i08DS Surround Speakers
£199.00
Musical Fidelity XT100 Amplifier £584.00
Panasonic PTAE1000E LCD Projector £1,249.00
PMC DB1+ Speakers
£335.00
PMC FB1+ Speakers
£945.00
PMC TB2M-C+ Centre Speaker
£225.00
Project X- Pack Turntable
£485.00
Yamaha CDRHD1500 CD / HDD Recorder £299.00
Yamaha FIXN600D AV Receiver
£299.00

GUILDFORD

r,2r,r-Tr

13&W FPM2 Flat Panel Speaker
£129.00
Denon AVR1907 AV Receiver
£229.00
KEF KIT200 OVO System
£949.00
Musical Fidelity AS Amplifier
£999.00
Musical Fidelity A5 CO Player
9.00
Musical Fidelity A5 Pre Amplifier £999.00
Pioneer DVR440HXS CND / HDD Recorder £219.00
Sim2 C3X Lite DLP Projector £6,499.00

www.ssav.com

Sonance The Sub Sub Woofer
Yamaha MCAX10 MusicCAST Client
Yamaha MCXA1000 MusicCAST Server

£299.00
£799.00
£299.00

PLYMOUTH 01752 22C
Alwyn DiVA AVR300 AV Receiver £899.00
Arcam DiVA DW9 OVO Player
£649.00
Denon AVR1707 AV Receiver
£194.00
Denon DVDS770 OVO System
£99.00
Fujitsu P5OXTA51EB Plasma Monitor £2,144.00
KEF KIT 100 OVO System
£649.00
Pioneer DVR545HX OVO / HDD Recorder £299.00
Rotel RDV1060 OVO Player
£324.00
Sony RDRHX900 OVO / HDD Recorder £449.00
Yamaha DVDS2500 OVO Player
£519.00

POOLE 01202 671677
Cyrus CDXT CO Transport
£399.00
Denon AVR3806 AV Receiver
£649.00
Denon DVD3930 OVO Player
£779.00
Fujitsu P5OXHA58 Plasma Monitor £1,884.00
KEF KIT 100 OVO System
£499.00
Loewe Individual Selection 32 DR+ LCD TV £1,494.00
Panasonic DMRES15 OVO Recorder £89.00
Samsung BO-P100 INu-Ray Player £295.00
Toshiba HD-El HD OVO Player
£159.00
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player
£649.00

SEVENOAKS 0172 -1 59555
Arcam DIVA AVR300 AV Receiver
Cyrus 6VS Amplifier
Denon AVCA11-XVA AV Amplifier
Denon AVR2307 AV Receiver

£529.00
£349.0C
£1,599.0C
£349.00

KEF KIT 100 OVO System
£499.00
KEF Model 203 Speakers
£1,499.00
Marantz SR7001 AV Receiver
£584.00
Quad L-Centre Speaker
£124.00
Toshiba 37WLT68 LCD TV
£714.00
Yamaha DSPZ9 AV Amplifier £1,949.00
Yamaha RXN600D AV Receiver
£389.00
Yamaha YSP1000 Sound Projector £584.00

TUNBRIDGE WELLS n1 nnn
Denon AVR4306 AV Receiver
£899.00
Denon DVD2910 OVO Player
£299.00
Panasonic TH42PX600PED Plasma TV
£799.00
Philips 42PF9731D LCD TV
ss9.00
Pioneer PDP5000EX-T Plasma Monitor £2,599.00
Pioneer PDP607XD Plasma TV
£3,749.00
Sharp LC46X1YLE LCD TV
£949.00
Sharp LC52XD1E LCD TV
£1,249.00
Samsung LE40F71BX LCD TV
£639.00
Samsung LE46F71BX LCD TV
£959.00

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525
B&W 683 Speakers

P',85.00

Denon 1930 DVD Player
Denon
KEF
XQ5
KIT
AVR2807
200
Speakers
OVOAV
System
Receiver

£159.00
£519.00
£74
£9
79
5.
M
00

Mission M Cube AV Speaker Package
Monitor Audio Bronze BR2 Speakers

£5
£1 ;9
9..00
00

Monitor Audio GS Centre Speaker

£325.00

Monitor Audio
Musical
FidelitySilver
X-Ray
Centre
v8 COSpeaker
Player

£519.00
£159.00

•
Sorrie items are en display but all are sold with full warranty. These products am orly avertable Irmo the stores listec and are subiect to avaiLlibile

please confirm before travellum,

All prices were correct at time of going to press. End- of- line and clearance otters are not avarlatle un conjunction with any otter otter or promotion Advert valid until 07/030008, E80E

GROUP TEST

After this Ipulled out Time Out by the Dave Brubeck
Quartet [ CBS BPG 62068], for ' Take Five'. On the
Cambridge TT5O, the music came over well enough, but
with some obvious limitations, Paul Desmond's alto sax
sounding delicate but lacking in fine detail and body,
while the bass was rather understated.
'Take Five' was more spectacular with the Pro-Ject.

Counterweight and
downforce 3djustme

Synchronous 50Hz motor '
Ginder platter)

Vockable)

Spring-tensioned bias
compensaton is set via
this slide adjustnent

Now, there was abigger image, more realism to the
piano, with Brubeck's chords sounding less mechanistic.
Here the alto sax sound was better, but abit spiny, while
the cymbal sound was still not really clear enough, and
too splashy. It was generally much more lively than with
the Cambridge, with better imaging, better ambience

A brass bearing housing
support atool steel
spindle on astainless-steel
ball bearing
One-piece alloy
tonearmiheadshell is a
derivative of the famous
RB250 design

and dynamics on the drum solo, afeel of some real
character to the toms. Icould have described this sound
as more involving, but Ibegan to start thinking, ' Oh yes,
of course, this is aCBS record' - in other words, Istarted
to detect athinned, almost wiry quality to the upper
mid and treble.

painted, particle-board platter
'with sof: felt mat) sits atop a
Dlastic hob that's beft-driven
via asinçle-speed pulley drive
The Rega P2 ,sfined
with aRega Bias 2MM
cartridge

FIVE- BEAT RIFF
So, to the Rega. Now the opening drums were heard in
ahuge space. There seemed to be some real phrasing
to the piano as Brubeck played the riff, and now Gene
Wright's bass, coming right down on the first beat of
the bar, really made something happen. In fact the bass
was bigger and fuller than when heard on either of the
previous two decks, and you really heard this in the

hi-fi news

'Now the drums were heard
in ahuge space with real
phrasing to the piano'

By now I'd spent too long wallowing in 1960s
nostalgia, so Iturned to one of the most stunning vocal

drum solo too. Finally, Desmond's alto saxophone no

Jennifer Warnes' Ballad Of The Runaway Horse' from

longer seemed in danger of getting mixed up with the

Rob Wasserman's Duets [
GRP 97 121].
It would be quite hard to make this record sound

ABOVE: Rega

bad, and happily none of the four decks here managed
to do this. Starting once again with the Cambridge. I

with fancy

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

recordings of the 1980s, or any decade for that matter,

cymbal sounds at his elbow.
After this, sadly, the Thorens sounded unimpressive.
This time, Wright's bass sounded alittle weak, while
Joe Morello's insistent cymbals sounded splashy and
sometimes seemed to become adistraction rather
than contributing to the rhythm, acurious effect. The
drum sounds in his solo were so-so rather than exciting,
lacking the weight and authority heard with the Rega.

Rega P2

has no truck

found the voice impressive at first, but it was actually a

interconnects,

bit too forward and alittle coloured, with afeeling that
the loudest sounds on the record ( in this case in the

so the captive

voice) tended to blot out the subtler sounds.

here are not
interchangeable.
Neither is

On the Pro-Ject, the voice was better placed,
central, substantial but not too forward, alittle darker
in character. The bass was more convincing, quite

leads fitted

there aground

well extended and even. Details didn't now seem to
disappear so much in the presence of the main vocal.

connection. The

While Rega's new P1 entry-level model is avery

PACE AND TIMBRE

a4.5W AC motor

basic design fitted with the new budget RB100

Things improved again with the Rega. Now you could
feel the recording space around the singer. And you

Although the P2 disappeared from the Rega range
for awhile, it's now back, with some refinements.

arm, with the P2 you still get the long-established
Rega RB250. This is based on the same one-piece
die-cast silicon- alloy arm tube as the RB300 and
Rega's other more upmarket arms. The substantial
MDF platter is belt- driven by a 110V AC motor, fed
direct from the 240V mains via asimple phasing
network. As with the Pro-Ject and Cambridge,
speed change to 45rpm is effected by manually

captive two core
mains lead feeds

felt her tremendous control of pace and timbre, as
she moves successively to tenderness and confiding
intimacy, then to adeclamatory lament, then to
near- recitative - and then adds subtle harmony parts.
How much of this would Ihave admired on the
first two decks? It was as if Ihad been forgetting just

moving the belt. It comes fitted with Rega's

how brilliant Warnes was, and how solid and correct,
paradoxically weighty and yet lightly swinging, was

base- model moving- magnet cartridge, the Bias 2.

Wasserman's selfless accompaniment.
Lining up the track on the Thorens, the voice was
laid back and notably smoother than the Cambridge,
for example. The ambience, that elusive sound of the
studio, was still in there somewhere, but you had to
struggle to hear it. Warnes' superbly-crafted backing
vocals were there too, but somewhat de-emphasised, (--)
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"'The finest speaker
on the Rlanet"
nKessleIiFIws

ses,_

\\NN\

ESL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
A single pointsource' driver, so incredibly linear

"I know of no other speaker I'd rather own,

and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for

regardless of price"

the revelation that will unfold. No colouration,

—Sam Te/hg. Stereophile magazine

no distortion, no artefacts - just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.

"I have to say that this is the finest speaker on
the planet"
—Ken Kessler, HiFi News

"By the highest standards, the 2905s get
everything right to a degree that had me
shaking my head in awe"
—Noel Keywood, HiFi World

••

EIS& Best
AWARD.
•••...•••
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AUDIO ACI1IVEMENT

QUAD
the closest approach to the original sound.

Qii,,(1 iI
N troacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign . ourt, Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad hifi.co.uk

GROUP TEST

and if you tried to focus on them, you became aware
that there really was alack of inner detail to this sound.

Separate : ounternreight
and spring-tensioned

For orchestral music, Ichose Dvorak's The Water
Goblin, from the great Decca recording by Istvan
Kertesz and the LSO [ SXL 6543]. Here the Cambridge

downforce acjust -nent

sounded fine on the light opening section, but became
rather boxed- in when things got louder. Bass was

Spring-tensioned Dias
compensat on is set
via this dial

adequate but alittle soft and the tympani were rather
indistinct. The image was reasonably convincing but not
very large in scale.

Electrenicalh-segulsted
DC motor funoer platter) '
is mounted onto astifflysusper.dec rr etal si.bdhassis

CONVINCING SPREAD
Changing to the Pro-Ject, there was much more feeling
of space around those elvish strings. Generally, Ifelt the
musical effect to be vastly better. The orchestra was
now spread out convincingly, the horns nicely brassy
without going over the top. The tympani were heard
quite clearly, really providing the intended menace.

Automatic
cueing action

Thi. thick felt mat .provides
adeal of isolation from the
marn metal platter : hat
is clamped. in Urn Dy a
per pheral loop of airee
core mains cable!

Once again, the Rega brought some feeling of real

Thorens TD2410 is fitted
with an Audio lezhnica
AT95E MM cartridge

space, not just instruments spread behind the speakers,
but an impression of an orchestra in ahall, although
there was still aslight boxy quality on climaxes. You
could hear the real attack and precision of the string
playing. Indeed, the upper strings could sound slightly

'The Project deck would
and could do justice to a
wide range of cartridges'
hard, but the structure of the music was suddenly so
much better revealed. The dramatic horn calls came

Pro-Ject deck with an AT95E cartridge fitted - which is

ABOVE: Flying

through with adecent sense of scale.
Moving on to the Thorens, the sound was smooth
but by comparison lacked dynamics. Those rhythmic

how it comes in other territories anyway.

phono leads
and aground

relatively neutral and pleasing on ' Ballad Of The

almost grunting string sounds, which Ithink convey

wire limit the

Runaway Horse'. Everything was there, it seemed, but

the brutality of the goblin, just sounded rather flaccid.
On crescendos, the orchestra sounded rather too
constrained and almost papery. And, for the first time, I

it just didn't have the visceral, reach-out- and-touch
gutsiness of the Ortofon.
But listening tb an old favourite Mozart piano

potential for
cable upgrades.
The deck is

detected failings of pitch stability, aslow wow.
Like me, you've probably wondered how much the

concerto disc, [ No 21, Barenboim/ECO, 1967, EMI ASD
2465] convinced me of the AT95E's limitations. Again I

Ortofon 2M Red contributed to the Xpression sound?
And conversely, was the Cambridge TT50 sound just

heard some inability to resolve the complexities of the

being limited by its cartridge? To find out, Itried the

Thorens TD240

The result was amore restrained sound, but still

on the piano as well as on the strings - but aresult that
was still preferable to the Cambridge or Thorens. The
Pro-Ject sounded more dynamic and lively than either.
MUSICAL CARTRIDGES

Thorens auto decks, with ahigh-grade piano-

the Rega P2. Unfortunately, the Ortofon is alot taller
than the Rega cartridge and the P2 doesn't provide an
easy means of arm height adjustment, so Iwasn't able
to attempt this properly.

black lacquer, or wood finishes at extra cost. It

'Start' switch. Or you can cue the arm manually,
the platter starting automatically when the stylus

12V DC supply

strings in loud passages, with asomewhat glassy sound

Unusual in this day and age, the TD240 is afully
automatic turntable, at the top of arange of

provides fully automated arm movements so that
records can be played simply by operating the

powered by an
encapsulated

Of course, now Iwanted to try the Ortofon 2M Red in

Finally, though, Idid try the Rega cartridge in the
Pro-Ject On the Mozart, Iseemed to get more image
depth than I'd heard yet in this test. The sound was

is over the run-in groove. Underneath the pressed
metal platter is asub- platter, belt- driven by a

very dynamic, and although the massed strings were

low- voltage DC motor, with athree-way switch

still alittle too gruff and shouty, it was generally avery

on the plinth giving speeds of 33.3, 45 or 78rpm.
Cartridge is the Audio Technica AT95E.

satisfying presentation despite acertain forwardness.
It proved able to convey the quick sharp attack of the
piano notes very well. This gave agreat realism to the
glittering scale runs, and the system now revealed the
great subtlety and expression in Barenboim's touch.
Even these rough and ready experiments, Ifelt, were
enough to show that the Pro-Ject deck would and could
do justice to awide range of cartridges. c+>
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Gryphon
The award- winning Cantata
loudspeaker has been replaced by
the Atlantis. Using techniques conceived for
the awe-inspiring Poseidon and Trident systems
is apassive loudspeaker of premium components
and exquisite cabinetwork. Performance and
value of the new Atlantis easily surpass rivals
substantially above the

15,995 price per pair.

Reference products have now
emerged from two intensive
development projects: Mirage pre amp
and the Colosseum amplifier.The single- chassis
Mikado continues to disturb owners and makers
of two or three box CD players. Hearing is believing
and we invite seasoned sceptics and doubting
novices to bring their favourite CDs.

A Gryphon product expresses the
unique hallmark of "weight with
transparency" which challenges all
other brands. The reason Gryphon has
courageously, and even dangerously, set out to make
source, amplifiers, accessories and loudspeakers
in-house becomes all too obvious when auditioning
ANY all- Gryphon system.

As a reviewer wrote at the Munich
Hi -Fi Show, Gryphon's entry
system performs at the level of
a top reference system. There are no
words for the two upper levels. We call it HDHiFi.
The Gryphon is alegend in our time.

0845 4000 400
www.au&osaon.co.uk
www.gryphon-audio.dk

GROUP TEST

TURNTABLE VERDICT
As the only auto turntable in the group, the

more audiophile- oriented models.

things weren't so clear-cut. Given asolid

TD240 is rather adifferent kind of product,
since it offers full auto operation and will

Cambridge Audio's Pro-Ject-based TT50
produced areasonably pleasant sound,

to the P2 in spatial presentation, with a

play 78s. However, it was the weakest of
the four on sound quality, was the only one
to display perceptible wow and was more

but was easily trumped by Pro-Ject's own 1

well-balanced and relatively refined sound,

Xpression Ill. Even without the advantage of

and so warrants commendation. The Rega
had astomping liveliness which could bring

support the Pro-Ject could come fairly close

the others, despite its internal suspension.

the superior Ortofon 2M Red cartridge, the
1Xpression Ill is the better- sounding deck.
In initial comparisons, Ithought the Rega

Those in search of sound quality rather than

P2 was going to carry the day without too

convenience should check out Thorens'

much trouble. However, Isoon realised that

susceptible to footfall disturbance than

CAMBRIDGE

PRO-JECT

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO TT50
While Cambridge has clearly sourced
the building blocks of its TT50 from
the OEM division of Pro-Ject, the end
result is aproduct that competes in
very real terms with the 1Xpression
itself. The TT50 benefits from the
lowest DIN B-wtd rumble in this test
of just - 70.3dB (not far short of that
achieved by Linn's single-point bearing
-see page 28).
The lighter weight of Cambridge's
main platter may contribute to this,

music to life, but despite this sonic integrity
it could sound alittle coarse.
Personally, I'd rather save up for the Rega
P3-24 instead. (5

REGA

PRO-JECT 1 XPRESSION III
This is avery competent performer,
benefitting from excellent speed
stability and aminimal + 0.3% pitch
error. This is equivalent to + 9Hz at
3.2kHz and unlikely to be audible. The
sub-10Hz wow components visible
in the wow and flutter spectrum,
and contributing just 0.09% to the
total, are also evident at around 9Hz
on the bearing rumble spectrum
below [ black trace]. This region is
only mildly boosted when measured
within asilent groove [ blue trace] by

THORENS

REGA P2
This is acompany that knows athing
or two about engineering avery
distinctive and enduring turntable,
even if this P2 did run very slightly fast.
A speed error of some + 0.8% is highly
unlikely to be audible, however, as a
change of 6% represents asemitone.
The combination of decent torque and
relatively light platter mass delivers a
quick 1.5 second start-up time with
very low levels of flutter (0.02%),
although lower-rate wow speed

THORENS TD240
Neither rumble nor wow and flutter
are especially impressive here. The
graph [ below] illustrates the freedom
from 50Hz motor cogging noise
(Thorens uses aDC motor) but the
principal rumble 'spikes' at 19Hz and
38Hz from the bearing [ black trace]
are only -50dB down from a5cm/sec
modulated groove.

graph below may indicate the same
50Hz motor cogging noise as Project's deck, there's aclear reduction
in 100Hz noise. Wow and flutter is
almost identical - not bad for an
inaugural effort! PM

the 11Hz (vertical) and 12Hz (lateral)
arm cartridge resonance of Pro-ject's
combination. The 22Hz spike resolved
from this measurement does not
appear directly from the bearing
itself, although it does manifest on
the equivalent spectra from the three
other decks in this test. PM

of -68.3dB ( DIN Bwtd) of any deck in
this test, and only asmidgeon behind
the latest Linn LP12 [see page 28].
Electrical noise is also supremely low
at -66.7dB relative to the cartridge
output at 5cm/sec. PM

Rumble actually increases through
the lower midrange, yielding the
higher -61dB 12th-octave weighted
figure taken from 20Hz-500Hz. The
air-filled felt mat provides adeal of
attenuation at these frequencies,
delivering alower figure of -67dB
with asilent groove. Wow and
low-rate flutter ( 10-20Hz) are worse
than expected, yielding atotal of
0.24%, although flutter above 25Hz is
extremely low. PM

Rumble spectrum: bearing (black infill) versus
silent LP groove (blue inf ill). OdB = (Dip at 5cm/sec

Rumble spectrum: bearing (black inf ill) versus
silent LP groove (blue infill). OdB = olp at 5cm/sec

Rumble spectrum: bearing (back iStill) versus
silent LP groove (blue inf ill). OdB = o/p at 5cm/sec

Rumble spectrum: bearing (black mull) versus
silent LP groove (blue infill). OdB = oh) at 5cm/sec

but there's no adverse payback in
increased susceptibility to hum or
other electrical noise. In fact, while the

El

1

variations are slightly higher at 0.11%.
Otherwise, the P2 looks very 'clean'
with the very lowest in-groove rumble
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REGA P2

33.4rpm (+0.23%)

Time to audible stabilisation

1.6 secs

Peak wow 8. hitter

0.10% I0.02%

0.09% I0.03%

0.11%! 0.02%

0.15% / 0.09%

Rumble (silent groove. DIN 8wtd)

-66.7dB

-65.3c18

-68.3dB

-67.0dB

1.8 secs

33.60 -pm (+ 0.79%)

33.30rpm (-0.1%)

1.5 secs

1.5 secs

Rumble (through bearing. DIN 8wtd)

-70.3dB

-67.2dB

-69.2dB

-61.0dB

Hum & noise ( unwtd, rel. to 5cm/sec)

-56.6dB

-56.1dB

-66.7dB

-49.5d8
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CINESPECIAL 29 COMBINATION (£ /

000)

An exclusive look at Harman's new- style DVD
29 player and AVR 350 AV receiver, bundled
together as the Cinespecial combo

Tested by Richard Stevenson

1

If you could gauge the dynamic range of aesthetic
design, then the AV receiver and DVD player
markets would measure flatter than a64kbis MP3.
So while the top five manufacturers' receivers look

identical from afew metres away, Harman's new house
style is an absolute breath of fresh air.
The AVR 350 and DVD 29 are works of art in chic
contemporary styling with rounded edges, asmooth
mirror- black and titanium fascia and very little else
to upset the sleek lines. Beautiful. A shame then that
you can't stack the player on the receiver, as it inhibits
cooling, nor place the amp on the DVD 29 as the
player's buttons are on the top edge. Slap, forehead.
Go beyond the eye-candy and the Cinespecial 29
is asolidly specified, easy to use multichannel DVD
source and receiver package with the benefit of being
conceived as awhole. After the auto- setup routine
using HK's mic, you'll need just one remote of the three
supplied for everyday use. The graphical user interface
is simple and intuitive, if not as pretty as some, while
connectivity is ample rather than excessive.
On paper the features list is alittle shy of the cutting
edge with HDMI 1.2 ports, rather than current 1.3,
and it lacks Dolby TrueHD or DTS-HD Master decoding.
However, the unit has multichannel analogue inputs and
will accept LPCM over HDMI to ensure you still get the
best available sound from aBlu-ray or HD DVD player.
The AVR 350 comes to the bench packing anamedropping list of components including the respected
Cirrus Logic DSP, and Faroudja's DCDi scaler which
offers 720p HDMI output from all analogue video. It
also supports multi- room with assignable amplification,
dedicated line- level analogue outputs and multi- room
control via A- BUS or RS232 ports [ see boxout, below].
The DVD 29 is none-too shoddy with video scaling to
1080i, DivX compatibility and DVD-A playback... for the
three people who bought the discs.

e

KICKING UP A STORM

In use, those subtle and understated looks hide

something of abeast. The balance is big, bold and

,
ADMI
DOLBY

I,HDMI 1 , '
DIGITAL

muscular with none of the sluggish demeanour that can
afflict AV receivers with such abeefy penchant. Tarja's
My Winter Storm CD, ahedonStic mix of symphonic

ABOVE: Seven
pairs of speaker
outlets cater

rock and Tarja's mezzo soprano vocals, veritably rips
out of the speakers with concert- level energy. Bass has

for 7.1 ch home
cinema, or 5.1 ch

alittle more overhang and less punch than absolutely
ideal but the eminently tuneful and rounded character
gels neatly with the upper bass and into the remarkably

plus asecond

Harman bet its multi- room credentials on A- BUS
back in 2005 and now includes an A- BUS port on
receivers like the AVR 350. The system has become
quite a ' home standard' for low-cost multi- room
stereo audio distribution in the US ( if not the UK at
present) and Harman offers arange of A- BUS hubs
with IR back- haul, switches and on-wall modules.

Five stereo audio
inputs and two

lucid midrange.
The top end is abit more of avariable feast

tape loops are

depending on whether you feed the receiver audio

joined by 7.1 ins

via analogue, SIPDIF or HDMI. The latter is the least
favourable option as agranular edge creeps into the mix

and outs. The

that seems to draw the ears attention to it, particularly
with content like female vocal. The S/PDIF is smoother

two-in/one-out
HDMI ports are
compatible with

and more refined but the analogue connection wins the

1080p video

'In use, those subtle and understated
looks hide something of abeast. The
balance is big, bold and muscular'
day with good projection and plenty of sheer goosebump factor. Sc much for progress.
With more delicate material like Sandy Denny's
Rendezvous CD, part of the excellent Island Remasters
series, the Cinespecial combo is alittle less at ease. Its
inherent smoothness and robust sound begins to stifle

A-BUS WORTH CATCHING

(stereo) zone.

the mix. Denny's voice is craft with all her wavering tone
and emotional flow but is positioned well back behind
the speaker plane, creating a rather two-dimensional
soundstage. Later, better recorded female vocal works,
such as Susie Suh's eponymous debut album, fair
considerably better. Suh's breathy voice washes over
you in honey- coated waves with only just enough edge
to drive ner more emotionally-charged lyrics into your
heart strings.

The system runs purely over Cat5 at extreme

BUCKET BANGER

distances and combines signal, control and power
in one cable. Its killer advantage is simplicity — and
hence its appeal for low-cost DIY installation.

While the sound will never get offensive, the safe

FILE
DVD-A player
with 1080i
scaling. AV
receiver rated at
7x701/1/18ohm
Made by:
Harman
International
Supplied by:
Harman UK

Telephone:
01707 278100

baiance, sheer muscle and inherent pace certainly
favour more ebullient music. Uptempo rock and pop
and large orchestral works really hit home with aG.
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BELLES 28A (£3750)
BELLES 150A (
E2750)

With areference preamp
offering two phono stage
inputs. and 125W of
stereo power amp, can
this combo break
free of the crowd?

Tested by Ken Kessler

A

mericans have this phrase - probably
politically incorrect - for those areas you never

hear about. They call them the 'flyover states',
aperfect description for anywhere that isn't

New York, California or Florida. Which is not to say that

places like North Dakota, Idaho or Nebraska are totally
without charm. They're just not on everyone's radar.
So, too, does hi-fi have its equivalent of the flyover
states, literally hundreds of brands that soldier on year
after year in semi-obscurity, attending show after show.
Occasionally, one has to ask: when did you last enter a
shop that carried Lumen White? Klimo? FM Acoustics?
This is not to say there's anything wrong with the
products, only that, well, Isometimes wonder what the
hell they're doing out there. And Belles is one of those
brands that has aspot barely in my peripheral vision.
Which is ashame, as the combination I've tried these
past few weeks does not deserve anonymity. The 150A
Reference power amp is abeefy, true dual- mono solidstate unit rated at 125W per channel, with only one
quirk: it has an XLR input only for use in mono mode,
which I'm assuming is balanced. Given that the 28A
preamp has balanced outputs, it was ashame not to be
able to use them. (This, of course, is anifty way to get

Instead of afew coarse settings, Belles has provided
apair of phono inputs that will accommodate any

you to purchase apair of 150A References.)

moving- magnet phono cartridge, plus ahead amplifier
for moving- coils. The latter can be tailored to most

IMPECCABLE BEHAVIOUR

ABOVE: The
Belles 28A
preamp offers
one XLR balanced

cartridges through separate RCA inputs for cartridge
loading, with supplied plugs covering 0-1000onm and

two balanced

appeal. It has the de rigueur home theatre throughput,
and it also accepts abalanced source. Operation is
slick, the parts for both this and the power amp are all

adding 26d8 of gain; the moving- magnet input has

outputs, in

40dB of gain. With the exception of freaky cartridges
beyond the norm, you're unlikely to find one this unit

addition to two

audiophile- grade, the socketry adheres to the status

can't exploit to the fullest.

inputs ( MC

But balanced outputs aren't the 28A's primary source of

quo, Ilove the dinky little toggle switches, the behaviour

Additionally, the 28A has three line- level inputs and

is impeccable, the neat remote controls Power On/Off,
Mute, Volume, Input and Mono - yadayadayada. No,

aline- level balanced input; the latter is buffered with
adiscrete, differential Class A amplifier. Outputs are

what makes this one sit up and wag its tail like an eagerto- please puppy is the comprehensive phono section.

plentiful, too: two pairs each for balanced (XLR) and

e

.7-j'elles 2,S .4

input and

separate phono
and MM) and
three line-level
unbalanced
inputs

'What makes this one sit up and wag its
tail like an eager-to-please puppy is the
comprehensive phono section'
single-ended ( RCA), as well as ahome theatre bypass
which routes the signal directly to the preampNfier
outputs with unity gain. Integrating this into systems

e

o

from vanilla stereo on up will never be aproblem.
In my case, the Belles siblings were fed from
the Marantz CD-12/DA-12 and Musical Fidelity kW

Reeremnr

CD players, with analogue courtesy of the SME 30
e

turntable, Series V arm and cartridges including MCs
from Lyra, Blue Angel and Transfiguration. Speakers
included Sonus faber's Auditor Elipsa, the Guarneris and
PMC's DB1+. Wire? Acrolink between the 28A and the

AN LP LOVER'S DREAM PFtEAMP
With the vinyl revival in full swing, Belles' 28A

Ref 150A, with Yter for speaker connections.

comes into its own for featuring such awonderful

WEEKEND WARMING

onboard phono section. When considering this
preamp, you have to figure that aphono stage this

FILE

Solid-state
preamp with
phono stage
Power amp rated
at 125W18ohm
Price: 28A £ 3750
150A £2750
Made by: Power
Modules Inc

First impressions being about as revealing of overall

flexible is worth£1500 of anyone's money! The

'feel' as any amount of lengthy study might unveil, the
Belles were subjected to aweekend run-in, even though

ability to run two turntables and tailor the inputs

the review samples had as mucn mileage on them as

with abagful of supplied resistors: that's music to a
vinyl addict's ears. But I'd like to shoot the schmuck

aChicken Ranch hooker. And, as Ifound out later, the

who had this unit before: he unscrewed all the

even after run-in from new, need areasonable warm-Lp
time from ice-cold. This being one bitch of awinter, I

identifying sleeves on the loading plugs.

AUDIO

Supplied by:
Coherent
Systems
Telephone:
01684 310849

Belles should be classified with those components that,

found that out when Ileft them off in an unheated (._>

MARCH 2008
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over '
150 brands

with more booking every week!

SOUNDSMISIO N
THE BRISTOL SHOW

22 rd —

24th February 2008 10am - 5pm every day at the Bristol Marriott City Centre Hotel

HI-FI, HOME CINEMA, FLAT SCREENS,
PROJECTORS, CUSTOM INSTALLATION
-IT'S ALL AT BRISTOL
and there are lots more surprises

GREAT DEALS and special
offers only available at the
show. WIN 21 superb prizes
in our 21st Birthday Show
Competition!

rlere's a sneak peek at some early product launches...
ACOUSTIC ENERGY - see and hear the new AE22 monitor speakers.
ARCAM - European premiere of the Solo Mini music sysTem and the A38
integrated amplifier.
B&W - the first public outing for the Zeppelin, a fantastic new iPod speaker
system.
CYRUS - the official launch of the CD6SE, CD8SE and CDXtSE CD players and
transport. All based around Cyrus new Servo Evolution (SE) platform.
DENON - receiving its UK launch... the AVP-A1HD THX Ultra2 High Definition
home cinema pre/processor. Approx twice as large and heavy as its
humungous predecessors and sporting more technology than anything else
on The planet (possibly!)
DYNAUDIO - Celebrating 30 years with the UK's first performance of the
Sarphire.
EXPOSURE - exposing the new MCX system!
FOCAL - debut of the amazing new Chorus 816WSE and the Elektra Srange.
JVC - See the the " True Black" DLA-HD100 projector.
KEF - see the stunning audiophile XQ series and new KIT series.
MITSUBISHI - launching the HC6000 anew home cinema projector.
MJ ACOUSTICS - launching the XENO speaker system.
MONITOR AUDIO - JK show debut of the PL100.
NAD

hear the new C515BEE CD player.

PROJECTIONDESIGN - First UK showing of the M25 - the worlds smallest full
I-ID projector.
SIM2 - promising a UK premiere of a brand new range with worlds first
• • nnology!
SPECTRAL - see the stunning new Closed Series models and Cantena range.
SYSTEM FIDELSTY - a whole new brand launching at Bristol!
VITA AUDIO - ook out for the launch of the R4 radio... sure to be another hit!
WILSON BENESCH - UK debut of the Trinity loudspeaker and the Full Circle
turntable stand.

GETTING TO
THE SHOW
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BY TRAIN: Temple
Meads Station is a
short distance from
the Marriott.
BY CAR: Take the
pain and strain from
parking and use the
Park & Ride from
the University of
West England just off
junction 1of the M32.
Please be aware that
due to redevelopment work in the City
Centre not all car
parks will be availabe
and we strongly sugges - you use the Park
& Ride.
Or from the M4 take
J19 (M32 - Bristol).
Follow signs for City
Centre and RAC signs
to the Show.
We recommend
that you check our
website for the latest
travel information
where links to the
relevant sites can be
accessed.

ADMISSION
Adults £ 8.00;
Students
and Senior
Citizens £ 4.00;
Accompanied
children under
16 free
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BRANDS ON SHOW INCLUDE: Acoustic Arts, Acoustic Energy, Acoustic Solid, Aesthetbr. Analogue Productions, Apart, Apollo HiFi Furniture, ArcamAtacama Audio, Audio. Audiolab, Audionet,
Audio Technic°, AuiiioQuest, AV Forums, AVI, Black Rhodium. Bowers & Wilkins Loudspeakers, Brvston, C & C Hadcoct Ceratec, Chord Electronics. Claritas. Classic Records. Clearaudb,
Ctearlg-it Audio, Connected Accoustic, Cyrus. DaLite. Doll, Denon. Diverse Vinyl, Dynauclio,E-Vision. EBTB, Eclipse, Einstein, Elmob, EMI, Exposure. Faroudja, Fatbaby, Fatboy, Fatman, FIM, Flying
Mole, Focal, Funk Firm, Furitech, GamuT. Graham Slee, Halcro, Hercules, HiFi Choice, HiFi Plus, HiFi World, HiFi Critic, Home Cinema Choice, i.US, Icon Distribution, Icon Stands, Ingenious Audi),
InVidEo Isotek, iTube, Just Racks, JVC. KEE Kubab Sosna Cables, Last. Leema Electro Acoustics, Lehmann, Loewe, Logitech, Marartz. Meridian Aucio, Merlin, MetaVision UK, Michell Engineering.
Mission, Mitsubishi Electric, MJ Acoustics, Mobile Fidelity, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, NAD, Naim Audio, Neat Acoustics, Nordost, Nuforce, Onkyo, Optoma, Ortofon, Pioneer. Plinius, Fff.C.
Pro-Jecl, ProAc, Progressive Consumer Eectronics, Projectioncsign, Pure Pleasure Q Acoustics. QED, Quadraspire, Radford, REL Acoustics, Rhino, Roksan, Roth. Ruark. Sapphire Screens,
Sennheiser, Shakti, Shun Mook, Shure Personal Audio UK Silvermann, SIM2, Sonoro Audio. Sonos, Sony BMG. Soundstyle, Sparta Cables, Spectral, Spendor, Speakers Corner. Stamford Audio,
Stands Unique. Storm Audio. System Fidelity, T3 Magazine.Tannoy.Tech+Link International, Terratec, The Chord Company.The Multi-Room Company Tivoli, Totem Acoustic, True Colours Industries.
Tvanic s, Universal, Usher Audio, Uvem, van den Hui, Vienna Acoustics, Vincent, Vinyls Best, Vita Audio, Voix, VPI, What HiFi? Sound & Vision, Wilson Benesch. World Designs and more...

For the very latest information please visit www.bristolshow.co.uk
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LAB

BELLES

P28A/150A
PRE/POWER AMPS 0750/E2750

RESULTS

studio for two days. My advice? If you want ademo in
astore, ask them to switch on the Belles at least three
hours before your appointment.

Otilput filter network is
hard-wired to the 4mm
speaker outlets

ZEPPELIN DIET

Note Ogle hard-wired
star-earthing

That first impression told me that the ' 150 sure has
away with bass control. I'd spent aday swapping
between Led Zep on vinyl and the new Mothership CD,
so thunderous lower registers were amajor part of my
diet. The Belleses ( is that the plural?) ticked every box,
especially evident in Bonham's percussion as much as
through Jones' bass playing: deep, tight and smear-free
when the speed picked up. Above them, Plant's vocals

1000VA toroidal
transformer from
atudieohile favourite
Avel Jridberg

maintained their requisite ability to cut through the
rumbling, while Page...
...aaah, Jimmy Page. Torn as Iam between Page,
Beck, Clapton and Hendrix in my Killer Guitarist League
Table, it's always wonderful hearing asystem that
resolves the textures Page brings to the party. And

Each clhannel has a
separately regulated
power supply mounted
on amodular PCB

Four pairs of Exic3n
power MOSFET
transistors are employed
per channel, all mounted
onto the large heatsinks
that flank the sides of
this amplifier

while my tendency is to lean toward Hendrix, Ihave to
credit both Zep's eponymous debut and Led Zeppelin
Il with guitar moments that cause countless chills, with
tweeters quivering in fear. Belles applied the same
rules to the upper frequencies as it did to the bass, and
those of you who like to be dazzled by transient attack
followed by realistic decay will find the Belles amplifiers
more than capable. And the dynamic swings are
impressive enough to cope with every track from ' Good
Time Bad Times' to ' Kashmir'.
CAPACITY FOR DELICACY
Dial ahead three decades, and Robert Plant's duet with
Alison Krauss provides enough subtlety, atmosphere and
'air' to test the Belleses capacity for delicacy. As with
pairings such as Ella/Satchmo, Lou Rawls/Dianne Reeves
and, yes, Sonny and Cher ( don't laugh), Plant/Krauss is a
showcase of contrasts. Aided and abetted by the calibre
of musicians that populate the most in-demand studios,
the duo has issued an album I'm betting will clean up at
the Grammy Awards.
Here, the Belles reveals that wonderful balancing act
that allows you to alter your focus from alone voice to
the harmonising. Better still is observing the call- andresponse nature of the finest duets; dig out your copy of
Rawls' At Last, select the track ' Fine Brown Frame' and
try not to grin.

F.A13 REF'ORT
As abreed, big MOSFET power amplifiers
were more popular in the ' 80s than today,
but perhaps Belles is simply ahead of the
curve of some future revival! The 150A
power amp certainly bests its 125W
rating by delivering 2x215Wf8ohm and
2x355Wf4ohm with afull 710W/2ohm
under dynamic conditions ( blue trace
on graph, below). This is equivalent to a
maximum current rating of 18.8A at < 1%
THD - generous but not the stuff of legends.
In terms of power consumption, the Class B
amp draws just 37W while idle, increasing
to 485W at its rated 125W/Rohm output.
Distortion is interesting as it rises almost
uniformly with frequency (light blue trace
on graph, below right), starting at 0.0014%
(100Hz) through to 0.01% ( 1kHz), 0.087%
(10kHzy and 0.4% (40kHz). The amplifier's
output impedance is afabulously low

0.007ohm (damping factor of 1150 into
8ohm) so there will be no variation in
response with different speaker loads.
The 150A and partnering 28A preamp
both have slightly tailored HF responses
(-0.45dB at 20kHz and - 5.5dB at 100kHz)
but the 28A has significantly lower low
distortion ( 0.00014% bass/midrange to
0.0029% at 40kHz - see graph, below right)
and aperfectly respectable 82dB A-wtd
Sfhl ratio. Sadly, and despite these excellent
results, the preamp offers no better than
50dB interchannel (stereo) separation,
regardless of input level, volume position or
frequency. Crosstalk between inputs is very
well suppressed at > 80dB, however.
For afull QC Suite report of both the 28A
preamplifier and 150A power amp, please
visit www.hifinew5.co.uk and click on the
links to ' Reports'. PM

Cp.ose

1.

Is there adownside? To varying degrees, I've heard
better transparency and observed wider soundstages.
Conversely, the Belles are easy to listen to for hours; I

olo

was reminded of the legendary Classé amplifiers of 20
years ago. But that was then and this is now. So aproper
audition is mandatory.

75%

'Spin' means a glass is either halfstrength is that they do nothing

FEATURES

wrong, they sound better than

70%

merely good, and they are lack of balanced inputs on the
power amp aside - supremely
flexible. Equally, that applies

BUILD

to dozens of amp packages

65%

is a priority, the 28A must go
on your shortlist.

0000
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ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into 8ohm ( black
trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green); ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion
vs frequency for both preamplifier ( black infill) and power amp ( blue infill)

full or half- empty. The Belles'

for E6000+. But if LP playback
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
PowerOutput, 8/4ohm (<1,4THD)

215W/355U

Dynamic Power, 1114/2/1ohns

250M450e.11710W/235W

Output Impedance (20Hz-2(1cHz)

0.007-0.04Dohm

Frequency Response (pre (power amp, 20Hz-100IcHz)

+0.0d6 to -5.7dB / + 0.0dBto -5.6dB

Input Sensitivity (pre to OdBV / power amp to 125W)

465mV / 1420mV

Aivtd 5/N ratio (pre to OdEtV / power amp to OdB1/1)

82.0dB / 77.5dB

Distortion (preamp / power amp, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0002-0.0015% / 0.0015-0.22%
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Surreal
Thing...
DALI HELICON 400 Mk2 (£3800)

Dali takes acue from digital room
41
correction with aspeaker designed to
delver direct and reflected sound to
the ear et the same time

o

52
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Tested by Keith Howard

I

nthis era of DSP room correction systems,
surprisingly few loudspeaker manufacturers seem
to be looking at the issue of room interaction from
the speaker design angle, trying to find ways to

quell the room's influence and thus, potentially, render
DSP assistance redundant. Danish company Dali is an
exception, although to look at the Helicon 400 Mk2
you could be forgiven for thinking that it is an entirely
conventional direct- radiating floorstander.
The giveaway, although its significance may not be
immediately obvious, is the trademark Dali twin tweeter
module which combines a25mm soft- dome unit with
aleaf supertweeter whose diaphragm is 10mm wide
by 55mm high. Supertweeters are normally deployed
these days to extend response out to low ultrasonic
frequencies but the Dali supertweeter also has an
important function within the audible range, where it
takes over from the dome tweeter at 13kHz. Key to this
role is its tall but narrow aspect ratio, which endows
it with better extreme treble off-axis dispersion than
the dome unit. This is important because Dali speakers
are not designed to be toed- in towards the listening
position: rather. Dali intends them to be aligned parallel,
firing straight down the room.
ON REFLECTION
What this has to do with room acoustics becomes
apparent when you consider its effect on the lateral
early reflection from the nearest side wall. With a
toed- in speaker, the direct sound to the listener is the
speaker's on- axis output, whereas the first reflection
arrives from alarge angle off- axis. Because most
speakers have frequency dependent sound dispersion,
there is consequently alarge spectral disparity between
the direct and reflected sound.
I've been trying to persuade readers for over 20 years
that this is bad thing, and recently Siegfried Linkwitz
(famous for the Linkwitz-Riley crossover alignment)
has formed the same opinion. Dali obviously thinks
likewise because its recommended speaker alignment
is specifically intended to arrange for the direct and
reflected sound to come from similar angles off-axis, so
reducing the spectral differences between them.
Of course, you can position any speaker this way
and benefit from the bigger sound - spatially and
dynamically - that results. But unless aspeaker is
designed to be used in this fashion you will typically

Asplit crossover allows bi-wiring or bi-amping,
with the bottom pair of terminals driving the two bassmid units and the upper pair the twin tweeter module
ABOVE:

Three-and-a halfway, four-driver
floorstanding
speaker
Price: £3800
Made by Dail
Telephone: 0845
644 3537
Web: www.dali.
dkiuk

experience reduced upper midrange and extreme treble
output, which can rob the sound of impact and detail.
In other respects the Helicon 400 Mk2 is indeed fairly
conventional, although distinctively styled with its large,
gently curved side panels, well finished in ahigh gloss
cherry or rosenut veneer and solidly constructed. Apart
from the twin tweeters there are two other drivers:
identical 6.5in reflex- loaded bass- mid units which work
in parallel below 700Hz. Above that frequency the lower
unit is rolled off, leaving the upper driver to continue
to the 3kHz crossover to the dome tweeter. A split
crossover allows bi-wiring or bi-amping, the bottom
pair of terminals driving the two bass- mid units and the
upper pair the twin tweeter module.
Meanwhi'e, M10 spikes are provided which screw
into tapped inserts in the cabinet plinth but these are
ineffective on thick carpet because their wide cone

'It was on classical music that I
really got to grips with what the
Dali Helicon does well...'

HALF-WAY HOUSE

angle prevents them penetrating to the ffoor beneath

What is an N- and-a- half-way speaker? In a

-anonsense that Dali would do well to correct.

conventional two-way design the frequency range is
divided into two overlapping parts by the crossover,
which delivers lower frequency content to the
bass- mid driver and high-frequency content to the
tweeter. Similarly, in aconventional three-way design
the frequency range is divided into three parts fed
separately to atrio of different drive units. As its

‘81BROAD AND BALANCED
For the listening Idrove the Helicons bi-amped from
four Exposure XVIII Mono power amplifiers and bi-wired
from aMusical Fidelity A5cr power amplifier, using a
DACT stepped attenuator passive preamp for volume
adjustment in both cases.

name suggests, atwo- and- a- half-way speaker lies
somewhere inbetween. Twin bass- mid drivers are
used which operate in parallel at low frequencies, but
the lower driver is rolled off at higher frequencies to

of musical styles. For astart, it has - when positioned

prevent interference effects degrading the speaker's
vertical off-axis behaviour. This is how the Helicon

as Dali recommends - apretty neutral tonal balance,
without the get-you- noticed upper-mid/lower treble

works, although its twin tweeters make it a
three- and-a- half way design.

forwardness that Iexperienced recently from the
smaller, cheaper Ikon 2. The Helicon occupies aquite
different sector of the market and behaves accordingly. G.

From the outset the revised Helicon 400 ( Inever
heard its predecessor) struck me as awell-balanced
performer, comfortably reproducing abroad range
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

DALI HELICON 400 Mk2

This was evident when, in afit of nostalgia, Iput on
the CD of the digitally remastered ' One Night in Paris' by

LOUDSPEAKER ¡£3800

10cc. Whoever did this remastering sure likes hot treble,
to the extent that this track can be unbearable on
speakers with any high-frequency emphasis or grittiness.

tweeter rather than atrue ribbon
-with aconventional 25mmi soft dome
unit. The two are mounted to asingle
face plate and cross over at • 3kHz to
help maintain better off- axis 3utput in
the extreme treble

cymbal sounds but held it in check while separating the
many strands of this early example of rock operetta.

Low frequencies were full and well controlled,
something Iconfirmed with quick bursts of Burlap To
Cashmere's ' Digee Dime' and Brian Bromberg's The Saga
of Harrison Crab feathers.

LAB

RESULTS
Dales hybrid tweeter module combines
aribbon tweeter - actually it's a leaf

The Helicon didn't disguise the blatant overcooking of

What's more, there was no evidence of alack of bass
weight, despite the modest measured bass extension.

hi-fi news

Twin 6.5-in.:h bas.s-mid drive -s
ach have epa.a:e enclosures
ithin the cabinet, with twin
et les ports - one p.er driver
at the rear. The rvo operate
n parallel at low Tcguencies
ut the lower wu: -srolled off
boye 700-1z. Ordy the upper
unit continues to .tle first
tweeter crossove. at 3kHz

SWITCHING TO CLASSICAL
It was on classical music that Ireally got to grips
with what the Helicon does well - and where its
shortcomings lie. Idug out two of the recordings Ioften
The split crossover network

turn to for insight into how products image and how

in the base of the cabinet is
isolated from internal pressure
fluctuat ons generated by
the drive units. A mix of
ferromagnetically cored and
air-cored inductors is used in the
various filter sections

effectively they resolve the minutiae that make all the
difference between aliving, breathing performance and
acardboard cut-out: the Weber Clarinet Quintet, with
Musical Fidelity's Antony Michaelson the soloist, and
Classic Records' 24/96 remastering of the Rachmaninov
Symphonic Dances conducted by Johanos.
On the Weber Ihope to hear awide, deep, natural
soundstage with the clarinet to the right of centre
sounding airy, dynamically unconstrained and not too
shouty in its upper range, where this recording always
sounds alittle edgy. As far as imaging was concerned,
the Helicon delivered. Strong, full- spectrum side wall
reflections usually generate awide, deep image and
that was the case here, the Helicon maintaining depth
perspective to the edges of the soundstage, where
many speakers foreshorten it. It also did afine job of
preventing the clarinet becoming overly harsh.
Yet the overall sound was less well etched than
I'm used to, and that's acharacteristic you have to be
comfortable with if the Helicon is to win aplace in your
affections. Ifelt it didn't quite tell me enough about the
playing to grab and hold my attention.
There's some odd imaging on the Rachmaninov
but, in compensation, it conveys the full spectrum of

AB REPORT
Our measured sensitivity of 87.5d8 is just
0.5dB shy of Dali's specified 88dB, which
is within experimental error. In part this
sensitivity is bought through the Helicon
400 Mk2's 4ohm nominal impedance but
it is not anotably difficult loudspeaker to
drive. In practice, the minimum impedance
modulus is 3.7ohm at 154Hz and the
speaker presents its severest test in respect
of amplifier output stage power dissipation
at 88Hz with aminimum EPDR (equivalent
peak dissipation resistance) of 2.1ohm.
Measured on the dome tweeter forward
axis the frequency response at 1m has a
flat overall trend but with amild presence
region depression from 2-4kHz followed
by araised upper treble above 9kHz. These
departures result in modest frequency
response errors of ± 3.9dB and ± 4.4c18
respectvely for the review pair. Orr the

intended listening axis, 30° to one side
[dotted green trace in the graph, below
left), the response is flatter to 15kHz
beyond which is the first of aseries of
interference notches.
Pair matching is not the tightest at
±1.4dB over the range 200Hz to 20kHz
but much of this error occurs just below
20kHz where it is unlikely to be significant.
A diffraction corrected near-field
measurement shows the low-frequency
extension to be amildly disappointing
53Hz (- 6dB ref 200Hz) but room boundar
reinforcement will improve this.
The 'grassy' cumulative spectral decay
waterfall is due to areflection from the
angled face of the speaker's plinth. Apart
from this the waterfall is quite clean,
bar some mild bass- mid cone breakup
resonances. KH

orchestral tonal colour with arare vividness and, on
the right system, has adynamic punch that has me
tensing and twitching as if Iwere watching arugby
international. Again the Helicon did agood job of
conveying the spatial scale of the piece but the
micro- and macro-dynamics of the playing weren't
conveyed as explicitly as I'd hoped - and my listening
chair escaped amauling.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
The revised Helicon delivers a
neutral tonal balance without
exaggerations that become
annoying or emphasise

ABOVE LEFT:

Aslight depression through the presence region is followed

by araised upper treble: ABOVE RIGHT: The cumulative decay looks broad ly
clean - the fine ' grassy' peaks due to areflection off the angled plinth

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

recording foibles. Coupled

sensitivity(tP at lm for 2.83V rms input)

87.5dB

with large-scale imaging, this

Impedance modulus min/max ( 20Hz-201tHz)

3.7ohm @ 154kHz

Impedance .) hase min/max ( 20.-Iz-20kHz)

-40° @ 72Hz

13.3ohm @ 60Hz

makes it easy to live with
across a broad range of

32° @ 50Hz

recordings. But those who
place resolving power above
all may find it lacks the
insightfulness they crave.
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Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)
fif extension (- 6dB ref 200F1410kHz)
THD 100Hzilk114101cHz ( for 90d8 el at 1m)

±1.4dB
53Hz / 33.7kHz138.7kHz
0.8% I 1.9%

I

> 0.1%

Guildfprc
muc io

sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

01.483 537 577

Run by professionals - for professionals

SPECIALIST HI-FI BRANDS INCLUDE

ostintrew
audio analogue
audio research
copland
crystal cable
dream vision
final
focal jmlab
gamut
grado
isophon
isotek
jaocl.ist, u
k
krell
lavordin
leema acoustics
martin logon
mimetism
music first audio
nordost
opera
pathos
prima luna
resolution audio
roksan
shonling
sme
sonus Faber
stands unique
stax
sterling broadcast
strotton furniture
sugden
sunf ire
theta
transparent
unison research
velodyne
wadia

Fully Balanced Integrated Amplifier ( FBI) from Krell

wilson audio
yter
& many more...

design. audiogrophy.co.uk

NEW Krell KID
(Krell Interface Dock)
Just connect the KID b yDur

existing

Hifim octive loudspeakers, then connect
your iPcct b the KID. Music on on iPod

finally becomes aviable source for quickly
orrPcsing ond enjoying many hours d
quality music at the touch d
few buttcns.
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1-0EAC31110.1
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BLU-RAY PLAYER TEST

Budget Blu
SONY BDP-S300 (
E349)

HD DVD hardware may have beat its Blu-ray rivals
on p-ice but those walls have come tumbling
down with the impact of Sony's BDP-S300

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED
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Tested by Paul Miller

I

fCES 2008 sounded awarning shot across, if not
into the bows of the HD DVD fleet [see p14] then
there was always the consolation that its players

were, on the whole, far cheaper than their Blu-ray
competition while boasting full compatibility with both
the software- driven and web- enabled functionality of its
discs. Not all Blu-ray players can currently promise that.
Sony's BDP-S300 is one of those players that neithe fully conforms to the BD1.1 video profile (which means
that picture- in- picture, ' Blu-Scape' games and other
bonus features may not function wholly as intended) nor
deliver Dolby TrueHD or DTS-HD Master Audio
bitstreams over its HDMI 1.2 interface. Neither
is there aLAN/Ethernet connection for use with
movies and pictures on ahome network.

from its AV control menu but these are best left

ABOVE: 5.1

So why is it here? Because the BDP-S300 still
offers full HD 1080p/24 and 1080p/60 digital

in their default state with all colour temperature,
contrast and/or greyscale settings left to the

channel and
(parallel)

video plus multichannel LPCM audio through
HDMI, and is significantly more affordable than
many Blu-ray cousins at £ 349. Which means the
BDP-S300 could be just the ticket for aminimalist
HD home cinema that places raw performance

final display device. This was certainly the
preferable route with both the Pioneer PDPLX608 full HD plasma [
HFINI, Feb ' 08] and SIM2
HT3000E projector used for my viewing.

stereo outputs
are provided
alongside SIPDIF
digital outputs
and (far left)
an HDMI 1.2

over features. And, yes, it scales DVD to 1080p
while making an impressive fist of stereo CD.

Most of the Blu-ray titles in my collection
carry aDTS-HD Master Audio bitstream but
this is not decoded by the BDP-S300. Instead

LOCK AND LOAD

it uses the core DIS stream to deliver DTS 5.1
at up to 1.5Mb/s via the SIIDDIF outputs, an

interface. The
latter will deliver
multichannel
LPCM audio to any

Driving the BDP-S300 is as simple as our pictures

LPCM downmix via HDMI or 5.1 channels of

would suggest — the operating system takes 20-30

audio through its analogue connections. The

HDMI-equipped

seconds to boot- up while both Blu-ray and DVD

player does handle the native, multichannel

AV receiver but

media load as swiftly as the content allows. Disney
is aprime mover behind Blu-ray but its titles are

LPCM soundtrack carried by most Blu-ray
discs, however, piping it through HDMI to

does not support
either Dolby

typically littered with trailers or Java- based menus

almost any legacy AV receiver. These tracks

TrueHD or DTS-HD

that take an age to skip through. You'll have time
to redecorate the room before Pirates of the

are typically encoded at 48kHz/16-bit
instead of the 48kHz/24-bit available to the
DTS/Dolby HD bitstreams, but this will still

bitstreams

Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest is ready to view. By
contrast, 20th Century Fox's Planet of the Apes (
the
Tim Burton remake) loads and plays in atrice.
Like Pioneer, Sony also offers aselection of white/
black enhancement, hue and chroma level adjustments

be the audio of choice.
MONKEYING AROUND
As aformat, Blu-ray stretches the law of diminishing
returns out to anew level for home cinema systems.

'You'll have time to redecorate the room
before Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead
Man's Chest is ready to view'
BLU-RAY — THE STATE OF PLAY
As our technology correspondent, Barry Fox,
explains [ see page 14] HD DVD has been dealt a
crippling blow by Warner's announcement of its
singular support for Blu-ray. Simultaneously, the BD
format has been reinforced by the launch of new
hardware from Marantz, Philips and Sharp ( under
the Aquos brand) with the promise of even cheaper
players from the Funai Corporation.
Nevertheless, the success of Sony's PS3 (some 20
million BD games have been sold against 1million
BD movie discs in Europe) has not been the engine
for atrickle-down of technology into budget BD
players like the BDP-S300. While the PS3's world
revolves around the powerful 64- bit PowerPC
core of its CELL processor (with its eight 128- bit
'synergistic processing elements'), the BDP-S300
uses the same Sigma Designs secure HD video
decoder as both Panasonic and Pioneer BD players.

Even favourite £ 400 CD players reach their potential
long before they are partnered with the best £ 4k or
£5k amp/speaker combinations available but BD players
like the 'S300 can be partnered with a £ 10k projector
like the HT3000E and they just keep on giving. I've
lost count of the times I've seen criticism of BD picture
quality when the description has informed more about
the performance of the display than the source!
The BDP-5300 is more than capable of resolving
the extra detail, the smoother horizontal panning
and improved black- level rendition of the highest
bit rate movies including Pirates... 3 while exposing
the horizontal stutter of MPEG2-encoded titles such as
Planets of the Apes. Check out the loss of fine structure
in the trees, foliage and textured rock surfaces during
the first scenes in ape village. Think you can't see
the difference between 30Mb/s and 45Mbls 1080p
digital viceo? Well, the BDP-S300 certainly can and
undoubtedly benefits from higher bit- rate material on
dual- layer BD media. (-->

AUDIO

FILE

Blu-ray/DVD
player with 5.1
channel analogue
and HDMI 1.2
outputs
Price: £349
Made By:
Sony Corporation
Supplied By:
Sony UK Ltd

Telephone:
020 7365 2947
Web: www.sonystyle.co.uk
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Do you get confused trying to choose
your Hi Fi Cables ?
With every manufacturer telling you that their
product will sound the best how can you be sure
you're making the right decision ?
We hope that you'll find our approach
refreshingly different as we encourage you to
choose the cables that give you the best
performance and musical pleasure in your
own listening environment
*With the help of the Metallurgy Department of
Bradford University we have been able to
conduct specialist research in the pursuit of
engineering perfection for The Missing Link
range of cables

•

"Our cables are an excersise in electrical
engineering excellence as good cable design

bringing afresh insight into the recorded arts

should be

At The Missing Link we offer atrue bespoke
service with individually built high performance
cables in any length - terminated to suit our
preference and with a
choice of colour finish
If you'd like more
information about our full
cable range designed and
produced in Great Britain
contact us today

The Missing Link

*Our materials and construction methods are
the finest available
*Our laboratory grade pure Silver & Copper
bullion has been analysed down to parts per
billion
*We have developed a unique heat treatment
process to create a pure conductor that allows
the minimum of disruption to the flow of the
electrons
With the scientific facts to help you make an
informed decision we hope you will feel
encouraged to make your own comparisons 8,
because your satisfaction is our priority we offer
a no quibble full money back guarantee to give
you complete confidence

www.the-missing-link.net

QUALITY BRITISH Hi Fi CABLES AT SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE PRICt

01623 844478 or 07967 859333 — infoOthe-missinglink.net

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

Fl WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component

III

of 2004, 2005 & 2007 awards

‘‘A
"

SOVEREIGN DECK

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREO TIMES

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

EZZ1M
* * * **

Ultimate performance
for - your system
CC

T

best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

(e (*Welt 2005 World Awards

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

Tonearm Models - from
E124 -E4,900

O
RIGIN

LIVE Demonstrably better

Enterprise, Conqueror, Illustrious
Encounter, Silver, OL1 + upgrades
Rewiring and upgrades for Rega arms

I

Full infirmation on web site

ORIGIN LIVE LTD
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com

www.originlive.com
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LAB

SONY

BDP-S300 BD PLAYER / £ 49

RESULTS

The heart of the player: asecure media
processor for Dolby Digital Plus and HD
decoding. The code implemented in this
sample did not cirectly support Dolby
TrueHD or DlIS-1-D decoding

It's this Sil 9030 HDMI cutput
device that limits the BOPS300% compatibility vv -th
the current crop of ' HO AV
receivers'. Only Silicon mages
latest SiI9134 chip offers the
support for all v1.3 api lications

riree stereo PCM1791
DACs from Burr- Brown
drive each of the front.
c,
ntrelsrub and surround
alalogue outputs. The

ABOVE. Provided the Blu-ray movie disc is not fronted by a
complex Java-scripted menu, then it loads as swiftly as the

—

downmixed stereo and
[multichannel front
outputs are shared

ThnS

Fan- cooled
switch- mode
povez1 supply

BDP-100 BD- ROM

dove ( also compatible
wish DVD and CD media)

most up-to-date HDMI 1.3 / BD1.1-compliant players

is connected to the main
beard via an IDE cable

The performance of the scaler is also very impressive
when Jpconverting DVD media to 1080p or, conversely,
downconverting BD media to 720p to address a
standard ' HD Ready' plasma like the Pioneer PDP508XD [
HD Guide, Sept ' 07]. Colours are strong, deeply
saturated, and noise is gratifyingly absent from upscaled
Superbit DVDs like A Knight's Tale. The stability and
security of highly complex images - including the staged
crowds either side of the jousting field - makes viewing
areal pleasure, free of distracting blocking artefacts,
any serious motion- blur and the presence of Iaggies'
along diagonal edge detail. But it's BD- sourced movies
and sound that find the BDP-5300 at its peak.
e

NO MORE TEACHERS

It's stflipossible to reali senlull ichannel audio from
the new Dave Matthews and Tim Reynolds Live at
Radio City release as the player decodes the Dolby
Digital 5.1 bitstream, bringing the performance and
audience surging into your own personal venue. Heard
via the Pioneer BDP-LX70A, the TrueHD soundtrack
has more punch, more edge and transparency but the

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
frequency performance of these DACs is
There are comparisons between this Sony
not quite as regular as those in the Pioneer
BDP-S300 and Pioneer's BDP-LX70 [
HFN,
player, as demonstrated by the TI-ID vs
Nov'On including their downsampling
digital level trend at 20kHz [ blue infill on
of 96kHz DVD software to 48kHz. This
graph, below left]. The Dolby decode is
model offers asimilar 107dB A-wtd
without incident, benefitting from alow
SIN ratio but aslightly flatter response
- 0.0015% distortion and flat response
(-0.1dBI20kHz), lower distortion ( 0.0007%
(-0.3dt3I2OkHz).
vs 0.0013% through the midrange) and
Sony's bass management is necessarily
an imperceptibly lower jitter ( 124psec vs
restricted by the limited speaker
134psec). Jitter with 24- bit DVD/BD media
configuration options. The centre and
is illustrated by the graph, below right, the
surrounds are either on or off, the front
marked peaks adding up to just 25psec. Its
multichannel separation is not to the 105dB channels lege or small while the LFE
channel remains permanently enabled.
standard set by Pioneer, however, at 80dB.
Most of these trivial differences are dowN Setting the front to small also reduces
the centre and surrounds, sending the
not only to Sony's choice of Burr- Brown's
accumulated bass to the sub. Otherwise,
PCM1791 DACs ( in place of the PCM1738
defeated centre/surround channe:s have
used by Pioneer) but also the unique layout
their bass redirected to the front. PM
of both player's audio boards. The high

atmosphere created by the ' S300 was still mightily
impressive alongside the 1080p imagery.
Alice Cooper's trademark ' School's Out' from Live at
Montreux 2005 (
aDTS encode) was revealed with alittle
less clarity, his voice lacking the cut ana thrust of old,
but even the Pioneer BDP-LX70A makes no better fist of
this cnarged musical event. So the BDP-S300 finds itself
in good company, if you can live without the promise of
'Blu-Scape' features.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Offering all the functionality

of the first generation BD1.0
profile Blu-ray players, but at a
fraction of the price and with
more robust software, this
BDP S300 from Sony is, as
hoped. Hobson's choice for
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20kHz ( blue infill): ABOVE RIGHT: Digital jitter is very low for information

H - FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Output Level

1.94Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio

107.1dB
0.0007% / 0.0035%
0.0014%

1080p display or, preferably,

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0dB to - 0.11dB

a budget, single- chip DLP

Digital litter, 16- bit j24- bit

124psec

Resolution @ - 110dB. 16- bit / 24- bit

±0.6dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>80dB

projector, this player takes
the sting out of the FID DVD/
Blu ray conundrum.

1500

converted within the player itself ( 24-bit/48kHz data illustrated here)

Distortion lkHz,OdBFs - 33dBEs

Coupled with a capable 50in

ri

2000

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( black infill) and

Distortion 20kHz,OdBFs

the aspiring full- HD movie fan.

4000

Jrtter Fr quency

11

J 25pec

J ± 0.5dB
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When it comes to Vinyl,
you need the best

Prodect
AUDIO

SYSTEMS

Makers of
award-winning
turntables

To find out more about the full range of turntables fromHENLEY
Pro-Ject, and where you can buy them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk •ià
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

CARTRIDGE TEST
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Firebird
Fever

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

TRANSFIGURATION PHOENIX (£ /350)

A new mid- range model gives more than a
taste of the Orpheus sound at half the pric

N

aming acartridge
after afirebird
that rises from its

own ashes may be
aporcentous omen, given
Trans'iguration's previous
success in crafting highclass pickups. So maybe the
incendary title is supposed to
serve more as apointer to a

black finish. Stylus profile is listed
as Ogura PA measuring 3x30pm

AUDIO

and the cantilever - conspicuously
shorter than on some MC cartridges
-is 0.3mm boron. Ove -all weight
is alow-ish 7.8g and optimum
tracking force is 2g, which is how
the Phoenix was set up for listening.

0

SONGBIRD

First impressions of the Phoenix

FILE
Moving coil

span available from the flacship
Orpheus. Further into the album,
Irealised the Phoenix couldn't tell

fiery performance?
After the revamp of the

-persisting after the cartridge was

me everything about the lechfrcal
aspects of the performance and

brand's lineup, this model

afforded some run-in time - was

production; yet the trade for

doesn't have anatural
predecessor, by price at least,

of alively and colourful performer.

undeniable musical involvement
made the loss almost incidentas.

since it's pitched below the
former top Temper model, and

uncannily neutral Ortofon Windfeld
and the level-headed Linn Akiva, the

above the similarly obsolete

Phoenix was full of fun and drama,

thiik this was acartridge for those
that solely prize the foot- tap fector,

Spirit. But at £ 1350 it sits neatly

alittle dynamo of sound that was

aspell with orchestral and choral

between the award-winning
Orpheus (£ 2750) [ March ' 07]

entirely at home mourted in aLinn

works showed the Phoenix can rise

LV II tonearm on aLP12 with full

above more than just rock and jazz.

and the new entry-level Axia at

Funk Vector upgrade.

£890. and closely resembles the
Spirit in body shape.

Here was acartridge for the
heart rather than the head, for
while it proved it had an excellent

First pianist Van Cliburn's fi -igers
rippling up the keyboard through

Like former Transfigurations,
it uses an unusual' ' yokeless'

Coming after time spent with the

way with detail retrieval from any

'I was beginning to think this was for
those that prize the foot-tap factor'

pickup cartridge
with nude Ogura
PA stylus profile
Price: £ 1350
Made by:
lmmutaole Music
Supplied by:
Audio Reference

Just when Iwas beginnimg co

Telephone:
01252 702705
Web: www.
audioreference.
co.uk

Rachmaninov's Piano Concertp No
3 [ RCA VICS-1032], and then the
SOUND

de icate restraint of Allegri's Misere
[EMI CFP 40339] showed an
irrepressible knack for tangible,

74%

life- like 3D sound from arecord.
At its best unstoppably
groovy, intricate and lyrica , the

generator inside with ring

record, it soon drew rr estraight

Phoenix is aworthy addition

magnets surrounding the sets
of coils. Unlike the Orpheus

into the musical performance itself,
pushing aside such considerations

to Transfiguration's range of

which has asingle ring magnet

as attack, decay, stereo imaging and

silky and expressive manner,

with the coils intimately located
inside, the Phoenix and Axia

frequency extension.
Where it missed out compared

getting to the heart of the
music just comes easily to

models use two magnets,

to the Orpheus - at twice the price

this songbird.

placed before and after the
coils. When first introduced

remember - was in mild congestion
when the mix gets busy, adilution in
purity of high soprano voices and a

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

last year, the Phoenix used two
differing magnets, samarium
and neodymium, but the
current version tested here now
uses neodymium at both ends.
The cartridge body is a
solid- feeling aluminium chunk,
anodised with asmart satin

slightly less even bass quality.
Steve Howe's solo turn on

compelling cartridges. Witi its

300pV

Channel balance at 1kHz

0.63dB

The Yes Album left me enthralled

Compliance, vertical

Tracking ability, left Iright

and the sense of limitless upper

80%

Output at IkHz re. 5cmisec

with the sound of fast strums and
lightning fretboard runs, letting me
overlook areduced low bass reach

EUILD

I lateral

120.1.112cu
>80pm1761..m

Distation,20Hz-20kHz re.5cmisec

0.75-4.5%

frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

-0.25 to + 2.45dB

Stereo separation. lkHz / 20kHz

25d18 ! 16dB
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LAT INTERNATIONAL

IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII,

IC 100 MKII Analog, DI- 30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital and, AC-2MKII
Power cord, SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII Loudspeaker cables, Tonearm interconnects TA300, TA200 and TA100. Solid Core Silverfused
wire technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielded,

North Star
Sapphire CD Player
(Philips VAM 1202 Mech, Upsampling 192/24, double DAC, balanced
anlogue stage with balanced and unbalanced output)

-.•
AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true
Ferrite technology
cables - a high quality ferrite is extruded
over the conductor
strands. Power Cords
-GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA
2.5) and GNLM 05/04.
From £ 48 for a 1m
cord terminated with
a standard IEC and
MK tough plug. Other
terminations include
Fig of 8, 16 amp IEC,
and mains plugs
Schuko, USA, Danish,
India, Swiss etc
Pictured are the SEB
versions of the cable
priced from £ 80 for a
1m cord

eleir

Ask for product brochures and price list and
visit our web site and check the list of ex-demo
bargains on offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020 8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

Canned
Treat

burbling died away within afew
seconds but, of course, it shouldn't
be there at all.
This gremlin aside, the v8
delivered superlative sound qua ,ity
an obvious notch up from the v3.
Iused it principally with the Aucio
Technica ATH-AD700 which won
the September group test and tney
made afine combination, delivering
some of the best headphone sound

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-CANv8 (
E349)

Keith Howard listens to arevamped version of
the X- CAN headphone amp - anew favourite?

I

npart, et least, this latest
generat on of X- CAN
headphone amplifier

from Musical Fidelity - its
predecessor was the v3,. by
the way, not the v7 - owes its
existence to HiFi News. Back lin
September '07 Iwrote afeature
abDut heac phone measurement,
to accompany agroup test of
headphones. Imade the point

state buffer downstream of the
double triode input stage. PM's
measurements confirm this.
That isn't the only change.
In the first place the new v8
-which is sligntly deeper than its
predecessor but still modestly sized
at 87x180x240mm ( hwd) - has had
amild cosmetic overhaul, tie small
volume control knob of the v3 being

that the su -prisingly common

replaced by alarger, shallower item.
Other front panel changes inc ude

practice of incorporating

the addition of asecond quarter- inch

'It revealed awarmth to the strings
and vocals that the v3 only hinted at'
sicnificant cutput resistance
within headlphone amps is abad

jack socket. allowing the v8 to drive
two pairs of headphones, and asmall

idea because it results in audible
frequency response errors wi -_h

toggle switch that selects between
two inputs:, line level as belore and,

many headphones.

I've experienced.
Ibegan by listening to Elton
John's ' Sixty Years On', one of
the tracks Iused for tie group
test which really separated the
wheat from the chaff Via the
v8 it had an even bigger, more
spacious soundstage that left the
v3's rendition sounding cbsed-in
and alittle rough and amorphous
by comparison. The v'S sounded
sweeter and more natu -al., revealing
awarmth to the string and vocal
sound that the v3 only hinted at.
This vocal and spatial
verisimilitude was even more striking
on 'The Turtle Dove' Fcarborough

Made and

Tenor James Griffett's voice was
utterly convincing and Tony
Faulkner's fine recording set it in an
equally persuasive acoust:c space.
Natural tonal balarce and
persuasive imaging (for headphones)
also made their mark on Decca s

Telephone: 020
8900 2866
Web: www.
musicalfidelity.
COT

recording of Peter and the Wolf
with Sir Malcolm Sargent

also noted that the v8 is alot less

Richardson narrating. an even

Fidelity's Antony Michaelson. In

microphonic : han my v3 sample - a

older recording from 1970.

planning the v8 he determined

gripe I'd also mentioned to AM.

conducting and Sir Ralph

Never before have Iheard the

80%

difference in acoustic between

SOUND QUALITY

regardless of the impedance

So far as sourd quality goes

variations of the headphones
it is used with. So the output

everything Ihave to say about the v8
is positive, with one exception. The

impedance of the v8 has beer

review sample was prone to making
odd noises via the right channel in
particular. Usually the whistling and

hi-finews

HIGHLY

X-CRNvB

Price: £ 349

supplied by:
Musical Fidelity

One peirson who toot( the

reduced to just 2ohm (from
30ohm) by adding asolid-

Low output
mpedance
iybrid valve/
transistor
headphone
amplifier with
USB digital input

Bushes and Briars on Hyperion].

message on board was Musical

an effectively flat response

FILE

Fair, Regis Records: previously

new, aUSB input that allows the
v8 to be used with acomputer. I

to ensure that it would deliver

AUDIO

COMMENDED

HE110.01,11E RIMPLIFIER

the hall - with low- frequency
noise from passing traffic
-and the space in wnich the
narration was recorcted so
clearly delineated.
A significant step
forward from its popular
predecessor, the X- CAN v8
demands recommendation
if you want to extract the
very best from dynamic
headphones. '

•

/
88 0
o BUILD
"I
78%

HI-FI NEWS SeeelkATIONS
Maximum Output Level

FnulER

ECO

>7.5Vims

Output Impedance

• . 5ohm

Input Sensitivity (for OdBV)

208rrV

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

-.0.4dfito-2.2dB

Mévtd SIN ratio (for OdBV)

94.2dB

Distortion (OdBV, 20Hz-20kHz)

n.00b18

sENVPSONES

(4,
Le4
YUSICAL FIDELITY
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SUPER SYSTEMS
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Talk Electronics has updated its tempestuously- named
Thunder, Hurricane and Tornado CD player and amps...
Steve Harris braves the elements to give his forecast,
using the ATC SCM40 floorstanding loudspeaker

I

t's nice to meet a manufacturer
who really blows his own
trumpet - by which Idon't

mean spouting out the usual
..
sales blurb, but literally and
mu'sically blowing. It turns out that
Kevin Edwards, the founder and
head of Talk Electronics, is also a
noted trumpeter and brass arranger.
For this month's Super System,
Kevin Edwards offered us his latest
refinements, to wit, the brand-new
Thunder 3.15E CD player along
with the Hurricane 2.2 pre- and
Tornado 2.2 power amplifiers.
When we asked him to suggest
the best loudspeakers to match his
electronics for this system, ATC was
right at the top of his list.
Now, it so happens that Billy
Woodman, the founder of ATC, is not
only aglobally- respected speaker
designer. He is afine jazz pianist

Talk Thunder 3.1SE CD player
(£2250)
This new ' SE' version represents the latest level of
refinement to Talk's established upsampling player,
which first appeared around five years ago. Talk
uses the know-how of Swiss company Anagram
Technologies to interpolate and upsample the
16- bit CD data to a24- bit word length and a
96kHz sample frequency. To make the most of
the upsampled data, careful attention has been
paid to power supply design (with two separate
transformers), and balanced as well as unbalanced
analogue outputs are provided.

ATC SCM40 loudspeaker
(£1999)
With its grille on, the SCM40 looks like aclassic
British floorstander that could have been designed
by one of many UK companies any time in the
last 30 years - but rip that veil aside and you
will immediately see evidence of ATC's special
technology. Most obvious is the presence of the
massive ATC 75mm soft-dome midrange driver.
Above this is anew soft- dome tweeter, encircled
by the flare of ATC's ' precision alloy waveguide',
and below it abig 180mm ATC bass unit.
Dimensions are 380 x211 x250mm ( hwd).
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Talk Tornado 2.2 power
amplifier (£ 1250)
Rated at 100W per channel into 8ohm, the
Tornado 2.2 is based on acustom-made
dual-wound 400VA transformer allowing
an ' essentially dual mono' circuit design.
MOSFET output devices are used. Balanced
(XLR) inputs are provided, useful if long
cable runs are needed from the preamplifier,
as well as the usual unbalanced phono
inputs. Also available on the same chassis
are amono version and ( using three 200VA
transformers) athree- channel version.

too. Maybe that doesn't prove

amplifiers in Surrey, ATC

the obvious choice was the ATC

aggressive output filters.

anything, but Ialways find it
interesting when hi-fi is created

(originally the Acoustic

'The phase shifts of multi-

Transducer Company) was
already long established as a

SCM40. Sitting at the top of the
'Entry' range, this is the only
three-way model in the series

high- quality pro audio supplier.
The company started in 1974,

and consequently the only

differences,' says Edwards.
Externally identical to

one to incorporate the famous

previous models, the Thunder

75mm dome midrange unit.

3.1SE comes in Talk's long-

by people who really know what
live instruments sound like.
TALKING CABLES

pole filters destroy subtle

building 12in drive units for PA
systems. Two years later ATC

Although reviewed before [ April

running standard casework, the

launched its innovative 3in
soft- dome midrange unit.

2007], this was clearly amodel
well worth revisiting.

styling curve machined into the
front dividing the brushed finish

started building complete

'TRUE UPSANIPLING?'

above from the satin below, in a
line broken only by the remote

speaker systems for professional
users. Eventually, though, the
differing requirements for

One of Talk Electronic's
claims to fame is that it was
among the first to do a 'true

sensor window.
Floating above this are seven
small buttons which cover the

branched out into electronics,
until 1996, when they split
the two parts of the business.

domestic loudspeakers led
to today's almost completely

upsampling' one- box CD player,
with a24/96 DSP solution.

separate model line-up.

While Hopper continued with

To complete our Super
System on asensible budget,

Basically, says Kevin Edwards,
the benefit is to push the

main transport functions, but as
usual it is far less fiddly to use
the remote. This is astandard

Kevin Edwards studied
electronics, but worked as
asalesman rather than as a
designer at Exposure for eight
years before teaming up with
Tony Hopper to start Cable Talk
in 1990. Their cable range was
successful, and in 1994 they

Cable Talk, Edwards took the
electronics side.
By the time Kevin Edwards
started hand- building his

It was in 1978 that ATC

we wanted to include a

output filter point to ahigher
frequency, further removed

substantial floorstanding
speaker at around £ 2000, and

from the audio passband, which
means that you can use less

bought- in plastic type, hardly
elegant, but well laid out and
easy to use, controlling the
amp input source selection and
playback volume level setting.
«M.

Talk Hurricane 2.2 preamplifier
(£1250)
Talk has aimed to bridge the gap between the
needs of home cinema and stereo music with its
six-channel Hurricane preamp, the 2.2 being the
latest version. With six analogue inputs and six
outputs, the idea is to get the best out of highquality multichannel audio sources, as well as twochannel ones. At the same time, there are separate
two- channel balanced inputs for CD, and apair
of balanced outputs for connection to asuitablyequipped stereo power amplifier.

41.•
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Talk Electronics
The Old Barn
Higher Park Farm
Halebourne Lane
Chobham
Surrey GU24 8SL
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www.
talkelectronics.
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ATC
Loudspeaker
Technology Ltd
Gypsy Lane
Aston Down
Stroud
Gloucestershire
GL6 8HR
Tel: 01285
760561
www.atc.gb.net
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SUPER SYSTEMS

In use the CD player's transport
mechanism worked smoothly and
well, starting to play adisc within
five seconds.

but there must be areason. The

CLOCKWISE

working correctly, Irealised that

final button (with ared light above
instead of blue) is for high/low

FROM TOP: ATC's

the preamplifier produced some

SCM40 is athreeway loudspeaker

hum through the speakers too,
particularly when connected
unbalanced, as well as radiating
mechanical noise.

gain setting. The low gain was

The front panel display is basic,

recommended by Talk for use with

that includes

though there is atrack calendar. It

its own power amp, but the switch

the company's

can be switched off ( coming to life
briefly when akey is pressed) but
Icould not get it to dim, although

defaults to the high setting. The

familiar large

volume control operates smoothly

midrange dome

and silently under remote control.

unit; terminal

Underneath our player, the feet
were asymmetrically positioned (the

RIDING THE CURVE

SCM40 are tri -

for the US market where long pre-topower amp cables are often used.

Only on the power amp does Talk's

front right one is further back), while

curve run the whole width of the
panel unmolested. As with the other

wired, allowing
tri wiring or

However, probably because of the
noise issues here, Idid feel that that

the remote has abutton for this.

the heads of two large Allen bolts
(securing the toroidal transformers)

posts on the

Talk Electronics does not claim
great sonic benefits for balanced
operation, which is provided mainly

even tri-amping;

there was aslight sonic advantage

units, there is afront- panel standby

rear of the Talk

to the full balanced configuration.

feet and looked alittle too ready to
contact the supporting surface.

switch and arear- panel main
on/off. A small blue LED indicates
standby while the red one next to it

Electronics
Thunder 3.1SE,

It seemed to give acomforting
solidity to stereo images, perhaps

Hurricane 2.2

amore substantial tangibility to

LIKE A HURRICANE

additionally comes on when the unit
is fully operational.

pre- and Tornado
2.2 power
amplifiers.

of the listening Iused two pairs of
HiDiamond balanced interconnects.

Note that Talk
Electronics is

e

protruded virtually as far as the

Like earlier Hurricane editions, the
2.2 preamplifier is actually asixchannel unit. This isn't particularly
obvious from the front panel, unless

As initially supplied, the power
amp produced unacceptable hum
through the speakers, necessitating
avisit from the supplier to

offering aten

you scrutinise the legends over the
seven buttons which again ride the
styling wave. Ihaven't quite figured

correct the fault. Meanwhile,
the preamplifier produced a

year warranty on

out why Talk chose to denominate
the line inputs ' aux', ' aux 1' and

Iwas told that future transformers
would be quieter. Unfortunately,

'aux 2' instead of aux 1, 2and 3,

once the power amplifier was

noticeable buzz or hum, although

its products, and
ATC speakers
include asix year
warranty

'This was a
rendition which
had the feeling
of unvarnished
truth, with a
surprisingly good
clarity to the inner
parts in the lower
registers, so the
flow of music was
not obscured'

instruments and voices. So for most

UNVARNISHED TRUTH

On ahistoric RCA recording, Heifetz
playing the Mendelsohn concerto
with the Munch and the Boston SO
[NC XRCD IMCXR-00101 the Heifetz
highs were undeniably keening,
yet still sounded like abow being
drawn across strings rather than
simply becoming ( as they can do
with this record) ashrieking noise
to make you shut down your ears.
This system didn't actually flatter the
old recording, with strings sounding
lumpish when massed, wiry in the
higher registers, and woodwinds
taking on asort of tinkling- bell
quality at times.
Despite all that, though, this
was arendition which had the
feeling of unvarnished truth, with a
surprisingly good clarity to the inner
parts in the lower registers, so the
movement and flow of the music
was not obscured.
After this, Iturned to amore
soothing analogue audiophile
recording from 1983, Respighi's
Church Windows [
Reference
Recordings RR-15CD]. Here the
large yet not intrusively reverberant
acoustic space was captured
believably, the orchestra nicely
spread behind the speakers. Also
very believable was the dramatic
gong crash that ends the second of
these ' Four Symphonic Impressions',
and the organ, with some deep
pedal notes, in the last one.
For adifferent kind of organ,
and adifferent kind of bass, Iput
on Ultimate Mancini, asuperbly
recorded collection of masterly film
music with the slickest of studio
orchestras [ Concord SACD-1034-6].
Here it seemed that the ATC
speakers gave more character &>
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Discover a superb
complete music system
from the makers of the
legendary D200 power
amplifier - GamuT.

Greok
Gotrejr sj sEere,
GamuT is one of the very
few companies that can offer a
complete music system that has
achieved WORLD-WIDE PRAISE.
See www.gamutaudio.com/reviews
"As the audiophile press has
affirmed for several years now,
Gamut is on to something very,
very good." (JV Serinus, Stereophile)

"Very high build quality and supremely
confident, luxurious sound quality, beautiful
remote, and plenty of power. "

GamuT's latest arrival, the CD3
CD player, completes aSUPERBLY
MUSICAL SYSTEM.The CD3 is in
HI- Fl Choice's Collection for 2007.

Jason Kennedy, Hi -Fi Choice, Feb 08

Boulder

"It has superb resolve of fine detail
...a perfectly judged balance and ...
an irresistible ability to draw you
into the music." HI- Fl Choice

Metropolis Music, UK Distributor
www.metropolis-music.cc.uk
Tel: 01435 867 438

GamuT have merged their excellent
D3 preamp with the legendary
D200 power amp (an earlier HFC
Editor's Choice), making the DiI50,
an impressively CAPABLE AND
TRANSPARENT integrated amp.

AUDIO WORKSHOP NORWICH

HI-FI Choice's view on the GamuT
DiI50: "This is clearly agorgeous
amplifier"— another Editor's Choice!
GamuT make three " L" speakers
— the stand- mount L3 and two
floor-standers — all cut from the
same cloth and using superb drive
units such as the Revelator tweeter.
There is also now the three- model
PHI series at lower prices.
Comments on aGamuT system:
"The CD3, DiI50, and L-7 just flatout worked for me. Music was alive
and filled with the little pleasures
that make you smile, nod, tap your
foot, or even boogie." (Stereophile)

Workshop Notes # 1: Away with Speaker Crossovers
Experts say crossovers degrade the signal. So can we avoid them?
We can, but panels, horns and single
drixer speakers have problems that are
just as ruinous to music. The only way
that works is active speakers with
inbuilt passer amplifiers as those made
by ATC .Ehe frequency range is split
actively ( so no phase error) and each
speaker has its ow -namplifier so making

The
Right
Note
II I/SIC ill

/be h

them virtually unburstable and ssith
AT('s propriety voice coils they do not
compress at musical climaxes. The ness
Rite of Spring SACI) ( Tudor 71-151. for
instance, via their SCN1 100's has
unsurpassed dynamics, speed and power
-emotionally quite shattering in fact
and just N% hat NS e'd expect from afinch
fettled, high end system.

e

41,

Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID
EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy music along

the way and save money in the long run.

J
UST

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

Actives have other benefits; using low .
raise balanced cables between preamp
& speakers and lower intermodulation
distortion,for example.

BATH
01225 874728

AT(' actives ( and other fine audio
components) are definitely worth
investigating, so contact me, Julian

or lo- call
0845 230 7570

NI-usgrave. and let's talk.

CD:ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL CANTO, dCS,GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, WADIA.
VINYLAESTHETICS, AVID. CLEARAUDIO. DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN,

31 PRINCE OF WALES ROAD. NORWICH. NR11Bfi

MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS:
BEL CANTO. CAT,DNM ,GAMUT, HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO.

01603 618520

LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DAL', ETHOS, GAMUT, NEAT,
TOTEM. CABLES:
CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH,VERTEX AQ MAINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS:
ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE,VERTEX AQ

\

e

www.audioworkshopnorwich.co.uk

ATC. AVID. AUDIO PHYSIC, BEI, CANTO, DYNAVECTOR. EAR. GOLDRING. GRADO.
KRELL. MARTIN LOGAN. MOON. OPERA. NAD. SME. SONUS FABER. THORENS & More. ,/

Look, Listen, Experience...
Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.
•Two Channel Audio

• Multi Room Installation

•Home Cinema

•Turntable Workshop

naim
" ... if you're seeking a bargain- priced
slice of subtle, single- ended Triode magic,
then look no further."
Malcolm Steward, Hi -Fi Choice, Feb 08
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...and others

Visit our showroom at:

cmcitc)

Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,

Metropolis Music, UK Distributor
www. metropol is-music.co. uk
Tel: 01435 867 438

ti

Reymerston, Norfolk. NR9 4CID
tel: 01362 820800
email: enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

A
BASICALLY

SOUND
AND VISION
—

Audio Destination
Tiverton. Devon
01884 243 584
Brighton Hi-fi
Flimwell. East Sussex
01580 878 101
Divine Audio
Market Harborough, Leicestershire
01858 432999

nd proof

SO

Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers of high
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SUPER SYSTEMS

and perhaps more naturalness to the bass
than I'd experienced recently with the
Exposure/Neat combination [
HFN, Feb ' 08],

able to sound free and unconstrained.

convincing musical result, and it was
certainly capable of bringing the SCM40
speakers to life. For example, listening

although perhaps allied to this was aslight
lack of that system's easy flow. The Talk/
ATC presentation was more upfront, with a
little more of an edge to the punchy brass

to ' So What' on Kind Of Blue [
Columbia

and with more emphasis on the breathing

with the music.

The SCM40 is consistent on all kinds of
music, and given care with placement
and listening position, produces spacious,

480410 2], that switch of rhythm into a
straight 4/4 had such an organic feeling
to it that you were blissfully carried along

detail of Monica Mancini's voice.

believable stereo images and allows you to
forget about ' hi-fi' considerations and get
immersed in the music. A winner. C)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

To follow the Mancini disc Ihad to find
some more audiophile female vocals, and

CONVINCED
By now Iwas pretty convinced of the

Talk's Thunder 3.1SE player

opted for Christy Baron [
Retrospective,
Chesky SACD269]. Christy's voice came
over beautifully and the system certainly
revealed Chesky Record's open and airy

fine qualities of the Talk CD player,
which produced adetailed sound with

gave a great performance,

great naturalness. However, Anagram's
upsampling technology is now also used in

Hurricane 2.2 preamp
did not really come

house sound.

some much cheaper players by Cambridge

up to standard. The
power amplifier

CD RESPONSE

Audio, including the 740C [
HFN, July'07].
From memory, I'd say that the
Cambridge produces amore glossily
super-detailed sound, although this can
actually engender afeeling that ' it's all

initial fault was

Although the system did produce good
results, they were constantly undermined
by the unusual noise of the preamp,
which simply could not be ignored. Itried

sounded fine,
but only after an
corrected. There
are really no

integrated amp for the Talk combination,
and found sweet relief from this.
In fact, the Arcam seemed to respond

production, this player really does deserve
aserious hearing.

the ATC SCM40

zestfully to the Talk CD player. It produced
alively, enjoyable and thoroughly

by the ATC speakers, which Ifeel are
genuinely full- range and neutral yet

Above all, though, Iwas convinced

°
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performed very
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-20

speakers, which
well indeed.

El too*
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reservations about

AMPLIFIER
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60%

so it's a pity that the

too much'. Our Talk 3.1SE looked to be an
early sample, but if it is representative of

substituting the stalwart Arcam FMJ A32

SOUND
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while enjoying the fruits of its digital technology
with alow - 200psec jitter, excellent > 120dB
rejection of digital images and wide 112dB A-wtd
S/N ratio there is, for whatever reason, adifference
in distortion between left and right channels.
Particularly so at lower levels and higher frequencies
(0.004% vs 0.01%, le at 1kHz1-30dBFs and 0.12%
vs 0.65%1.112 at 20kHz/-60dBFs). The graph above
shows distortion vs digital level at 1kHz ( black) and
20kHz ( blue) with the right channel dotted.
Otherwise, the most distinctive feature of the
Thunder's performance is its response which while
sensibly tailored to -0.4dB at 20kHz is rolled off very
much more severely below 100Hz into the low bass.
At 20Hz it is - 2.7dB, afactor that might surely be
expected to limit its, er, thunder. Channel separation
is excellent at > 100dB across the board but some
refinement is still required overall. PM
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100
Dynamic Power Output »a
,

500

Talk's preamp gain switch offers + 6.1dB and
+15.7dB options (single-ended in/balanced out), the
former sufficient to drive the Tornado power amp to
its rated 100W output with modern CD sources. On
test, this preamp scores highly with an 89dB A-wtd
S/N ratio and low 0.0008% distortion but spectral
analysis clearly reveals aserious noise modulation
problem - an instability in the active noise floor
-that was evidently audible to SH in his auditioning.
Fortunately, the matching Tornado power amp
looks more robust, with asolid 2x150W/8ohm
output increasing to 215W/8ohm ( black),
345W/4ohm ( red), 380W/2ohm ( blue) and
245W/1ohm (green) illustrated in the graph above.
The response is flat enough (- 1.75dB at 100kHz)
and the output impedance moderate ( - 0.09ohm)
but distortion does increase markedly with
frequency (0.002% at 20Hz to 0.25% at 20kHz). PM
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40k

The last time we measured the ATC SCM40
loudspeaker [April '071, one of the review pair
had its tweeter wired with the wrong polarity,
apparently because the speaker was tampered with
before reaching HFN. There was no such problem
this time, the review pair demonstrating admirably
close matching to within ±0.8dB. Overall the
frequency response trend is quite flat, with response
errors of just ± 2.4 and ± 2.5dB ( 200Hz-20kHz)
respectively, although the presence band is slightly
elevated with respect to both the lower midrange
and upper treble.
A sensitivity of only 82d8 means this loudspeaker
demands alot of power to play loud, but it presents
quite an easy load to the amplifier with aminimum
impedance modulus of just over 5ohm at 5.8kHz,
and aworst-case EPDR (equivalent peak dissipation
resistance) of 3.2ohm at 64Hz. KH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level (balanced)

4.37Vrms

Power Output, 814011m (<1% THD)

150W1210W

Sensitivity (SPI. at 1m12.83V)

A-wtd S/N Ratio

112dB

Dynamic Power, 81
41
21
1011 m

213W/345W1380W/245W

Impedance modulus (min ( max)

Distortion lkHz, OdBFsj-30dBFs

0.0008%10.004%

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.087-0.095ohm

Impedance phase (min/max)

Distortion 20kHz. OdBFs

0.002%

Freq. Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -1.75dB

Freq. resp. error (200Hz-20kHz)

±2.4dB I2.8dB

Digital litter

200psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBW/100W)

93mV1928mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

39Hz

Resolution @ -100dB

t0.2dB

Awtd SIN ratio (OdBIN(100W)

88.5dB/108.5dB

Treble extension (-6dB re. 101cHz)

33.8kHz I33.3kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>100dB

Distortion (10W, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0018-0.24%

THD 100Hz/ lkHz110kHz (90d8

0.8%/0.1%/0.2%
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82dB
5.0ohm
@ 5.8kHz
-38°
0 50Hz

lrni

16.5ohm
@ 36Hz
+18°
0 22Hz
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It was the years spent matching components
that finally allowed this audiophile to enjoy
the sound of both movies and music in the
same room. That and the decision to take a
sledgehammer to the fireplace. It was dirty
work, but here's one hi-fi fan who will not
compromise when it comes to great sound
orne 40 years ago, Marshall McLuhan declared
that television had replaced the hearth as
the focus of the home. Rather more recently,
Richard and Anne decided that the traditional
fireplace in their comfortable living room could
be sacrificed to make way for their cinema and
music system. Now, where once was an Edwardian
mantelpiece, there is aplasma screen, and in place of
the grate, astack of 7.1 electronics.
It's ahigh-ceilinged, well-proportioned room with a
delightfully inviting acoustic. The cinema/music system
really does sound great on movies, on stereo music
and on surround music from Bowie to Brahms, and
it's enjoyed by all the family. So there are certainly no
regrets about the fireplace.

singles until about 1970. Iremember ' Ziggy Stardust'
pretty much launched my record collection.'
'My wife anc Ihad along engagement oecause I
was training here and she was working overseas in the
ABOVE RIGHT:
Beneath
the Pioneer
PDP503HDE
50in plasma
sit the Krell
Showcase
processor and

Many music- lovers in search of acinema system end
up with aKrell Showcase/MartinLogan combination
although relatively few have gone the whole hog by
choosing the big Odyssey as main speakers. To find out
how he had reached this point, Iasked Richard to start
at the beginning, with his very first hi-fi.
'I was at boarding school, and Iguess everyone

amplifier; to

there got abasic starter hi-fi the moment they moved
into astudy and had their own space. Don't ask me to

the left sit

remember what the system was... but Ido remember

the source

the amplifier, it was aSony 1010.

diplomatic service. So from that school system, we
always intended to upgrade to a " first married hi-fi",
which we duly did. That was aMarantz receiver and
deck and Bose directional speakers — they seem rather
odd now, but we liked them at the time with the
baffles that you could twist round.
'I'm asort of neurotic listener and thate all the
crackles and pops, and because Iplayed alot of oop
music, the quality of Vnyl seemed to be going down and
down and down. So when CD came in we embraced
it wholeheartedly. We had avery strange little Hitachi

components

'I'm just old enough to pre-date cassette decks, and

while to the
right are the

Iwas quite keen on reel-to-reel recording, using aSony
366. It was when Dolby came that cassette started to

Denon DVD-A1

make adifference.

'While we were abroad with Anne's career, that
system travelled with us. Then we came back to London.

DVD player
and amplifier

'I was abig fan of David Bowie and Roxy Music,
rather than the heavy metal of the day. Ibought

installed the Quad ESL- 63s, with a606 power amplifier
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front- loader and we started investing really quite heavily
in CDs. We have never gone back.

'We moved here in 1988 and that's when we

14ft

THE ROOM
With an lift ( 3.35m)
high ceiling and
the rectangular
shape broken by a
deep bay, Richard
and Anne's sitting
room has anaturally
benign acoustic, and
is relatively dead
thanks to the fitted
carpet and soft
furnishings. The 5.1
speakers including
rear surrounds
are connected
permanently, while
the side surround
speakers can be
plugged in when
required to give 7.1.

'We hadn't ç
uoiii fui both astaI1dIu1R auu.io
system and acinema room,' says Richard, ` So we
needed to be able to combine the two'
and 44 control unit. We bought the Marantz CD94
and matching CDA94 DAC. And we had the Linn Basik
turntable - I'd gone for the stripped-down version, not
the LP 2, but by then we played very little vinyl. That
system actually served us very happily for many years.'

BIG -SCREEN DILEMMA
Eventually, the electronics were replaced by aKrell KAV280cd CD player and FPB-300 amplifier. The old Quad
electronics went into asystem in Richard's study, where
they drove apair of Rogers LS3/5As. But acomplete
change of direction began with the acquisition of the
inevitable plasma, a50in Pioneer PDP503HDE, aDenon
DVD-Al player and matching AV amp.
'We hadn't got room for both astandalone audio
system and acinema room,' says Richard, ' So we

;OVE: The big
MartinLogan
Odyssey
speakers flank
the Pioneer

needed to be able to combine the two experiences in

plasma display

one area. And it took ages and ages and ages to identify
speakers that wouldn't sound really difficult after the

while a

pleasure of listening to the ESL- 63s, which we loved.'

MartinLogan
Theater centre

For awhile, the system just played AV in two-channel
through the Quad speakers.
'I spent quite alot of time - over ayear - trying

speaker points
gently upwards
to the listening

out, and listening to speakers. They always sounded
fantastic with the video source, the DVD or whatever,

position.
Richard is now

but whenever we then played music through them,
Iwould find it quite wearing and tiring quite quickly.
There was for example alovely M&K system, but Iknew
that Iwouldn't really want to listen to music through it

looking at
custom rack
solutions for
the electronics

for any length of time.'
Eventually, Richard made his first visit to O'Brien Hi Fi
in Wimbledon to audition some MartinLogans.
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RIGHT: Astack

'It simply started with the desire to audition

of sources [from
top] Sky+ box,

these speakers. And from that everything else

Sony RDRrecorder, Krell

did listen to the one down the range from the
Odyssey, but then we tried the Odyssey - and my
wife agreed that we could fit them in. Because, of

Evo 505, WC
HM-HDS1 hybrid

course, we'd been used to the much wider Quad
ESL- 63, but those are significantly lower! The

HDD/S-VHS

semi-transparent aspect helped.
'And the other thing that really decided it was

BELOW RIGHT:
Cabling to the

that the centre speaker, which is areally critical
component of the surround, matches so well with

Odyssey and

these that the three together operate beautifully.

Script surrounds
[below] is hidden

And having made that decision, it was relatively
simple to decide on the rest.'

HXD860 DVD

developed into the system that we have now. We

in-wall with
power drawn

SORTING OUT THE MUSIC

from adedicated
mains circuit left

So the system was completed by aMartinLogan
Theater centre speaker, four MartinLogan

over from the

Script speakers for the surrounds and aDescent

all this process of an evolving system, where we

Quad ESL-63s

subwoofer. Yet although Richard could now play

were trying to marry everything up through the
speakers, suddenly the speakers became invisible. The
Showcase made everything, both audio and video,

'Losing the
fireplace
presented the
opportunity
to deal with
the incredible
cabling
arrangement'

and it was great when that happened.'
By this time, another very major decision had been
taken. The fireplace had to go!

GRATE EXPECTATIONS
'The other thing that went on during this whole
process was the decision as to how we were going
to make this work. There was afireplace - that
is achimney breast that you can see behind the
equipment, albeit ablocked one - and we'd always
sat facing that way for the natural focus.
'We did consider putting everything on the
opposite wall, and keeping the fireplace, we looked at
that quite seriously. Then we could have had surround
speakers up in the corners or whatever.

multichannel movies, he hadn't yet reached
the point of being able to do this without
compromising the two-channel music side.
'I had already acquired the Denon amplifier with
the Pioneer screen - that pre-dates everything else
that's in the system now. With the speaker choice
made, initially, we tried out asystem that involved
running the Krell 280 CD player through the 300i
amplifier, so that we were effectively using the
Krell CD system and then using the Denon for the
surround channels.
'And that didn't really quite work. We had alittle
bit of aproblem with the soundstage with CD in
that configuration. You pretty much had to sit in
one specific position to get the benefit of the Krell
CD player. Somehow it just wasn't marrying up
properly. Ican't explain the technical aspect, I'm
not sure anybody quite understood it.'
It seems that the problem was to do with the
music signal passing through the preamp stage
of the Denon. The solution was to upgrade the
processor/amplifier.
'Actually, the period spent running the Krell 280

'But, as well as not being able to settle on
loudspeakers, during that year when we were playing
around with different options, Ibecame more
and more unhappy about the idea that you would
walk into the room and sit in away that seemed
completely unnatural.
'So we decided that we didn't mind losing the
fireplace. And that also presented the opportunity to
deal with the incredible cabling arrangement.
'Now, we'd decided that the focus was going to
be this way round, we'd settled on the speakers, and
then we'd started assembling the system in the way
Ijust described. It more or less got locked in place
once the Showcase had been selected.
'Then the question was, what were we going to
use as the CD source, because I'd wanted to take the
Krell 280 away to use in my study. We settled on the
Krell SACD player.
'We used that for about 18 months. Idon't think
it's speaking out of turn to say that Ilike quite a
restrained sound - listening at the back of the concert
hall rather than the front - but even by my standards,
that SACD/CD player was very restrained. Then we had
the chance to audition the new Evolution 505 player

and 300 and the Denon together was only about
three months, because it never really settled down.

-the one here is on loan while ours is on order - so
that has been the last bit of upgrade to the system.

At that point, we settled on the Krell Showcase

'In away, it's asignificant extravagance, but it
sounds so wonderful. Isuppose you could say we C-

processor and power amplifier system.
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'Then everything suddenly came together. After
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WHAT'S le- AT THE
TUBESHOP
" For a hand- made amplifier
of this quality Iassure you
that the asking price is not

_
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excessive. Ithink it is a great
product - in many ways the
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The' ' re no
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Re .Griery

magazine
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most impressive I've heard
since the Connoisseur, which is praise
indeed. "
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Chris Thomas, iii>F1+, Issue 49
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SRA Isolation Platforms
Silent By Design.
Transparent By Nature."'

Cryegenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
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Stratos is a truly unique amplifier
that transcends the commonly held
notions of solid state amplification
limitations and embodies the
meaning of true high fidelity.
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Is this the future.?

Last time Ireferred to anew AVI active system (ADM9's - see
www.avihifi.com), and said Iwould report on it, once Ihad time

Well, this one from Krell certainly is. And
isn't that what we need in hi-fi - just a
little more fun?
Those who dismiss the iPod as having no
relevance to high quality listening don't
know half as much as they think they
know - but then they probably haven't
heard it plugged into the Krell KID ( Krell
Interface Dock).
Get some of your favourite CDs onto an
iPod and then hear them through the KID.
Prepare to be surprised. All right, do your
super- critical listening through your CD
player - but it had better be a good one and use the KID for more casual istening.
And just think of all that wear and tear
you're saving on your laser and mech - the
most vulnerable part of your CD player.
When that fails, it's no fun at all.

to evaluate it. If the way it is selling is anything to go by, it has to
be good!. Certainly, now having had time to evaluate it, Ihave to
say it would be difficult to beat for the money, amere £ 1000, plus
whatever you wish to feed it with, say around £ 100 for aMac mini
computer, or similar cost for aCD/DVD player. A complete system
for under £ 1500, as you also need aconnection from source to digital input on the speaker, and possibly aphono/phono lead if wanting
to also input an analogue signal. Obviously, being asmall speaker
the ADM9's won't produce deep bass, but AVI now have their new
matching sub-woofer with 10" bass driver, which can be added for
an extra £ 750. Considering the speaker cable Iuse on my top system
costs more than this system. it has to be the bargain of the year!

'9"!lidi0

HIFI Consultants

36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ
Tel/Fax: 0117 968 6005
email: icyhifi@yahoo.co.uk

Agents for: Krell, Sonus faber, Jadis,
Wilson Audio, Audio Research, Copland,
Martin

Logan,

Koetsu,

Transparent,

Crystal Cable, Finite Elemente

The Pinewood Music
Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
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have tilted the balance of the system in favour of the
CD source. We adore the Showcase, but the new Krell
CD/SACD player has made areal difference too.'
In fact, Richard will now be getting the Evolution
525 - also aDVD player - once it becomes available.
Although the vacant space in the chimney breast
had indeed provided ahome for the mass of cables
and connectors behind the equipment, the mains
supply to the electronics and electrostatic speakers
could have been aproblem. Fortunately, it wasn't.
'We were very lucky. Because we'd had the Quad
ESL- 63s, we'd already had adedicated mains circuit
put in, because of not wanting to have them power
down with the fuses blowing or something like that,
and then making the mistake of having the amp on
and the speakers unpowered. So, we were able to
use that separate ring for the hi-fi and home cinema
system. Everything here is uncoupled from everything
else electrical in the house. We have unswitched

the room. Behind the speakers now you see

BELOW: This

the massive, scaley-looking Transparent cables
emerging meekly from the wall via neatly-fitted

Denon DVD-A1
DVD player

brass plates, custom-made by O'Brien. Afinal tweak

and matching
amp was used

was the MartinLogan ECT spike upgrade, which
helped its bass performance.
Completing the AV side of the system, there is a

to drive the

Sky HD box and aDVD hard-disk recorder.
'This particular Pioneer screen,' says Richard,

before the

'allows two high- quality inputs and one ordinary.
So the DVD recorder is playing into the ordinary,
as it were, and the Sky box and

to Krell's
Showcase

DVD go through the high-quality

enjoyable session, watching the

sockets all around the room.'

CABLES IN CONDUITS

DVD-A multichannel in the form
of David Live, the 1974 RCA Bowie

Although this is a7.1 system, the side surrounds are

recording now completely remastered

'Then it was acase of Michael and Mark at O'Briens
lending us different interconnects and speaker cables
to see what we thought sounded best.'
After auditioning, Richard chose Transparent Super
Bi for the front speakers and Music Wave Plus for the
surrounds, with Gutwire mains cables.
'I did alot of blind auditioning with the children,
not telling them which was which, and there was
complete agreement, unanimity among all of us as
to where we wanted to end up. The differences were
really quite surprising. Idon't think we ever tried one
higher up the Transparent range than this, but we

upgrade

ones. Just watching through Sky
is really very, very nice.'
Visiting Richard, we had an
Lord of the Rings, listening to CD
and some classical multichannel
SACDs. We also listened to

treated as optional extras which can be plugged in or
removed as desired.

surrounds

'I did alot of blind
auditioning with
the children,
and there
was complete
agreement
among all of us'

tried some other high- end types.
'I know there's aschool of thought that says it's
all people's imagination and they don't make any
difference at all, but awe have had aroomful of

for both CD and multichannel by the original

LEFT: The Krell

producer, Tony Visconti.

Showcase

'With classical music the debate has tended to

processor and

people all nodding and saying " That one definitely,

be, how close is this to the concert experience?

Showcase

we like that one," or " We don't like that one!", after
listening blind.'

Whereas with rock, the question of what is the

7power
amplifier

Many high- end installations are disfigured by
massive cables like menacing snakes all around the
room, but here, all the speaker cables are routed
through conduits. These needed to be almost the
size of adrainpipe, and entailed alot of careful
explanation to the builder who was working on

original sound is becoming avery dodgy issue, I
think. Iparticularly like what Tony Visconti has done
on that David Bowie recording, but he isn't even

BELOW: The

attempting to faithfully restore. He's doing what

Descent sub;
it boasts three
drivers set

he would have done if he'd had the technology
available at the time.'

MartinLogan

120° apart

THE PLACE TO BE
It seems unlikely that Richard will move up from
the Pioneer plasma to aprojector system. After all,
this is still afamily living room rather than purely a
cinema room. And Richard, who works in the film
industry, says that he just finds the plasma
screen the most comfortable to watch for long
periods. All that's left to do now is to add a
custom furniture housing for the electronics.
'We've ended up with asystem that must
inevitably have some compromises in it, but we
don't think of any of it as compromised,' says
Richard. 'And we've got to the point where you
forget about all the gear and you just enjoy what
you're listening to or what you're watching.
'Which seems to me the ideal place to be!'
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Selected ex-dem and second hand equipment

Boston Mirco 90x, 90c and VRS spkrs . E299.00
B&W DM603 S3 ( Calvados) Sprks 1299.00
Copland CTA 305 Pre amp £ 1,350 00
Copland CTA 306 5Ch Power amp £ 1,495 00
Densen B400+ CD player .£ 950.00
Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV reciever £ 1,275.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 706s Spkrs 1180.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 714s Spkrs £ 349 00
Focal JM Labs Profile 918 Spkrs 11499.00
KEF KHT9000 Centre spkr + Stand £450 00
Krell KAV40011Intg amp £ 1,875 00
Krell KSL Pre amp 1595.00
Krell KRC Pre amp POA
Project Tubebox Valve phono stage 1225.00
Prima Luma Prologue 2Ingt valve 1898.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Spkrs £ 3,250 00
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor Spkrs + stands £ 1,750 00
Transparent Ultra Balanced 20' cable 1999.00
Transparent Super Bi Cable 10' Spkr cable £ 950.00
Theta David CD Transport 1999.00
Theta Voyager CD/DVD/LD Transport .£ 1,900 00
Theta Pro Prime 2Balanced DAC £599 00
Theta TLC Jitter buster .£ 99 00

visit our web site for full second hand listing

Ame

rts

demonstration facility.
Now you can park,
relax and enjoy

Independent audio consultants

your demostration.

iI

Isonus faber cremona m
large selection of ex-demo stands available
full listing on request

coustic

Acoustic Arts
moved to aresidential

wilson audio system 8

martin logan summit I

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM
t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . clearaudio . copland . denon . densen . focal jm-labs . grado. harman kardon . hutter. kef. koetsu . krell
martin logan . michell ortofon . qed . quadraspire . rotel sonus faber. theta . transparent audio. velodyne wilson audio

JoL

integrated amplifiers
pre-ampl ,fiers
power ampéfiers
phono ampl ,fiers
cd players
tuners

manufacture sof quality audio equipment

www.jolida.com

Model

JD 102B
Integrated Amp

MRP £475 ( 20wpc)

VERDICT

elm

NEW SE Version now available!
1
lie stunning JD 102B Integrated Amplifier is now
available in a Special Edition version (£550). Closer
tolerance components and up-rated capacitors
take the SE model to a whole new level. For an
extra £75, the increase in performance over the
standard model is frightening!
Value, performance, build quality, and dependability are
the cornerstones of each and every Jolida product. Jolida
and RPM- Audio aim to deliver awide range of high quality
equipment to the UK marketplace with most components
selling for under £ 1,000. Contact RPM-Audio for more details.

UK Distributor: RPM- Audio
Tel: 07790 907 737
andrew ,arpm-audio.co.uk • www.rpm-audio.co.uk

It takes just afew seconds but makes such abig
improvement to the sound. Isn't it about time
you cleaned your precious records properly?

Special Offer:
Buy the Model 2.5fi ( Oak Finish - £ 599) for
just £ I99. Price includes free cleaning fluid*
for 50 records and free shipping* to anywhere
in the UK. Don't miss this superb offer!*
*While stocks last.
RPM- Audio Ltd • ( tel) 07790 907 737
andrew@rpm-audio.co.uk • www.rpm-audio.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
Album
OFTHEmontri

PROKOFIEV

Symphony 5; Ode to the End of the War
Russian National Orch/Vladimir lurowski:
Pentatone PTC5I85 083 ISACD hybrull

We've had any number of
recommendable Prokofiev Fifths since
the 1946 Koussevitzky but Jurowski
offers something fresh, exposing
layer upon layer of orchestral colour,

Vadim Repin. Martha Argerich, VPO/Riccardo Muti;
DC 477 6596 (two discs)

unravelling this cryptic symphony

Not unlike the classic DG with

easefully but purposefully. From
one year later, the 14- minute Ode

Schneiderhanilochum, abeautifully

is in similar vein, although even
more exotically scored, with
multiple pianos, harps, bells and
percussion. It makes an enjoyable
complement. The sound balances
and stage depth effects here
are very good, with woodblock
and piano in sharp focus in the
Symphony. CB

IN

performed Violin Concerto, admirably
conducted by Muti, but where Repin's
Menuhin influenced playing is just too
distantly balanced. Cadenzas are by
Kreisler. Technically, things are more
even in the sonata, although Argerich's
personality tends to dominate and this
leads to afew rough edges with the
violin. A pairing for keen Beethoven
collectors but not first choices. CB

Mann El RECORDING

MOZART

BEETHOVEN

Violin Concerto; ' Kreutzer' Sonata

PERFORMANCE

MAHLER
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RIMSKY-KORSAKOV

Concertos for Bassoon, Oboe, Horn (1and 4)

Symphony 8

Scheherazade; Capriccio espagnol; Sadko

Freiburg Baroque/Petra Müliejans: Harmonia Mundi
HMC 901946

Soloists, choruses. Berlin Staatskapelle/Pierre Boulez;
DG 477 6597 (two discs)

Artur Pizarro, Vita Panomarioya Pe; Linn CKD

Played by Freiburg principals and

When Boulez made the first recording
of the suppressed part of Mahler's Das

the actual playing by Pizarro and his

Klagende Lied, who would have guessed

pupil of his, these two great orchestral
showpieces are something of along haul
in the composer's own arrangements

directed by the leader, these four
concertos have acertain insistent quality,
Isuspect imposed by the hall acoustic.
Mozart's 'first', actually last, concerto
for horn is in two movements, the rondo
is Süssmayr's completion. But on this
disc there's also amore convincing
solution offered by Torsten Johan. In sum,
historically informed performances more
to be admired than loved, that make you
hanker after Beecham or Böhm. CB
Banal] RECORDING
Li El PERFORMANCE

that he would later undertake all of
the symphonies? But maybe, after a
revelatory ' Resurrection', the Eighth was
abridge too far - it's music that fares
poorly when given in such dispassionate
and measured style. Produced in the
Jesus-Christus-Kirche the sound is solid
but lacking in the spatial dimensions of

3 (SAW hybrid)

Although there's nothing lacking in
Lithuanian partner, aformer Guildhall

for piano duo. The cold, resonant sound
doesn't much help. Rimsky's limitations
when it came to writing for the
instrument are even more apparent when
it comes to Sadko, transcribed in 1870 by

the Solti/Decca or Haitink/Pentatone. CB

his future fiancée, whose ski!ls are more
comparable to that of Ravel's. CB

MunnEJ RECORDING
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TD 160HD : ' One of the

TD 2030 : '
My only problem

TD 850: '
A very good

biggest analogue bargains

now is where to put it on

turntable...solid and

of all time' -

my wish list' —

well engineered' —

Roy Gregory, Hi -Fi+

Andy Whittle, Hi -Fi News

Richard Black, Hi Fi Choice

Home of the finest hi-fi
telephone : 01753 652 669
e-mail : info@ukd.co.uk l web site : www.ukd.co.uk

Audio

_
The '
10.1 choke for
Speaker Building &
speaker upgrade /
14. refurbishment
projects
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Components

A

'VIA HT RA

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories
SEE

wvvw.mantra-audio.co.uk

ORDER SECURELY @ https://shop.mantra-audlo.co.uk
•

WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS dFULL PRODUCT RANGE
ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY RETURN OTHERWISE 3 - 10DAYS

CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring
Elektra

Prestige Series

1006
1042
1012 GX

£88
£33
£116

1022 GX

£ 153
£171

I

www.audio-components.co.uk

I
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• Open Baffle Designs
• Free advice - chat about your project

Elite

EX

N/A

£273 £217

AT 95 E
AT 110 E

£25

Help & advice,

£30

Wide product range,

£18
EX

Active Noise Reduction

EX
EX

N/A
N/A

DL 110

£79 £69

EX

WA

DL 160

£95 £83

EX

N/A

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

N/A
£29
£77

Lyra
£495 £395

EX

N/A

£795 £695

EX

N/A

M 97 XE

£98

£58

Sumiko

al Loudspeaker Kits
• Design & Measurement Services

Phone or buy on-line
FREE DELIVERY!

DR100

£40

DR150

£70

NS 1000 £ 140

Sennhelser Headphones
HD415 £29
HD435 £38
HD465 £45
HD485 £54

HIFI ACCESSORIES
ARTcessories USB Phono Plus Pre-Amp £85
MiltyPro Exstabc Brush
Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge
Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill
Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

Shure

• Enclosure Accessories

£450

DR50 £30

£16

DL 103 £ 105 £95
DL 103R £ 190 £ 170

Argo

• Crossover Components

SR-325i £260
SR-60
RS1 £635
£75
RS-2

Audio Technics

Dorian

For Speaker Builders

Ne
R
ew
f
erence
Gold ri
Series
ng Headphones

£140

2000 Series (new) full range in stock

Prestige Black £40
Prestige Gold £ 110
I

SA- 125

£ 120

Grado

• Loudspeaker Drive Units
Leading brands,

SR-225 £ 175

Denon

III
117.

£97
N/A

Ask about
Ill Speaker upgrades / rebuilds

SR-80 £90

EX

AT 0C9 MLII £270 £255

• Crossover design

£65
£24
£77

Eroica LX/H £153 £ 122

A fresh approach for those who want to save money
designing & building their own high-end Loudspeakers or
who want to breath new life into broken or aging Speakers
•

I.

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

£13
£24
£ 16
£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell £ 15

Blue Point Special £ 195 £ 165

EX

Ounex J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors £27

Blackbird £585 £500

EX

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

EX - Exchange price same make moving colt cartridge

Tel:0118 989 0151

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

Email: enquiries@audio-components.co.uk
I

CD
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MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 5S0

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Jazz
THE JIMMY COBB QUARTET
Cobb's Corner

Chesky SACD327 (Multichannel Hybre SACO)

Drummer Jimmy Cobb was the earliest
of the Four Generations of Miles on
Chesky's 2002 quartet recording, later
ones being George Coleman, Mike
Stern and Ron Carter. This time, on
abunch of tasteful but never flaccid
standards, it's atrio of great elder
statesmen plus the still- youthful
Roy Hargrove on trumpet. If not
exactly tentative, he sounds almost
deferential at times, his tone a
little sour too, against the relaxed
cohesion of the others. Pianist
Ronnie Mathews is outstanding,
especially on ' Ruby My Dear'.
Sound is clean, even atad dry
by Chesky standards. A touch of
surround does it good. SH

KEITH JARRETT

DHAFER YOUSSEF,
WOLFGANG MUTHSPIEL
Glow

Material Records MRE-019-2

Inventive and sensitive, the fine Austrian
guitarist Wolfgang Muthspiel provides
more than abackdrop, but the inner
warmth of this album comes from
Tunisian- born Youssef. Hs tremendous
soaring vocals and mysteriously- plangent
oud dominate the proceedings, even
when the beat moves into funk territory
with busy bass and drums, or when
Tom Harrell's trumpet adds ablatantly
Milesian element. The sound quality is
positively glowing too. SH

Minn 11•RECORDING
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RAYA YARBROUGH

THE THELONIOUS MONK ORCHESTRA

Telarc CD- 83658

Riverside Keepnews Collection 0888072301900

Warner Jazz 8122799467 (2CDs)

Commanding and versatile, Yarbrough

Riverside producer Orrin Keepnews

This double CD charts Jarrett's varied
early output, only excluding ( rightly)

sings ' Early Autumn' superbly and almost
straight, but turns Clifford Brown's

the folky-freaky pop oddity Restoration
Ruin (
1968). Life Between The Exit Signs
(1967) marked the birth of his own

'Joy Spring' into some other, maybe
Bjürk-chilled spring. Her own songs are
serious and witty too, and her opener,

trio, with Charlie Haden ( bass) and Paul

'Lord Knows IWould' all but burlesques

Monk's regular group expanded to ten
pieces. By way of bonus tracks, you
get an encore of ' Little Rootie Tootle'

Somewhere Before — The Anthology
(The Atlantic Years 1968-1975)

Raya Yarbrough

At Town Hall

helped relaunch the pianist's career with
Monk Plays Ellington (
also reissued in this
series). More studio albums followed, but
this amazing concert recording featured

Motian ( drums). Four-track helpings from

the blues, putting over an earthy vocal

this, from Somewhere Before (
1969), and

line with abig twist of sophistication.

plus three great quartet numbers. You

from later albums with tenorist Dewey

Prodigiously talented, with an arresting

could criticise the sound balance and

Redman, plus jazz-rock from Gary Burton

voice that must capture every audience

the stereo image, but this recording,

& Keith Jarrett (
1970) make this too
handy apackage to miss. SH

member when she sings live, Raya may
enslave you too. SH

excitement of areal event. SH
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now remastered, has the authority and
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Model 10A -

SERIES

HAS ARRIVED

Model 20/2A

Model 20/12A

Model 30/2

OBI

DBI

GB]

TB2

FBI

The product of
obsession

Series M2 111

Ring your dealer

Series 300

Series IV

Aberdeen

Sevenooks S&V

01224 252797

lend°. Wb

Audio V, ,. •

Aslilord

Soundcrall

01233 624 441

Leech

AlKtiO

Irepubk

0113 217 7294

uiriti 567 8/03

Both

Paul Green Hill

01225 316197

teed)

Sevenonfrs S&V

01132 4527/5

Bournemouth Sultans Hili

01202 555 512

Moiddone

Horne Media

01672 676703

fle,tol

Sevonoois S&V

0117 9M3/27

Moidenlreart

Audio Venue

01628 633995

Corot...ridge

Audiutie

01223 360 305

Markel FIrnhoro* Divine Audio

01858 432999

I:lc:slur

Adventure, in Hili

01244 345576

Milton KoYeis

lech0 ob000ri

01908 604949

irtirdiur an

Sevenuaks S&V

0131 229 1267

Norwich

& hi. ally

m36282(800

Galeshead

tint.. Audio

0191 417 4167

New MakJen

Uniket Sound & Vision

0203 942 9567

Glenrothes

Shalow Audio

0844 801) C073

Sworn..

Audio Excel/once

01792 474 608

Hatch End

Music Witten

0208 4201925

Wece,le

Worcester Hill

01905 612 979

Kincision

Inlidelily

02C41 9433530

Yoovil •

Sevenooks S&V

01935 700078

tendon SW IIOrange, & lemons

Sound & Vision

0207 974 7040

www.pmc-speakers.com/i-series
Sumplunos Nish

New SOWNEX" hindi

New KW 6F unil

SEE US AT

Series V

SOUND8MISION
THE ORISTOI SHOW

22-24 FEBRUARY
2008
Ask for details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 (0)1903 814321

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email sales@sme.ltd.uk or visit our vvebsite vvvvvv.sme.ltd.uk

Room 202-204

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Rock
RACHAEL SAGE

Album ,
OF "Emontn

The Blistering Sun...

Mpress Records MP6363-2

Despite being aveteran of seven
albums, I've only just encountered

e

New York singer songwriter Rachael
Sage, and I'm delighted to have found
her. Vocally she most resembles
Rickie Lee Jones, but I'd say she's
amore technically accomplished
and varied singer. Her seamless
mix of folk, classical, jazz and pop
influences makes for fascinating
listening. Better still, her pithy and
passionate songs are enlivened by
sparkling instrumental interludes
from apeerless session crew that
knows how to wring every last
drop of spirit from her words.
Released on her own label, this
is well worth seeking out. 113
MIR RUE] RECORDING
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JOE JACKSON
Rain

THE MOUNTAIN GOATS
Heretic Pride

THE BLIND BOYS OF ALABAMA
Down In New Orleans

Proper FRPCD 033

Thanks to ascintillating Later With fools
Holland appearance, one of popular
music's most long-lived institutions is
back in the public eye, with an album
that stands up to scrutiny. Recorded at
the famed Piety Street st udios in New
Orleans, the album brings the peerless
gospel group together with the cream
of Crescent City players to create a
fusion of timeless gospel vocalising with
syncopated jazz and funk. Standouts are
'I'll Fly Away' and ' You Got To Move' but
it's all pretty damn good. ./B

• MU
▪
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TEGAN AND SARA
The Con

Rykodisc RCD1092IA

4AD CADI801 CD

Vapor/Sire 257468-2

Jackson must have been amused when
The Raconteurs built their hit ' Steady

In aperfect world, the Mountain Goats

Duos like Tegan and Sara come along
once in alifetime. Twins who manage to

As She Goes' around the distinctive riff
from his classic ' Is She Really Going Out
With Him'. This new album proves the
five times Grammy nominee hasn't lost
his touch, matching winning melodies
with sardonic lyrics in astripped-down
piano, bass and drums format that
eschews production trickery. Oddly, given
how gutsy his normal singing register

would release an album every month
and I'd rave about it, but John Darnielle's
astonishing songs are so emotionally
powerful I'm not sure my nerves could
cope with him being prolific as well as

been fused into one blissfully perfect

extraordinary characters who populate

the brain as well as the feet. The obvious
single is ' Back In Your Head', asimmering

is, Jackson has taken to overusing his
falsetto vocal. Otherwise, terrific stuff. JB

arrangements. Go on, chance it../B

El RECORDING

them has ever quite mastered. It's almost
as if Avril Lavigne and Kate Bush have

brilliant. Darnielle is ashort- story writer
working in asong format, inventing
strange landscapes. Melodically he's no
Gershwin, but his melodies are enhanced
by stunning wordplay and ingenious

• • U U LII PERFORMANCE

combine lyrical intelligence with sassy,
savvy pop in ways that nobody before

111
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pop pair; amagical mix that engages

but danceable fusion of minimalistic riffs
and teen wails, immaculately produced
by Chris Walla of Death Cab For Cutie. JB
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'ilie all- new

M-series

from RO KSAN

High performance hi-fi separates
that will make your heart sing

To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates
from Roksan, and where you can buy them
visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henleydesigns.co.uk
ROKSAN

CENTRES

OF

EXCELLENCE

Audio Merchants, Glasgow • Audio Republic Ltd., Headingle)t Leeds • HG Rapkin, Northampton • Hi Fi Sound, Darlington • Home Media, Maidstone
Kronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Music Unlimited, Leverton, Boston • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Yeovil
Sevenoalcs Sound & Vision, Southgate • Sevenoalcs Sound 8c Vision, Holborn • Technosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable
C-..- A
14„„u—re,i,i •
Amlin

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Audiophile
Album m_
OF "Emontri

STEELY DAN
Ajo
Cisco RecordS CLP1006-1 1809 LP

Got my arse kicked for this, when
Itold Robert at Cisco that original
pressings are more lifelike. Doesn't
matter, because it's important that
this kick-starts acontroversy: it's
one of the all-time most playedto- death demo albums. As Rolling

LINDA RONSTADT

Don't Cry Now

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 768 Cold CD

Sandwiched as it was between her
eponymous masterpiece and Heart Like A
Wheel, Ronstadt's 1973 effort seems like

Stone magazine said in 2001, ' If
you were an audiophile in the ' 70s,

she was taking abreather: more of the
same, so to speak. Yes, it has early career

you owned Aja.' Sublime jazz-rock

highs on it like ' Desperado' and ' Silver
Threads and Golden Needles', but there's
an almost lack of energy or excitement.

that hasn't aged at all - unless you
consider ' intelligence' passé - it
is everything you expected the
painfully hip/cool Becker and
Fagen to deliver. How apt that it
won the 1978 Grammy for Best
Engineered Recording. KK
RECORDING
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For all that, Don't Cry Now is as slick as
either of the albums that sandwich it:
those crystalline vocals, sublime backing
and tracks showing such good taste that
it's almost embarrassing. KK

mainieLiRECORDING
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LOWELL FOLSOM

THE ONLY ONES
The Only Ones

Joan Baez

Sundazed LP5207 180g vinyl LP

Pure Pleasure/CBS PPAN82830 180g vinyl LP

Pure Pleasure/Vanguard VSD 2077 180g vinyl LP

As the blues revival of the 1960s was

Proof that not all punk/New Wave acts
were utter dross ( adifficult position

further if you are planiing on buying this

InA Heavy Bag

powered by electricity, most of the
genre's veterans felt compelled to rock

to take when exactly 30 years on, the

JOAN BÁEZ
Don't want to spoil your fun, but read no

out to attract that new audience. Fulsom

Eagles reached No 1and Led Zep had

regardless. Pure Pleasure, upon finding
the stereo masters were damaged,

(aka, Fulson) was no stranger to urban
blues, with astring of hits including the
classic ' Reconsider Baby'. Even so, he

the hottest concert tickets on earth,
and most punk was, in fact, dross), the

issued this in mono. But like the first
Dylan album, it is so ' present' in your

Only Ones released three sublime LPs

recorded this 1970 set in Muscle Shoals,
adding extra funk, and covering the
Beatles' Why Don't We Do It In The Road'

that belie their grouping with the genre.
Likened even to that holy of holies, the

room that you'll bareby notice. An
epochal release, Baez's 1960 debut LP

-the oddest track he could have chosen

Velvet Underground (the most inept
live band I've ever seen), the Only Ones'

embodies all that was at the core of the
folk music explosion that would follow.
It's worth pointing out that she was only

to cover. But Fulsom, by then aveteran of

debut boasted dark, intelligent music.

19 at the time, yet this set oozes both

nearly 30 years, could do no wrong. KK

What's more, they could actually play. KK

wisdom and maturity. KK
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KEN KESSLER

\

I _ I

Tales from the vinyl frontier
By age 19 Ken Kessler owned over 500 LPs. Today he reckons he has more than 15 times that
number. As we mark ahalf century since the birth of the stereo LP, Ken relives the thrill of the
bargain bins and explains how an open mind when it came to mono has rewarded him with a
vinyl collection you'd be hard pressed to assemble today for less than the price of aprestige car

BEATLES!

[Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

Ti,. Plryet Album by Englentl'• Ply•nom•nal Pop Combo

whole catalogues by favourite artists for
silly prices, as the retailers dumped them.

FREE DYLAN
Even though Iwas, by 1968, abudding
audiophile, Iwas never amasochist.
'Better to have the mono LP than nothing'

A

sthe stereo LP marks its
half- century, I'm staggered to
admit that Ihave been buying
them for 40 of those years.
Actually, abit longer: when mono was

having nothing on which to play them.
Because Ionly owned a ' record player',
my first LPs were all mono; aproper hi-fi
system didn't enter my
possession until 1968.
If Iremember
correctly, the first records
Iplayed on my Dual
1019, through aScott
344C receiver and Scott
speakers were singles
by the Beatles, then the
Who. But my first LP was
acquired in 1964, an
early pressing of Meet
the Beatles on Capitol,
and now worth adecent

was our motto. This open-mindedness has
paid off with alibrary that you would be
hard-pressed to assemble today for less
than the price of aFerrari 430, or ten
of the bargain bins. Which shows that

cases of the 1985 Sassicaia. And yet the
cherries in the collection were purchased

things haven't changed much: even back

in bulk, usually ' three for adollar'.

then, when LPs were still new-ish, you
could find them discounted or sold in

Among the stunning acquisitions were
the Kinks' entire Reprise catalogue in

'In 50 years,
will anyone
care about
albums
releasec. on
USB fliefilory
sticks?

three-for-two deals, like DVDs
are today.

mono; ultra- obscure blues LPs, like early
John Lee Hooker on the Battle label: the

By the age of 19. Ihad
something like 600 LPs.
Thirty-six years later, Ihave

Animals on MGM. The clear- out due to

15 times that ( or more). And
Iremember all the highlights,

record player my dad bought me for my
13th birthday.

date becoming areviewer,
which diminished the thrill

buying it not because they've become

of the chase. Then again, I
remember the first albums
Iever received for review:

Man's Slow Motion. John
Cale's Fear and Peter Hammill's Nadir's

handle records: open the sleeves, extract

Big Chance. But the magical moments

the albums, clean them, place them on
the platter, return them to the sleeves.

were ones that had nothing to do with

Thus, all the records Ibought from the age

Superstores in strip malls, like Arlan's
and Zayre's, were goldmines to young,

music reviewing as an occupation.

call — at their very worst — VG+.

impoverished vinyl junkies. And why
they bear mention on this particular

THREE FOR TWO

anniversary is due to an unexpected
benefit that the arrival of mono/stereo

It didn't take long for me to build up a
library because Iwas savvy enough to
work briefly as apart-timer in the late,

compatible LPs provided for those of us
with shallow pockets...

lamented Recordland in Portland, Maine.
Ruthie Baker, the owner, was incredibly

Long before archivists and collectors
learned that mono LPs might possess

generous with promo copies. And with
friends like Steve Smaha, Andy Merdek and

different mixes that made them as

Fred Jeffery, Ilearned about the wonders

—or even more so if rarity was factored
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stereo was unbelievable: there was atrio
of mono Bob Dylan albums, including his
very first, which were given away with the

the acquisitions that pre-

sum because my father taught me how to

of 12 onward are what collectors would

interest to retailers and customers as VHS
tapes did by 2002. They couldn't give
them away. Thus, Iwas able to acquire

1

phased out, all the LPs Ibought in the USA
were mono/stereo compatible despite my

in — mono pressings held about as much

desirable as their stereo counterparts

Now vinyl is cool agair. Kids are
audiophiles, but because they like the
sleeves, the vibe, the experience. Which
kinda begs the question: in 50 years, will
anyone give atoss about albums now
being released on USB memory sticks? (5
TOP: KK's first LP, bought ii 1964
BELOW: The Dual 1019, KK's fi:-st deck

JON THOMPSON

BARRY FOX

Blu-ray: it's
time to raise
our Profile

Y

Aspects of ratio

Why you should look to organic LEDs for the next leap in
display technology and buyer beware — in-store stickers
that at best stretch the truth when it comes to specifying
contrast ratios for TVs. Jon Thompson has the story...

[Jon Thompson
Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company The Hat Factory.
He brings you the inside
view on AV

us tbecause the latest
Blu-ray discs offer araft of new
features doesn't mean that
shiny new Blu-ray player in the
shop window will be able to
access them. Barry Fox is not
surprised people are confused

off to get total black. This is something

[Barry Fox

that you could do on aCRT screen.
When it detected black it would simply
cut the current to the tube, meaning

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

that no image was present, giving the
picture an amazing contrast!
You can do this on other displays
too, but the bias current still gives atiny
light output. Projectors are the worst,
with most home models having aratio
of 800:1 at best. Iwork with projectors

B

struck me most was not the sheer
number of flat- panel displays on show but

DOORS TO PERCEPTION

the stickers on them highlighting their

Contrast is afunny thing as it is based

Plus and Dolby TrueHD — also serve to
demonstrate the absurdity of the big blue

on perception. Most people quote

format war. One Dolby demo disc is

the Barton curve as the main piece of
scientific research. This used to explain

Blu-ray and features aclip from a

efore Christmas last year Ispent
an afternoon wandering around

an AV store in London. What

individual specs. One read: 20,000:1
contrast'. Ilooked at the picture on the
screen. There was no way that it was
20,000:1. In fact, when this particular
model was measured by
HiFi News it was shown to
possess aratio of 8000:1.
While this certainly makes
it the best display ever
seen at HFN, labelling it
with aspec of 20,000:1
was anonsense.

INTO INFINITY
Of course, you can con
people into believing a
screen is offering infinite

all day that have real contrast ratios of
around 3000:1 at best.

how people perceive the real world,

'It was the
best display
seen at HEN
but labelling it
with aspec of
20,000:1 was a
nonsense'

contrast. For example,
when ascreen is on you could specify 50
foot lamberts for peak white and switch it

how they look at images
and how the brain judges
how ' real' images are.
Display systems have a
long way to go before
they are able to cover the
whole CIE chart rather
than asmaller colour
space within it.
The only device Ihave
seen come close to this is

rli

wo new demo discs — released by
Dolby Labs for the trade to use
when demonstrating the superior
sound quality of Dolby Digital

Paramount movie, even though
Paramount now releases exclusively on HD
DVD. The other disc is HD DVD and it uses
aclip of Jane Monheit and John Pizzarelli
from Legends of Jazz which is aSony-BMG
release available on Sony's Blu-ray.
Not of course that most people will
hear the superior quality of these new
advanced audio systems from Dolby and
DTS. Most home systems will either not
decode the new tracks or fail miserably
to do them justice. Recent adverts from
Argos offer an HD DVD player with a

alaser projector that Sony

'half price Scart lead' — which will reduce

was developing called

the audio and video quality to analogue
standard resolution.

the Grating Light Valve
or GLV. This gave stunning images. The
downside was that you needed asmall
power station to power the lasers — not
the sort of technology we need in an
age when power efficiency is king.
The other display technology that
looked set to take image quality abig
step further was SED from Canon and
Toshiba, but legal battles between
the parties concerned seem to have
stopped any development in its tracks.
So, what new devices will we see in

'WHAT CONFUSION?'
The Blu-ray Disc Group recently held a
small meeting in London to announce
one million BD discs
sold in Europe, and
well over 1.5 million
player 'functions'
(mainly PS3 Blu-ray
games consoles).
Actually this breaks
down to less than

the near future? Ithink in 2009 organic

one movie or music

light- emitting diodes ( OLED) will be the

disc sold per player.

big driver when it comes to displays. I
ABOVE: Three generations of lighting
technologies alongside coloured OLEDs

can't wait to see what contrast ratios
the stores will be claiming for them! (.1
.)

ABOVE: An extract from Legends of Jazz on
Blu-ray is now on aHD DVD demo disc
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ANDREW HARRISON

More importantly, the meeting

does not.
At the

interactive standards and regional coding.
Franco de Cesare, who heads International

de Cesare and

Marketing at 20th Century Fox, insisted
that there was ' no confusion'.
Oh really? Consider the facts.

KEEPING A LOW PROFILE
The original Blu-ray standard or Profile was
1.0. This specified no interactivity and no
internet access. New Profile 1.1. variously
called Full Profile or Final Standard Profile

The best bits
of PC audio

HD DVD

presented agolden opportunity to ask
the BD Group about the confusion over

meeting Franco
Stephen Foulser,
Disney's Head of
European Marketing. both
defended coding because of
the need to stagger the release

best time of year for the country,' said

Because this requires dual decoders,

Franco de Cesare.
Foluser assured those present that

hardware can only be upgraded with new

when coding is no longer needed.

software if the secondary decoders are

new pressings are not coded. But old

already there.
Likewise Profile 2.0,

pressings discs are not recalled from
stores - any more
than old 1.0 Profile

Ethernet ports, like Sony's
PS3 but unlike LG's dual
format player - the BH100
-which had aport for
service testing only.
The BD Group may not
be confused by all this
but consumers certainly
will be when they buy

'Consumers
will be
confused if they
buy discs that
will not deliver
the interaction
on existing
players.'

interactive discs which will
not deliver the promised interaction on
existing players. There are also now plans
for acompletely new Profile 3.0, which
is for audio-only discs where the data

Andrew Harrison joined
Hi Fi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
all audio from iPods
and computer audio to
analogue and vinyl

1

and people get to see movies at the

such as dual audio and picture- in- picture.

upgraded if they already
have internet-ready

[Andrew
Harrison

of movies and discs from country to
country. ' Coding benefits consumers
because it allows controlled releasing

or BonusView. adds interactive options

due in 2008, adds BD
Live Internet interactivity.
Players can only be

Andrew Harrison explores
the off- board conversion of
DVD-A discs played on aPC

L

egacy format - is that the way to
describe DVD-Audio now? Last
month Itouched on the unfulfilled
format, after wanting to play

players are not being
withdrawn from sale,

aDVD-A disc on acomputer. I've since

even though new
players shipped after

found that it's quite feasible, using for
example CyberLink PowerDVD 7 Deluxe,

October 31st 2007

which works well on the DVD-As I've tried.

must have Profile 1.1.

Unlike solutions offered by Creative
Labs, PowerDVD works without specialised

Several Fox titles
currently on sale (
28

hardware: although if you want surround-

Weeks Later, Die Hard
for the umpteenth

sound you will need asoundcard that
supports multichannel analogue,

time and Sunshine) are

connecting this to an AV preamp or
receiver's 5.1- channel input.

labeled ' B' without any
explanation of what this

means. The same discs
are also on sale in the USA, coded A. also
without explanation of what A means.
Iasked Franco de Cesare for
comment, but after several weeks of
reminders he is still stalling.
Iam not surprised.

24 -BIT SOUND
It's not difficult to get a24- bit, 48kHz
stereo digital stream from aPC ( in this
case, an Apple MacBook Pro running
Windows XP), for decoding by an external
DAC. Soundcards inside acomputer

storage and 36Mb/s transfer rate is used
for uncompressed multi- channel sound of
previously unimaginable quality - much
like asouped- up version of DVD-Audio or
SACD. Remember them?

Whether intentional or otherwise, one

PC music system. But do note, audio is

Consumers also risk being caught by

result of regionally coding Blu-ray discs

downsampled to 48kHz, even if the music

the regional coding which Blu-ray uses but

When days turn to weeks...the horror returns

RESTRICTING TRADE

are not noted for audio excellence, so
tending to digits externally is astep
closer to high-fidelity in aconverged

is that it stops Europeans benefitting

is stored at 96kHz or 192kHz, thanks to

from the low dollar exchange rate and

the music industry's zeal in holding on to

buying US discs - at effectively half the
price - by mail order or when visiting

'its' content - but this 24- bit audio can
still potentially beat regular CD with its

the USA. Whether it is acceptable under

expanded dynamic range.

EU competition and US Anti- Trust law to

After scouring for more DVD-A discs, I
discovered something of apattern in the

use technology developed by agroup of
companies to restrict trade has not yet
been tested - but Ihave now heard that
at least one Trading Standards Office is
looking at the issue. (I)

diverse sounds available from the hi res
format. Some discs were the model of
high- resolution digital - clean, transparent,
free of grain and digital ' edge'. And Iwas
once again reminded how 24- bit audio
can impress with an expanded range,
experienced as black backgrounds before
tangible crescendos - areal sense of
lifelike contrasts. But many of the DVD-A
albums Ireturned to were found to be
of mediocre quality, possessing the edgy

LEFT AND ABOVE: Older software and
DEFINITION
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hardness that analogue diehards once
bemoaned in early CD. The out-tray of

players - like LG's BH100 - are still in the

discs that won't be on my favourites list

shops, despite new blue disc standards

started to develop apattern... mostly C,›

4e00.11111111111111m.
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The expertly crafted
Monitor Audio Platinum range
on permanent demonstetion

la MONITOR AUDIO
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Linn Majik System
With two

new

product

ire Malik system
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Linn,
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lew Maj•-1 integrated amplifier and the stunning

elarbeer
Latest Pioneer G8
Plasma TV's

Latest Award winning
Onkyo Receivers
Award winning AV products on permanent
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Including TX-SR505E,605 and 875.

new Mafk 140 Lou0`4.44.4.

PDP-LX508XD

Please /mil instore to listen to this fabulous system.

on permanent demonstration.
The best prices
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Special Items
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Price includes

nationwide

delivery and installation by

Linn trained staff.
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Peter

Tyson

Capaale of Processing Today's HighResolution Media
Including Blu-ray Disc and HD DVD
with Effortless Efficiency.
1:13
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Homi

Award winning brands stocked
Marantz, B&O, Bose
Chord E'ectronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.
Linn„rcarn,

Mordaunt Short Avant
MS908i
Floorstanding Speaker
SpeciW deal now only
£399.00

Don't miss out call today.

6 Abbey Street, Caff lisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ

Telephone 01228 546756

Telephone 0191 2357179.

www.petertyson.co.uk
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Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

hifi
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BARRY WILLIS

What's in aname?

discs from
major record
companies.
This reminded
me of one of the
unexplored issues that
hung over DVD-A at its
launch in 2001. Readers with
good memories will remember

So, you've spent years developing your product and it's time to
take it to market, but now you ha ve to come up with aname.
Do you pick amoniker perfect for your audience or, in search of
excitement, one bursting with Xs and Zs? Barry Willis explains

the debacle of audio watermarking,
used to identify music even after
compression to MP3, or transmitted
over AM radio. Since indentifying flags
or metadata in digital music can be
stripped away, the record industry was
being tempted to put indelible markers
into the waveforms of the music itself,

[Barry Willis

only three weeks away. The world's
largest trade show, and by definition the

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

world's largest celebration of mangled

making it very difficult to strip out
tracing data. These watermarks were
promised to be inaudible, entirely
transparent to the listener. But evidence
suggested otherwise, as in the report
from recording engineer Tony Faulkner
who, like me, was invited to sit in blind
ABX testing of the watermark system
that was optioned for DVD-A. Despite
adverse listening conditions, some
people spotted distortion overlaying the
test music samples.

I

abandoned by her internet date

at abowling alley. Not by chance she
encounters her on-again/off-again true
love, the straightest of straight- arrow

scarcely concealing her

WATERMARK RETURNS

delight. ' Oh, yes,' he

New music appearing on DVD-A is

replies, ' the accounting

coming from smaller labels, who tend
not to embed dubious watermarks

department has ateam
-the Debitz.' He makes
alittle slashing gesture.
'With aZ. It's edgy.

into the music. Before we get too
complacent, thinking that watermarking
will go the quiet way of the format it
was introduced with, take note of a
worrying announcement that slipped
under the radar last year. Verance
Corporation, the company behind DVD
Awatermark technology, announced
last June 'the immediate availability
of its audio watermark technology for
licensing by manufacturers of Blu-ray
and HD DVD players and components'.
AACS LA, the authority that oversees
DRM restrictions for BD and HD DVD,
has blessed it for use in these discs'
hi res soundtracks. If the VCMS/AV
watermark is robust enough to survive
recording by acamcorder in acinema,
as the press release suggests, how
inaudible will these watermarks be
under the scrutiny of 24/192 playback
in an audiophile system? '

Intimidates the actuaries.'
As Iwrite this, the
annual Consumer
Electronics Show is

of braggadocio, effrontery, chutzpah,
pretension, and sheer ignorance.
Manufacturers large and small will
vie for the attention of dealers and
journalists alike with product names

narecent episode of afavourite
guilty- pleasure TV show, the
ugly- duckling secretary gets

accountants.
'I didn't know you
bowled,' she exclaims,

nomenclature, CES should again
befuddle attendees with aheady blend

both calculatingly clever and woefully
misconceived. We'll be subjected to an
onslaught of accidental and intentional
misspellings, most of them pathetic
attempts to wring adrop of excitement
from atechnique popular among idle
schoolgirls. What if Ichanged my name
from Crystal to Khrystall?

'Perhaps this
year we'll see a
super-powered
subvvoofer
with borriblike
potential called
the ' eXplozion"

THE X FACTOR
Unfortunately the fad
for exploiting the letter
Xwhenever possible has
yet to run its course.
We're nowhere near
the end of the eXstasy,
the eXaltation, and the
ubiquitous eXtreme, with
their annoying innerCaps.
Worse, ad copywriters
and graphic artists are

still head- over- heels in love with the Zthat
gives our accountant's bowling team its
competitive edge. We might expect to see
aset of ' PhatBoyz' loudspeakers optimized
for hip- hop. Perhaps such products already
exist. Er, excuse me, eXist.
It's agambit unappealing to most
would-be manufacturers of performance
audio, who prefer to infuse their products
with cultural gravitas. The hi-fi world is
replete with products alluding to classical
music: Prelude, Nocturne, Sonata,
Symphony, Duo, Trio, Quartet, Maestro,
Virtuoso, Aria, Crescendo. All very safe and
respectable. Jazz and rock get short shrift
here: no hi-fi creation has ever been called
the ' Riff'. Alas. Composers find their names

ABOVE: The iPod and TEAC's CRH227i - guess
ABOVE: Audio watermark hidden in music?
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which one was named by ex- engineers?
LEFT: The Stradivari from Sonus faber
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co-opted for commercial \
purposes too, often with
ill- disguised national or
regional pride: the Purcell. the \
Elgar. A certain Italian speaker
company has gotten fantastic
mileage from associating itself
with legendary instrument makers
Amati, Guarneri and Stradivari.

BACK TO NATURE
Musical and amusical alike, creatures
of the field and forest enjoy strong
representation in audio: Swan,
Meadowlark, Heron, Osprey, Eagle.
One might assume adisproportionate
number of amateur ornithologists among
hi-fi designers. One Southern California
electronics maker favors alliterative
aquatic life: Skipjack, Snapper, Steelhead,

Ce1

Do words
seak louder?

When an artist is involved in
anew project, afew personal
words about it shouldn't come
amiss. But they can backfire,
says Christopher Breunig

[Christo . her
Breunig
HFN's Music Editor from
1986-2000 used to be an
architect, but music was
his first love. He's an avid
record collector

Stingray. Other audio companies disavow
the natural world, exploiting sociocultural

of practice in ratio to the
amount of music you get... is
too much for too little'.
Clearly this is not aview
shared by the no less talented but
comparatively unsung Viennese artist
Benjamin Schimd, whose new Oehms
CD of three Polish works for violin and
orchestra, by Wieniawski, Szymanowski
and Lutoslawski [ OC 597], is superior
in every way - programme sequence,
performances, recorded sound.
Polish Spirit is, musically, something
of adamp squib. What's least likeable
about it is agushing booklet note by
Kennedy's manager, John Stanley, loaded
with emotive words: ' award-winning',
'long discussions with EMI', ' inspired',
'spellbound', ' single-mindedness', ' an
indelible mark', ' genuinely unique'. Yes, I
think we get the message... Yukk!

connotations in alternative spellings.
From its no-nonsense Basik tonearms to

widening crack running across

SOPHIE'S CHOICE

the floor of the Turbine Hall at

its mindblowing Klimax amplifiers, one

Tate Modern is about racism
and segregation, inscribing a

The final selection of apianist for the
controversial BBC2 series Classical Star,

legendary Scottish manufacturer has long
favoured the Germanic root of modern
English, rather than its softer Gallic

perspective in the museum that was not
already there'. That's what Doris Salcedo

counterpart. It's as if the Norman invasion

says about her artwork Shibboleth, which

was slightly surprising, though not given
her sensitivity and joyful stage presence.

never happened.
Perhaps this year we'll see aminiature

has raised safety issues just like the chutes
by Carsten Willer, the previous installation

Abbott ( one of the four judges and alabel

DAC called ' BitZ', an outboard power
supply called ' buzZ', perhaps asuperpowered subwoofer with bomblike

-much enjoyed by queuing children and

potential called the ' eXplozion'. Cute

less inhibited adults.
Often, when an artist defines the
aims of his work, the words can confuse

as abasket of kittens, such predictable
names at least lend products some

catalogue notes for his Hayward Gallery
2007 retrospective were agood instance

many audio companies - no, make that

of this, whereas his actual sculptures have

too many technology companies - whose

gained wide public approval.
musicians should preface their CDs with

fond of saddling products with monikers
like ' VNXGT-37219TK', aname that says

some personal comments about the

nonsense, as meanhgful as alicense plate.
And almost as memorable.
Shakespeare informed us that arose by

pieces involved. A classic example of
this would be Steven Isserlis's long and
informative essay accompanying his
Hyperion recording, last year, of the six
Bach Cello Suites. When label Speakers

was scientifically correct, but never had

Corner reissued the Mercury LPs of
those same works by Janos Starker, it
commissioned aspecial appreciation of

to present anew product to hundreds of

his artistry and apage of comment by the

surly journalists. Neither did he have to

veteran cellist himself.

stand out from the crowd at the world's

More recently, Vadim Repin, tackling
the Beethoven Violin Concerto for DG,

any other name would smell as sweet. He

largest trade show. (!)

producer/manager). She's eminently
marketable. And that's what counts today. (!)

Ihave often thought that more

engineering ranks. Such companies are

both ' another me-too product' and 'we
have no imagination'. It's alphanumeric

'Red hair, green dress' mused Steve

more than enlighten - Antony Gormley's

personality. Regrettably, there are too

marketing execs came up through the

Sophie Cashell, winner of arecording
contract with Universal Classics and Jazz,

ABOVE: Just slides for kiddies? Holler's
chutes installation at the Tate Modern

tells journalist Michael Church how much
Menuhin's interpretation had influenced
him. Far better, these, than just the
conventional historical note.

POLES APART
Of course, careless observations can do
more harm than good. As part of the
heavy promotion for his new EMI album
Polish Spirit, Nigel Kennedy in interview
ABOVE: Linn's Klimax preamp - ' it's as if the

disparaged Wieniawski's violin writing
(good enough for the likes of Heifetz or

ABOVE: Nigel Kennedy's Polish Spirit

Norman invasion never happened'

Perlman to embrace it) saying ' the amount

- ' musically, something of adamp squib'
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Goddard
only knows
JOHN CRA

Sena in your views to: Sound Off, Hi Fi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e-mail your views to:
hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — please use ' Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret we're unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi-fi or any other hi-fi queries by telephone, post or via e-mail

TALKING TOFF

SOUND

WHY THE WELL-HEELED AREN'T NECESSARILY THE FUTURE OF HI-FI

Ken Kessler's criticism of retailers in his
column ' The Hard Sell' [
HFN Sept '07] is
bizarre. There are only three ' genuine'
hi-fi shops in the 12-mile radius of
my home. All have well-appointed
showrooms with excellent demo facilities
for medium and high-end gear plus home
cinema_ Ipass by one of these regularly
and, sad to say, have never seen a
customer in there. Yet, across the road, in
what by comparison is ahole-in- the-wall,
is ashop frequently full of bodies buying
audio and AV equipment by the van full.
It's called Richer Sounds.
These customers wouldn't touch the
ridiculously-styled rubbish sold in the
high street multiples though few would
regard themselves as audiophiles. But,
for under agrand and ignoring the venue,
they can acquire adecent CD player,
apowerful amplifier and, say, apair of
1ŒF floorstanders. There are rather more
than 60,000 of them around Ken and they
are the future of hi-fi, not some mythical
bunch of audio- starved millionaires.
I've met dozens of wealthy types in my
time. Most are very busy, with business,
holidays and family. Yes, they
usually own expensive cars
and goodies but use them
and don't regard them
as luxuries. Many get
their musical kicks from
attending lots of live
concerts and opera
and few possess any
i
•-,
à

OFF

hi-fi equipment or,
OF THE
when I've suggested
it, even appear
vaguely interested. I
do, though, recall one
lovely lady who used aBang & Olufsen
CD system connected in some way to
four extension speakers scattered around
her large house. Guess what? They were
all LS3/6As, left behind by one of her
ex-husbandsi But usually it's ' Well, we
have the Bose Waveguide'. Maybe they'll
upgrade to the Meridian F80 [pictured
below] as Ispotted afull-page ad for it in
the 2007 BBC Proms Guide.
Sorry Ken, but Istill can't imagine atoff,
having been introduced to the wonders
of valve and vinyl, wrestling with his
SME deck wondering whether the VTA is
correct. More likely he'll be on his mobile
checking how the Dow Jones is tracking.
Doug Church Orpington

MONTH

WIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES
As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous people at Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct ' 07)
for the best ' Sound Off!' letter of the month
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E REVEALS A SECRET

In the references given by
Jim Lesurf at the end of his fine
'Investigation' article in the
January ' 07 issue he includes a
piece on picicups by one John
Goddard from the 1963 HiFi
Yearbook. For the record, the
writer here was actually John
Crabbe, who in those early years
with HFN sometimes felt obliged
to use his wife's maiden name
in order to avoid an appearance
of too much Crabberie. Such a
precaution was especially apt in
that case because the article on
loudspeakers in the same book
was also by me.
The matter has come up
several times over the years,
with people asking to be put in
touch with this Goddard chap
who no-one seemed to know.
John Crabbe, Lancs

Viva video

DON'T BE RELUCTANT TO REVIEW AV

I've enjoyed HiFi News (
and
Record Review) for avery long
time. Please don't be reluctant
to review video components,
whether source or display. I
like your thorough results and
informative analysis.
Ican't be the only reader
who doesn't have ahome
personal computer and so can't
easily access your web site for
additional results. When Ibuy
aprint magazine Iexpect it to
be thorough and complete in
all ways. Alas, other magazines
are ' downsizing' their print
magazines and encouraging
readers to go online to read their
magazine's missing information.
Walter Saykowski, Canada
HiFi News replies: ' Rest assured
we will continue to review the
best in Blu-ray, flat panel and
projection technology as part of
our commitment to high-end home
entertainment in all its forms.
However, it is impossible to publish
'he hundreds of graphs and data
accumulated during our review
programme every month. For this,
the web is agodsend"

PROBING WITH THE PIONEER
HOW OUR TEST MEASUREMENTS EXPLAIN FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF A-A9 AMPLIFIER

Iwas glad to see your review
of the Pioneer A9 and D6. In
asudden fit of pure nostalgia
Ipurchased both and sold
off my RoteIs on eBay! My
first ever hi-fi purchase was a
Pioneer AX- 3amp in the mid
'80s. Incidently, the new amps
do sound superb driving my
ATC SCM 7speakers. The
only thing missing is the
Pioneer logo Iremember
from all those years ago. I
have afew questions:
1. In your review you don't
state the 8ohm dynamic
power output.
2. It is the hottest running
amplifier Ihave ever had
and so must be significantly
biased towards
Class A. If so, did your
measurements show a
sudden jump in distortion
when it swiches to Class B (as
detractors of class AB amps
always like to point out)?
3. The A9 sounds
significantly louder than a
70W amp. But as my ATCs
only have aminimum
impedence of 4.8ohm is all

the low impdence driving
capability of the A9 wasted?
4. It is also the first amplifier
Ihave owned that sounds
significantly better after it has
warmed up for 30 minutes or
more. Is there any factual data
to back up this subjective
impression?
Keep up the good work.
You are the best in the
business these days!
Dr K Fonseka, Australia
Paul Miller replies: ' The strict
supply regulation in Pioneer's
A-A9 means there's very little
increase from its continuous
70W output to just 73W under
dynamic conditions into 8ohm.
On the other hand, as the EPDR
(equivalent peak dissipation
resistance) presented by your
ATCs may well equate to less
than 4.8ohm, the excellent load
tolerance of the A-A9 will not be
wasted and probably explains
why it sounds louder than the
"average" 70-watter.
Ido not remember our
sample running especially hot
and neither do Isuspect any
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ABOVE (from the top): Pioneer's 'G-Clef' PD- D6 CD player, A-A6 and
A-A9 integrated amplifiers (reviewed in HFN, June '07)
significant Class A biasing
-distortion is aconsistent
0.002-0.003% from I- 60W through
the midrange. Finally, Keith
Howard has already provided an
objective illustration of the effect
of output stage temperature on
distortion. The feature " Bias
Assessment" was published in
HFN Oct '04 and afollow-up is

planned for later this year.
As ever, if you want to explore
every facet of these product's
technical performance, then
afull QC Suite test report for
the A-A6, A-A9 and legacy A400 amplifiers is available by
navigating to www.hifinews.
co.uk and clicking onto the
"download" button.'

Choice of new amp is all in the balance
READER SEEKS HELP CHOOSING POWER AMP TO MATCH PASSI EPRE

Iread Ian Harris' review of the Karan
KAS 180 power amp [
HFN Dec ' 07] with
great interest. Could he advise me on
choosing apower amp for my system?
Iam waiting for aPromitheus TVC
passive preamp to be delivered, which
Ihave read is close in sound quality
to the Music First copper preamp. My
speakers are the Spendor SP 1/2. Ialso
have aLinn Sondek LP12 turntable
with Linn Basik Plus arm and Linn
K5 cartridge, all about 15 years old.
My music taste is classical, jazz and
audiophile recordings of arty genre.
Ihave read that Promitheus TVC
preamps sound better used in fully
balanced mode, so this rules out power
amps like the Musical Fidelity A5cr.
Iwould appreciate your comparison
of the reviewed Karan with the following
amps: the Bryston 4SST, Bryston 2SST,
Primare 30.2, Bel Canto e.One S300 or,
if possible, the Bel Canto e.One S300 as
modified by Underwood (USA).
Rene Vodstrcil, Australia

Ian Harris replies: ' I'm not really qualified to
make the requested comparisons, having not
listened at length to the listed alternatives.
However, my impression was that the KSA 180
sounded natural and musical to adegree that
is rare with large solid-state amplifiers. In this
respect, Ifeel the amplifier would work well
with the music you mention.
Regarding the Promitheus TVC, Iused
adual mono version for the majority of the
review period. While perhaps, atouch softer
in presentation than the Music First, it is
similarly transparent and worked wonderfully
with the Karan. However, Iused two sources
with relatively healthy output levels, whicl-

obviously aided the " impedance matching"
requirement of the preamp. If your source
is alittle less well-endowed, the TVC
may not quite extract the very best from
the Karan (or, for that matter, any other
amplifier). Ultimately, while the use of a
passive preamp (or TVC) often pays huge
dividends in transparency, it can raise
additional system matching concerns,
so if there is any way you can demo your
preferred amplifiers in your system it would
be effort well spent.'
BELOW: The Karan KSA 180 - ameaty
amp that offers fully balanced operation
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AirTight ATM300 Single Endeo Stereo Power Amplifier
The ATM300 is aperfectly formed musical amplifier. Using the legendary 300B output valve enables this audio
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this is realised by point to point wiring and selection of one of the world's finest output transformers from
Tammura audio of Japan. AirTight have incorporated dual mono attenuators to allow direct connection to aline
level source. With close attention paid to every area of build, the ATM300 is clearly agreat investment for any
music lovers record collection.
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SOUNDING OFF

Sc REEN 'N' HEARD
SEEKING TOP RECOMMENDATIONS FOR UPMARKET SONY PROJECTOR

The HD Guide inside your
October 2007 issue featured
areview of the Sony VPLVW50 digital projector, and
recommended aparticular
screen for its use. Unfortunately
my copy of the magazine was
borrowed and not returned, so

punchy and colourful image, and you
will be able to reduce the lamp power,
thus saving money and prolonging its
lifespan. You might consider Stewart's
Studiorlbk 130 G3, another reference
screen, or its more affordable but
excellent UltraMatte 130.
Da-Lite's CinemaVision screen is a

Ihave lost this vital piece of
information. Can you remind
me of the make of screen you
recommended and are there
others Ishould also consider?
Richard Cussons, Cheshire

good alternative to the Stewart models.
It offers a30% gain but doesn't require
a " Tab-tensioning" support to keep
it flat. There's also amasking option
to cater for different aspect ratios.
Remember, you should be aiming
for aminimum 30° field of view and
around 14Th or more brightness for the
ultimate in home cinema viewing.'

David Perry replies: ' We suggested
areference screen such as Stewart
Filmscreen's FireHawk 03 for the
Sony VW50, keeping the screen
width below 7ft wide in a16:9
format. The G3's high-end
screen material is super
smooth and has again of
25%. Partnered with the
VW50's excellent black
levels and contrast, you're
in for an eye-popping

[
Way Back Then...]
This month we dip into HFN's archives to October 1997.
Linn celebrated 25 years of the LP12 with aSpecial
Edition. Could it beat the ' 72 original, asked Ken Kessler

1 +FI
.
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Resoord, 159 p
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Military manouvres come no more
complicated. Merely consioering a'top
secret' review involving apanel of seven
or so listeners is to court disaster, as
'secrets' and 'journalists' are mutually
incompatible. ( Especially if XI< is involved
Ed My]. But we felt, as tee only hi-fi
gazine surviving from 1372, that it was
to us to mark amomentous occasion:
years of the controversial, notorious
nSondek LP12. We would chart the
k's evolution by comparing the eldest
with the youngest to learr what 25
years' worth of upgrades offered over the
undiluted original.

SPEAKER FOR MONO
MODERN SPEAKER FOR SINGLE MONOBLOCK DRIVEN FM RADIO SET-UP

Ihave aQuad QC IControl
Unit/Quad FM Iand Quad Il
monoblock. Iwas wondering if
you had any suggestions for a
modern loudspeaker design to
do justice to mono FM Radio?
Vaughan Warren, via e-mail
Steve Harris replies: ' Obviously,
the ideal would be aQuad EUS
electrostatic, so far ahead of its time
when launched in 1957. However,
when you say " modern",
you presumably mean
21st century, and there
will be amatching
issue here.
The Quad II was
designed for speakers
of 15ohm nominal
impedance, though it
can be set to match
8ohm, which later
became the norm.
Today's speakers
are almost invariably
6ohm or 4ohm, and
RIGHT: B&VV's 685 is
available singly

the Quad will not like this, even on
its 8ohm setting, and will only give
good results at low volume.
After decades of stereo,
loudspeakers are actually available
singly again, thanks to home cinema.
If you choose amodel with pairmatched veneers, you may have to pay
apremium, as the matching veneer
will be wasted. Harbeth for instance
charges 65% of the pair price. On the
other hand, Bowers & Wilkins can
supply any model at halt
the pair price, so consider
the B&W 685, which we
reviewed in January
However, for
the reason already
mentioned, it might
be better to find an
appropriate older
speaker, secondhand.
You'll never be lucky
enough to find asingle
15ohm LS3/5A without
paying the earth, but any
respectable, genuinely
8ohm speaker would be
suitable for your needs.'

e

o

We settled on two Linnmen, Brian Morns and Bill Livingstone, plus HFN
editor Steve Harris ( LP12 owner), John Bamford of Pioneer (former hi-fi
reviewer, editor and LP12 owner), Andy Whittle (speaker designe-,
Rogers), .aul Miller (reviewer and test equipment designer) and Mark
Steadmal Ian audiophile, and too young to remember the Linn Wars).
The lenue, after anumber of disasters prevented the creaticn of
my dream studio, was Steve Harris's home. The two Linos were both
fitted with the latest boron-cantilevered Arkiv MC cartridge, feec ing the
brand new unto phono preamp. The output from the Linto was -ed into
aMusical Fidelity A-1000 amplifier driving Rogers Studio 7s. Levels were
accurately measured at the speaker terminals by Paul Miller.

From my vantage point,
and with the knowledge of
which' version was playing
at all times, the latest LP12
was cleaner, clearer, more
precise, better controlled and
able to deliver deeper bass.
The eld one wasn't entirely
massacred: it appeared abit
smoother, ashade richer, abit
less ti-fi'. The real revelation
is th.s: so close are the overall
scores that Linn's designers
and staff can be satisfied in
knowing they got it right so
lonc ago. By all means, make
your way through the upgrade
path. But if you can't afford to
uprate an earlier example, you
can deep just as easily as the
owner of the 1997 vintage.
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INSIDE STORY

It was 50 years ago today that two channels came to play when the RIAA set the stereo
standard. Yet the true story of stereo pre- dates 1958, as Barry Fox explains...

III

that plays Canute by obstructing
new technology. But in the 1950s,

he year 1958 was agood
year for music. LPs had

things were very different. The RIM

been on sale for ten years
and liberated recorded

had to choose between competing

music from three minute limits.

systems, but the standards battle

Photographer Art Kane
persuaded the cream of New

was played out before commercial
launch, rather than afterwards and

York's jazz musicians to gather in

with the public as guinea pigs.
The industry had learned from

Harlem at 10am for the seminal
jazz photo that appeared in Esquire
magazine and has been copied and

the lessons of ten years earlier
when, in February 1949, RCA Victor
launched a7in 45rpm Extended
Play disc to rival Columbia's 12in

copycatted ever since. At the other
end of the musical scale, the Decca
Record Company let producer John

33.3rpm disc. The two formats
could co- exist only because they

Culshaw loose in Vienna on aplan
to record the entire Ring Cycle of
operas. The project took seven years
to complete and now spans 14 CDs,

BELOW:
Culshaw's
recording of

solved different problems - the
flexible EP replaced the fragile
78rpm shellac single and the LP

which will set you back over £ 150 if

Wagner's Ring
Cycle ( right)

gave much longer playing time
-and because it was easy to build a

and Art Kane's

deck that played both kinds of disc.
There were much more basic
decisions to be made when setting

you ever get time to listen to them.

ABOVE: Alan Blumlein had patented a
VII.. method for stereo in the 1930s

SINGLE -GROOVE STEREO

Harlem 1958. A

Decca's project only happened
because on March 25th, 1958

of Harlem 1958

the RIM ( Recording Industry
Association of America) set the

can be seen in
Birmingham.

standard for recording two- channel
stereo in asingle groove. This
was adevelopment of the vinyl LP

Go to www.
snapgalleries.

players? And in so doing, oblige
the record companies to issue two

corn iartkane

records introduced by Columbia
CBS in Spring 1948. Today we think
of the RIM mainly as atrade body

future.html
for more

versions of every recording, one
mono and one stereo?

30 x40in print

information

the stereo standard. Should new
stereo discs be compatible with the
mono decks sold over the previous

"Vt. Ming bco Jlibclustgcsi
Sir Georg

ten years; or should the new discs
aim for the highest possible audio
quality without any compromises
to make them usable with existing

THREE SYSTEMS
US audio engineer Emory Cook
updated an idea used by Bell Labs in
the 1930s, when Bell boffins were
making test stereo recordings of
Leopold Stokowski. Cook used two
cartridges to play two separate
grooves, one on the inner half of
the disc and the other on the outer
half. Apart from the increased cost
and complexity, recording time was
halved; and inner groove distortion
unbalanced the left- and rightchannel audio quality.
In the UK Arnold Sugden showed
astereo disc with asingle groove,
vertically modulated with one
channel and laterally modulated
with the other. This VII_ approach
had been patented by Alan Blumlein
of EMI in the early 1930s but it
suffered from poor compatibility
with mono pickups, which are
designed to move only laterally.
Decca in London was working
on athird system, derived from &,
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research done in the war on the

commercial stereo tape recorder. In
1951 Whyte started making stereo

high-fidelity recording of submarine
sounds. Decca had pushed the

tape recordings, some of which

recorded bandwidth to 28kHz for
mono, and for stereo the band

were later issued - on tape and then
on disc - by the Everest label which
he co-founded in the mid-' 50s.

was split in two, with amodulated
carrier at 14kHz pushing one

A recently released CD from

channel into the 0-13 kHz band with
the other at 15-28kHz. Decca's

Music and Arts [ CD 1190] includes
live recordings of Leopold Stokowski

multiplex stereo system was not

and the Detroit Symphony Orchestra

compatible with mono players but

made by Whyte in November 1952.

the audio quality was good.

For these Whyte used aMagnecord

Without giving any credit,
Westrex (the manufacturing

at 15ips, with the stereo heads

PT-6BA2HZ tape deck running

wing of Bell Labs) proposed the

staggered to avoid crosstalk. The
stereo image nicely captures the

45/45 system that had also been
developed and patented by Alan
Blumlein at EMI in the ' 30s. The left
and right channels are recorded at
right angles to the groove walls,
which are at 45° to the disc surface.
Equal and in- phase mono signals
result in lateral modulation of the

unorthodox orchestra layout that
Histor cnever- before- re eased recordings, plus more
unissued 19E2-53 rarities from Chicago's swingin'est spot.

Stokie favoured.
Another of Whyte's tapes, of
the Stan Kenton big band playing
at the Blue Note club in Chicago in
September 1952, is almost certainly
the earliest live stereo jazz recording
[Dynaflow CD 2007-1]. Whyte had

truly stood the test of time. Shelley
Manne and his Friends playing My
Fair Lady is still widely available on

ABOVE: A
recording of
the Stan Kenton

vertical modulation which is tracked

CD. The recording serves as anice
reminder of the fine stereo quality

Big Band
made by audio

by astereo pickup with vertical
compliance.

that was already being captured in
commercial recording studios as the

pioneer Bert
Whyte using

close to the band as possible and
set up his trusty Magnecord with
two Telefunken U47 omnidirectional
condenser tube mics. He was using

groove so play as mono with a
mono pickup; stereo signals add

bribed awaitress to get him as

record companies got ready for the

aMagnecord

STANDARD ANNOUNCED

RIM to set adisc standard and open

tape deck is

Sin spools of tape at 7.5ips so with

Once the RIM disc standard was

up the floodgates.

almost certainly

only half an hour of recording time

announced, popular magazines in
the USA promised aflood of stereo

It's hard now to imagine the
kind of impact the introduction of

the first live
stereo jazz

he turned the machine off for all
announcements. Nevertheless there

players and discs. In fact nothing
very much happened until the end
of 1958. There were no pickups to

stereo discs had. Iwas in Edinburgh
for the Fringe Festival and vividly

recording

are snatches of Kenton's chat with
his musicians that give aremarkably
intimate feel to the session.

buy and very few stereo amplifier
and speaker systems. The record

recall going to ahi-fi shop on
Princes Street, accompanied by a

companies needed time to cut and

musician friend (who later went on
to mastermind the Three Tenors

press 45/45 discs.

recording) and saying very honestly

The first stereo LPs appeared

Whyte then turned to film, trying
35mm magnetic film instead of tape
because of the wider tracks and
higher recording speed. Everest's
recording of Aaron Copland's

to the sales staff: 'We aren't going

Appalachian Spring and George

in the autumn of 1958, all from
independent labels and many of
them of limited appeal such as
Railroad Sounds, Bullring, Bagpipes
and Drums and Marching Along with
the Dukes of Dixieland. Recordings
were usually issued in two versions,
mono and stereo, because the
industry was still wary of the
mono- stereo compatibility claims.
By the end of the year there
were around 200 stereo titles in
the USA, including one that has

Shelly Manne & his Friends*
modern jazz performances
of songs
from MY
FAIR

'The tape of Stan Kenton is
almost certainly the earliest
live stereo jazz recording'

Gershwin's An American in Paris give
arare opportunity to compare the
sound of tape with film [ EVC 9003].
For both recordings Whyte had
three U47 mics in aspaced array
across the front of the orchestra.
He used half- inch three-track tape

to buy anything but we would really
like to hear what this new stereo is
all about; can you demonstrate it?'

to record the LSO at Walthamstow
Assembly Hall, and three-track
35mm magnetic- coated film for

They did and we were blown away.
It was not just the record
companies that had been recording
stereo in the pre- RIM years. To win

the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
in Pittsburgh's Heinz Hall. The
LEFT: One of

recording dates are unclear but are

the very first

certainly pre- RIM.

stereo LPs is still
hugely popular

ACCIDENTAL STEREO

widescreen movies that started to

today - if on
CD. Manne's

Some of the Whyte recordings
have been skillfully re- mastered

back audiences lost to television,
Hollywood was using three-track
35mm magnetic film to record
stereo sound for the Cinemascope
appear in 1953, with How to Marry

friends included

by Mark Obert-Thorn in the UK. It

aMillionaire and The Robe.

pianist André

Audio pioneer Bert Whyte was
first to spot the music potential of

Previn and the
sessions were

was Obert-Thorn who previously
mastered the intriguing ' accidental

film. He was born in Belfast, but
brought up in the USA, and in 1949

taped in Los
Angeles during
asingle day in
August 1956

was working for Magnecord, the US
company which produced the first

stereo' recording of Sir Edward Elgar
conducting the BBC Symphony
Orchestra at EMI Abbey Road
Studio 1in April 1933 [ Naxos
8.111022]. Two master wax disc
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audio connector at Bristol Sound &
Vision, 22nd - 24th February 2008,
Room 209.
• (Alpha) Phosphor Bronze Rhodium
plated conductor.
• Earth (ground) Jumper System
•

(US Patent No. 6,696,491).
Nylon/fibreglass body incorporating
nano- sized ceramic particles for

•

enhanced resonance control.
Multi- layered non-magnetic stainless

•

steel and carbon fibre housing
containing acetal copolymer.
The best damping and insulation
materials engineered to improve

•

frequency extension and tonal balance.
Specified for cable diameters from
6mm to 20mm

•
•

Dimensions: 40.5mm x 80.8mm ( D x L)
Metal cable clamp improves grip and
reduces mechanical and electrically
induced distortion.

For more information about Furutech call, 016:35 291357
or visit: www.activdistribution.com • furutech@activdistribution.com
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recordings were made of the same
performance of Elgar's Cockaigne

HALOS

Overture and the CD uses one for

rikrtorAW

Elgar conducts Elgar

USA [VN-157] claims to offer the
genuine stereo sound of the Glenn

8.111022

Miller Orchestra in early 1941.
While the band was in Hollywood

the left channel and the other
for the right. Controversy rages

filming Sun Valley Serenade

over whether the two waxes

and for the elaborate musical

shared the same feed from a

numbers ( including ' It Happened

single microphone, or each had its

in Sun Valley' and ` Chatanooga

own mic — thereby inadvertently
capturing astereo image of the

Choo Chool, 20th Century Fox's
engineers tried out anew use of

original sound. The Naxos recording
sounds like stereo but this may be

their three-track optical recorders,
traditionally used to keep music,
dialogue and effects separate until
mix-down. This makes it easier to

the result of phase shifts introduced
by combining two recordings made
on mechanically driven cutters

London Symphony Orchestra

the RIM by Emory Cook. At the
same time, and without either

sections of the band and vocalists,
to give more flexibility during final

Edward Elgar
'Recorded 1924.19»

by Bell Labs in the US, and EMI in

and testing adouble groove system
similar to that later proposed to

the three tracks to record different

BBC Sy mphony Orchestra

pre-RIAA stereo are of course the
experimental recordings made
the UK, in the early ' 30s. Bell was
working with Leopold Stokowski

produce different language versions
of the movie. The engineers used

Royal Albert Hall Orchestra

running at slightly irregular speeds.
The earliest examples of

Ene playback equipment Tell unto
disrepair and the studio piped the
sound across Los Angeles by phone
lines for dubbing to tape. The lines
were of different length and added
phase shifts, as well as trimming
the high frequencies. Disney later

mix-down to amono music track.
The separation between
vocalists, brass and saxes sounds far
more realistic than anything that

MI:K./Vt. IS II or

isn't it? Two
wax discs were

could be achieved with modern
electronic trickery.

used to record
this 1933 Elgar

STEREO DISCOVERIES

re-recorded the soundtrack with a

performance.
When combined
the result sounds

different orchestra and conductor,
and has now re- made the film. So

like stereo, but
did each disc

Although rather poor quality
excerpts from the Beecham

the original audio legacy is lost.

have its own

recordings were once issued by

TWO HEADS

the musical numbers, Ray Bolger's

EMI on acommemorative LP, there

By far the most remarkable example

'If IOnly Had aBrain', had been

is no sign yet of aCD release. The
Bell Labs Stokowski recordings were

of pre- RIM stereo remains the
commemorative CD produced by

recorded on several separate optical
tracks from different microphones

released only on limited edition LPs,
and the Bell empire breakup leaves

the Audio Engineering Society in

spaced round the sound stage.

little hope of aCD version.

'One wonders how much
more pre-RIAA ' true stereo' is
sitting in Hollywood's vaults?'

songs that was pre-recorded with

the re- issue engineers the chance to
build arecording of the complete

1993. This includes arecording
made in Berlin in September 1944
by Herbert Von Karajan and the

question: how much more ' true
stereo' from the pre- RIM days is

company knowing it, Alan Blumlein
was recording Thomas Beecham at
Abbey Road using the single groove
stereo system that morphed into
the RIAA's 'Westrex' standard.

The only lasting legacy of Bell's
experiments with Stokowski is
Fantasia, the animated movie made
by Disney in 1940. The original
soundtrack — eight-track optical
mixed to four-track for cinema
release — was ' preserved' when

NOW LARGS ADD
STEREOPHON Y
TO THEIR FAMOUS

"rAneeefitAi"
SOUND FITTING ROOM
,•- • -

I:;'

special boxed set of The Wizard
of Oz Laserdiscs released in 1990.
Oz was made in 1939 and one of

microphone?

'Brain' was also one of the few
simple accompaniment and the full
orchestra dubbed on later. This gave

song and dance routine in stereo.
This poses the intriguing

Orchester der Berliner Staatsoper.

sitting on three-track recordings in

Helmut Kruger from Berlin's radio
station used amodified Telefunken

Hollywood's vaults? Now Hollywood
is desperately looking for any new

recorder, with AC bias and two

way to re- package old movies with

heads, to capture Bruckner's Eighth

new disc ' extras', there is always the

in stereo. Even today the recording

hope of new old stereo discoveries.

leaps off the disc, and across the

RIGHT: The fact

soundstage. For legal reasons, we
are told, the recording is still not
available outside the AES.

that Ray Bolger's

Expiry of copyrights is the only
hope. That's how Obert-Thorn and
Naxos were able to release the

originally built
up from layered
recordings gave

Elgar ' accident' even though EMI
had previously flatly refused to do

engineers the
chance to create

anything with it.
There are other ' is it really

'If IOnly Had
A Brain' was

TIIE
InjUri MATIE

astereo version

(v

1

for release
with the 1990

July 1958, alerts readers to the

pre- RIM stereo?' recordings
available, which are alittle easier to

arrival of stereo at Largs of Holborn

find. A CD from Viper's Nest in the

set of laserdiscs

ABOVE: An advert from HiFi News,

The same goes for another stereo
recreation, which was buried deep
amongst the bonus options of a

e.

Ultimate Oz box

?
1,
C
)
I
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THE LP IN MODERN TIMES

The LP is 60 years old and it's not just vinyl die-hards who refuse to let it die. A raft of
releases from new artists on LP is exciting younger listeners too, says Michael Fremer

A

ndrew Mattera celebrated
his birthday recently by
inviting some friends over
to party. They ate, drank,
spun vinyl and danced until dusk. It

was Andrew's 8th birthday.
Admittedly, Andrew's dad is
an audiophile and that's how the
youngster got exposed to vinyl in
the first place and ended up with a
Systemdek turntable/Linn Basik arm
combo and an eclectic collection of
records. But Andrew's dad doesn't
own aturntable. He gave up on vinyl
quite some time ago.

VIRAL VINYL
Getting into vinyl was Andrew's idea
and apparently that of an increasing
number of music lovers of all ages
around the world today, because,
by all indications, vinyl is definitely
back and spreading 'virally', much as
MP3s once did.
True, vinyl's lure never weakened
among asmall but dedicated subset
of music lovers, but as long as the

interest intensifies, what's most

activity was confined to old records

notable today is the explosion

played on old turntables by old
people, it was all little more than an
exercise in nostalgia.

BELOW:
Radiohead,
The Shins and

While desirable vintage vinyl's

Amy Winehouse

value continues to escalate (visit
www.popsike.com for current
market prices) and collecting

have all recently
released new
material on vinyl

of new LP releases - both back
catalogue classics from the LP's

both new artists and back catalogue
favourites including Van Morrison,
Joy Division, ZZ Top, The Traveling
Wilburys ( atriple record box set)

original ' golden age' and new
music from younger artists like
Radiohead, The Shins, Interpol, Yo La
Tengo, Amy Winehouse, Spoon, The

and James Taylor. All were mastered
from analogue tapes and pressed on

Decemberists, Death Cab For Cutie

CLASSICAL TOO...

and The Arcade Fire.

Even Reference Recordings, which
had gotten out of the LP business

180g vinyl.

LP enthusiasts, who, beginning
in the mid 1990s, saw their new
vinyl buying options shrink to near

(and then for awhile, out of business
entirely), is back and planning on

nothing, now find themselves

re-entering the vinyl market.

overwhelmed with attractive rock,
jazz and classical choices. This is

Turntable manufacturer

thanks to reissue labels like Classic

Clearaudio has been releasing a
small number of new classical music

Records, Speakers Corner, Pure

titles in association with Deutsche

Pleasure, Analogue Productions,
Cisco, and most recently, Music
Matters. In late 2007, the latter
began reissuing 180 gram,
all analogue, double 45rprr.
'twofers' of classic Blue Note
jazz titles packaged in deluxe
gatefold jackets, featuring
gorgeous reproductions of
iconic Francis Wolff photos.
Warner Brothers recently
re-entered the vinyl business

ABOVE: Hi-Fi@Home with Andrew
Mattera, aged eight. He uses a

with aspate of issues from

Systemdek turntable with Linn arm

THE LP IN MODERN TIMES
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VINYL

Down
£13 •11

Grammophon and Italy- based Foné
has upped its output of Japanese
pressed self- produced classical titles.

ABOVE: Amazon's
new vinyl
section can be
found under

aspx?Format=LP+Vinyl) while
Amazon.co.uk recently announced a
new, upgraded vinyl section. A large
sales increase of 7in singles in the UK
to ayoung generation of collectors

Judging by statistics released by

the ' Browse by
Format' header
on the site's main

Nielsen Soundscan, the company
that tracks recorded music sales

music page
ABOVE RIGHT:

and accessories have also enjoyed
amajor uptick. Though precise

across America and Canada, hardly
anyone is. But according to Josh

Find out what

numbers are difficult to come by,

your vinyl's really

Pro-lect, Rega, Clearaudio, VPI and

Bizar of online retailer MusicDirect.

worth at

others report strong growth, as do

com, Nielsen Soundscan misses all
Musicdirect's vinyl sales ( and it sells

popsike.com

most of the more esoteric turntable

HARD SALES
Is anyone buying these records?

alot) as well as the considerable
vinyl sold by acousticsounds.com,
elusivedisc.com and the other
online audiophile- based vendors,
all of which report big vinyl sales
increases in 2007 - their best year
ever. Nor does Nielsen Soundscan
count sales at many ' indie' record

recently made news worldwide.
Sales of new analogue gear

inner groove distortion and pops
and clicks). They are reconnecting
with the warm, yet detailed sound
of their youth and coming to regret
having abandoned it.
For younger music lovers weaned
on smeary-sounding MP3 files
(there's now ageneration that
bypassed CDs altogether), hearing
an LP for the first time is like first
seeing HDTV. Seeing and handling
an album with its glossy, colourful,
full-sized artwork and set ` playlisf
provides acomforting form and

'For younger music lovers,
hearing an LP for the first
time is like first seeing HDTV'

definition to the formless 'virtual
music world' they grew up with.
And there's the indefinable,
(some would say ' quickly here and
gone') ' hip' factor. Vinyl has gone
from ' old fashioned' to very hot
and trendy. It's in the movies, on
television and in commercials.

BELOW: Schubert
from Clearaudio/

manufacturers. There's been an

growing percentage of total sales.
'Big box' retailer Circuit City

Deutsche

turntables, new phono preamps,

years ago that records sounded

Grammophon,

new cartridges and new accessories

offers more than 10,000 new
vinyl titles (
http://entertainment.

and classic Blue

over the past few years catering

better than CDs they'd call you
crazy. Today they say ' Iknow'. It's

Note jazz from
Music Matters

to the newly invigorated analogue
marketplace - amarketplace that

only middle-aged music fans who

circuitcity.com/ music/ dcs.

few industry observers predicted

Young people ( and an increasing
number of oldsters) buy their

stores where vinyl accounts for a

Me.

311.

Franz Schubert: Symphonien
No.8”Unvollendete«•»Unfinishecl< ,• No.3
Wiener Phi lharmoniker • Vienna Philharmonic
Carlos Kleiber

If you told ayoung person ten

explosion of new and upgraded

would even exist in 2008.
All of this activity has caught the
attention of the mainstream press.
Billboard, for example, recently
ran acover story called ' The iPod
Generation Takes Vinyl For aSpin'
and by the time this story runs,

STEREO

argue the point.

'disposable' music online as MP3s.
but for the special titles - the
'keepers' - agrowing number are
buying and collecting the vinyl.
While no one predicts vinyl will

Time magazine will have run an

ever again dominate the market
as it once did, the combination of

enthusiastic vinyl piece.

new hardware and awide range of
new and old software (with

IN TOUCH

many new titles including
coupons for free

Why has vinyl made a
.. azz messe
M OLL "

MP3 downloads)

comeback, even as CD sales
plummet and SACD and
DVD-A sales meander? Older
audiophiles are rediscovering
the tactile joys of LPs as well
as the sonic pleasures of LP
playback ( cynics would say
the grind of the ritual, the

guarantees abright
future for the old
black stuff.
Ifs certainly a
great time to be a
music lover and an
audiophile! (I)
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ADVERTISEMENT

Isn't it easy to buy anew system? You read
the magazine product reviews, you find out
who sells the recommendations, five-star favourites o
best buys at the cheapest price, you order the s
get afriend who knows his onions to install
it — and live happily ever after.

This is afairly well-trodden path but it leads to dissatisfaction, endless upgrades and alot of wasted
money. It's likely that the system will help you lose interest in music pretty rapidly. The problem is that
there are more myths about hi-fi than Aesop's Fables. CD gives you perfect sound. All CD players sound
the same. A £50 CD player plays high fidelity music. All magazine reviewers are experts. Big speakers are
always better than small ones. More watts per channel is everything. MP3 format gives you high quality.
A collection of 'Best Buy' components will be agreat system. And so on and so on... ALL MYTHS!

STAR QUALITIES
VALUE FOR
MONEY
*

*

*

*

SERVICE

Music -the real aim

What and Where to buy

* * * * *
FACILITIES

buy ahi-fi system that will prove
musically satisfying, reliable and deliver true value for
money. If the system doesn't excite you musically
you've wasted your money. What is even worse is that

The system you think you want

Our aim must be to

* * * * *

may not be right for you. — So
where do you start? Here's an
important tip... don't start with

you may not even realise you've bought abad egg —
you'll just switch the TV on instead and your
desire to listen to music will gradually

VERDICT
*

*

*

*

WHAT, start with WHERE.
There is only one way to give yourself the best chance
of getting it right first time, and that's through a

diminish. Have you ever been in apub or club
where you realise it's very difficult to conduct

specialist hi-fi dealer. Now it's likely you have

aconversation, even to the extent
of being really tiring? A poor

preconceived ideas that may put you off visiting one.

quality system continuously
distorts but Idon't mean it
necessarily reaches the point of
audibly breaking up. With atop
quality system you can play

guidance, you don't know the technical jargon. You

Although you would welcome the advice and
don't want to be talked down to. Your friend has said
they only sell expensive gear and they're not
interested if you don't have abig budget. They're
expensive. Again, just myths. Most specialist hi-fi

music very loudly and still hold a
conversation because it's free of

dealers are running their business because, above all,
they love music. They spend alarge portion of their

distortion. A poor system is tiring
to listen to even when it's played

time listening to music and comparing systems to get
the best possible result. They know the component

at low volume. If you want proof,
go into ashoe or clothes shop
where they play background
'music' and try to enjoy listening.
It's odds on you'll fail.

41

combinations which don't gel together and,
conversely, they know the combinations which give
the best performance within agiven price range. But
they all also know the system must suit you.

Now there's agroup of long-established specialist dealers
who are totally committed to putting the customer first.
Their idea of ' selling' is to discuss your requirements,
offer their advice, give you the best options, then play
the systems for you and allow you to be the judge.

Oscar Wilde wrote "... too many people today know the
price of everything and the value of nothing." Specialist
retailers know that not all potential purchasers will seek

Listening to your choice of music in apeaceful, well
organised demonstration room, you may be surprised
and, almost certainly, relieved to discover how easy it is
to hear the differences between components and between
systems. You'll be able to make aclear and informed
decision about what to buy. It comes down to trusting
your own judgement rather than the opinion of areviewer
you've never met... and who won't refund your money if
you're not satisfied or be at the end of aphone to sort out
any problem you might encounter.

more than just agood price. After all, unless you've got
money to burn, you'll be living with your new system

The story doesn't end there. These shops won't abandon
you once you've put your hand in your pocket. They
won't leave you to set up the system you've selected as
best you can. They'll install it in your home, make sure it
sounds great, and make sure you're entirely happy with
the way it works. Why? Because ahigh proportion of
these dealers' custom comes through people who have
bought from them before, either directly or by
commendation. It's vital to them to get it right for you.

them out. They tend to attract the more discerning,
thoughtful customers. Let's face it, agood deal is about

for years. Most of these dealers offer much longer
equipment guarantees than provided by the
manufacturer, avery worthwhile benefit, but it also
makes it in the dealer's interest to ensure high build
quality and reliability. Maybe you could save afew
pounds by buying piecemeal but you'll lose out on the
overall package. As far as the dealers are concerned,
maybe they believe that taking care of their customers
properly is anicer way of doing business than just
handing over boxes.

Listed below are 20 OF THE BEST HI-FI SHOPS

QUALITY

IN THE COUNTRY. They have been selected
because they are known to do an excellent job in
guiding customers towards hi-fi that will give them

ASSURED

years of musical enjoyment and total satisfaction.

••• Ask our Top 20 UK Hi Fi Dealers
LONDON
N1
GRAHAMS HI-FI
190a New North Road.
020 7226 5500
SW11
ORANGES Er LEMONS
61/63 Webbs Road,
Battersea.
020 7924 2043

SOUTH
Aldermaston, Berkshire
HIFICINEMA
Mars House, Calleva Park.
0118 982 B402

Chelmsford
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
216 Moulsham Street.
01245 265245

Colchester
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
33 Sir Isaac's Walk.
01206 577682
Kingston -upon Thames
INFIDELITY
9 High Street Hampton Wick.
020 8943 3530

Rayleigh, Essex

SOUNDCRAFT HI-FI
40 High Street.
01233 624441

RAYLEIGH HI-FI
44a High Street.
01268 779762
Southend -on Sea
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
132/4 London Road.
01702 435255

Brighton

Southampton

THE POWERPLANT
40 ChurEh Road, Hove.
01273 775542

PHASE 3 HI-FI
37 Bedford Place.
023 8022 8434

Ashford, Kent

Worthing
PHASE 3 HI-FI
213-217 Tarring Road.
01903 245577

SOUTH WEST
Bath
AUDIENCE
14 Broad Street.
01225 333310

MIDLANDS
Banbury
OVERTURE
3Church Lane.
01295 272158

Birmingham
SOUND ACADEMY
152a High Street, Bloxwich.
01922 493499

Birmingham
MUSIC MATTERS
363 Hagley Road, Edgbaston.
0121 429 2811

Coventry
FRANK HARVEY
163 Spon Street.
024 7652 5200

Sheffield

Leicester

York

CYMBIOSIS
6 Hotel Street.
0116 262 3754

SOUND ORGANISATION
2Gillygate. 01904 627108

Gateshead

Nottingham

CASTLE SOUND Er VISION
48/50 Maid Mahan Way.
0115 9584404

Stafford

ACOUSTICA
114 Wolverhampton Road.
01785 258216

NORTH
Cheadle

MOOMATE ACOUSTICS
184 Fitzwilliam St.
0114 275 6048

LINTONE AUDIO
7-11 Park Lane, GatEshead.
0191 477 4167

SCOTLAND
Edinburgh
LOUD fr CLEAR
Bonnirigton Mill,
72 Newhaven Road.
0131 555 3963

Glasgow

THE AUDIO WORKS
14 Stockport Road.
0161 428 7887

LOUD Er CLEAR
520 SI Vincent St, Finnieston.
0141 221 0221

ACOUSTICA
17 Hoole Road.
01244 344227

429-431 Lisburn Rd.
028 90 381296

Chester

N. IRELAND
Belfast LYRIC HI-FI

MOVERS & SHAKERS
INTERVIEW •

PAUL

McGOWAN

•

PS

AUDIO

Power to
the People
From acigar- box prototype preamp powered by two 9V batteries was born PS Audio,
launched over 30 years ago with just $ 500 backing. Steve Harris talks to owner
Paul McGowan, who reckons the real key to everything is the power supply itself

p

ower-crazed might be agood description for one
or two well-known high- end personalities, but
certainly not for the affable, approachable
Paul McGowan, founder and owner of PS Audio.

You could say, though. that PS Audio was obsessed with
power - mains power. Paul explains: ' The output stage of
apreamp or apower amplifier, or for that matter aCD
player or aDAC, really is just avalve - and by valve. I'm
referring not to atube but to any kind of device - that's
modulating the power supply. In the case of the DAC, the
"valve" is directed to go up and down by the bits. In the

BELOW:
PS Audio is born
and the prototype
-designed using

case of an analogue device the valve is told to go up and
down by an analogue input signal, but it's all the same
thing. It's all dependent on the power supply.'

the IC Op-Amp

ABOVE: The PS 200C power amp, designed by Dr Robert

HEY, MR DJ...

Cookbook
-becomes a

The PS Audio story starts in 1974, when Paul McGowan
was working as aradio DI in California. The station

marketable
product

needed aphono preamp, but didn't want to pay too
much for it, so Paul volunteered to

For Records Only
$89.95
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build one for them. He built a
cigar- box prototype powered by two
9V transistor- radio batteries, with most
of the component values taken from
Walt G Jung's then recently- published
industry bible, the IC Op-Amp
Cookbook. Paul only had amodest hi-fi
himself, so he took his prototype to the
home of one of the station's sponsors,

Norm Little, the owner of acompany
that made waterbeds.

IC Op-An1P

Cookbook

Odell, featured transistors mounted directly to copper
bars in turn connected to the power supply capacitors
S59.95. Their sales pitch was simply to claim that buyers
would hear ' atremendous improvement', or get their
money back.
Their faith was justified, because they sold 1housands
of units with only ahandful of returns. Paul's favourite
story is of the gentleman who'd bought aPS Audio phono
amp to go with his Kenwood hi-fi. He returned it because,
he said, the sound no longer seemed to be coming from
the speakers, but from all around and behind them.
It made the speakers disappear. He didn't realise that
Paul and Stan had spent countless hours of painstaking
listening and experimenting to achieve just that result.

Norm had abig system with Audio Research
amps, Jantzen electrostatics and Vega

BIGGER IS BETTER

subwoofers. He wouldn't let Paul connect his

preamplifiers and power amplifiers.
and the PS Audio range developed.

home-made box to this elaborate rig, but sent
him off to meet another audiophile, and at that
time awaterbed installer, Stan Warren. Stan
had asomewhat humbler system. but when he
hooked up Paul's phono stage, it sounded fine.
As Paul tells it, the next thing he knew, a
week later, was Stan coming up with $ 500 ' for
half the new company.' What company?' asked
Paul. The one we're going to start to build the
little phono preamplifier you brought over.'
So PS Audio was born. After months of
work turning the cigar- box prototype into
amarketable product. Paul and Stan were
in business, selling phono preamplifiers at

104 I www.hifinews.co.uk IMARCH 2008

Naturally. Paul and Stan went on to de.;ign complete

One day, Stan showed Paul
something that made -fis
jaw drop ' Listen to th s,'
he said, playing him
two preamplifiers. G3
RIGHT: The
original
Power
Plant,
which
appeared
in 1999

SABAS001

exquisite audio products
e. select.audio@tiscali.co.uk

www selectaudio co.uk

t. + 44 (0) 1900 813064

Turntable Range

C)

1400

2800

2100

2802

2200C

Debut

2500

Art

ArTight
Emillé
Luxman
Meiody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harrnonix
Mund'orf

BASIS

From £ 1795 to £57,995

Basis 2200 & Calibrator
For almost three decades Basis Audio has enjoyed aworld-wide reputation for producing turntables of uncompromised ability
with some models enjoying legendary status. Building aturntable is within the capability o many manufacturers, but to create
atruly great turntable requires the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary
materials and, most importwitly, adeep appreciation of music, characteristics that are embodied within all Basis products.
Vinyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for discerning listeners and Basis turntables offer
atrue realisation of its potential. Basis turntables and the incomparable Basis Vector tonearm are available from aselect number
of authorised UK dealers.
Basis Audio. There is no comparison.

© 2006 selectaudio

www.basisaudio.com

MOVERS & SHAKERS

:"111'

One sounded much better than the other, but there had
been no change in the active components or the circuit.
Then Stan explained that he had been putting together a
preamplifier and, lacking atransformer of the usual type,
used amuch bigger one, which he figured wouldn't make

I

any difference. Then he'd discovered that it did, as the big
transformer literally transformed the sound. This discovery
was put to good use in future products.

9,1111.111111111111,

RIGHT: Top of PS Audio's current range of Power Plant
generators is the Premier [see HFN, Feb ' 08]

'It was after we came up with the high- current power
supply that we realised that the real key to everything was

BELOW: ' Don't

the power supply itself. The amplifier, which formerly had
been considered the primary area where you would put in

Power Plant

all the attention to making it sound good, was in fact the
secondary area.'

01m ••••••••••••••

.111Marsidir

be an idiot..'

you?" So Isaid, " Well, that sounds pretty good!" Steve
said " Send me acrisp, new dollar bill to cement the deal,

adverts from
2000 and 2001

THE DOCTOR ARFUVES

and I'll give you the company back." So Ibought the
company back for adollar.
'And the funny thing is, Steve was such agood friend
and was such an able manager, that he's now the
president of PS Audio! After he left Wadia, Ihired him to
run the company.

After the first few years Stan Warren left the
company, but Dr Robert Odell joined. Odell had

'That's how we got PS Audio back. Ihad always had this
notion of power supplies and the importance of them. So

designed products for Harman Kardon, and for PS
Audio he created the innovative PS 200C power
amplifier, in which the power transistors were

when Ihad the opportunity to start over, Ithought, well

connected directly to the power supply capacitors
via copper bus bars.

the true foundation of all of this, which is the AC power.

maybe what Ishould do is start from what Ibelieve to be
And if Ican get the AC power right, that will be agreat
place to start and rebuild the audio chain, and eventually

PS Audio flourished through the high-end heyday
of the 1980s, but by the end of that decade Paul

have everything from the AC plug to the speaker terminal.
That was the idea.

'Look at the AC waveform
and you see it produces
harmonics and noise'

'And that's how the Power Plant was born. With that
idea in mind Istarted looking at what's wrong with the AC
power. Obviously, there's alot we can do, but basically,
what is it that mains power doesn't do -ight?
'And when you start looking at it you find
that the power fluctuates, the voltage level

wanted achange. ' In 1990 Isold PS Audio to Steve
Jeffrey and Randy Patton, and Istarted Genesis with

fluctuates. And when you look at the AC
waveform itself, you see that it's distorted,
because right at the peak, where everybody
is drawing power on the line, the peaks are

Arnie NudeII of Infinity. My part was to design all the
electronics that went into the loudspeakers. Every
loudspeaker we did had an active servo system, a

clipped off and it produces awhole lot of

servo bass system, and that was my part of Genesis.
That lasted about seven years, and we had abit of
afalling out. Meanwhile, Steve Jeffrey and Randy
Patton had had abit of afalling out too, and Steve
left to become president of Wadia. But after that the
company basically went bankrupt.
'And so just at the time Iwas having my falling out
with Arnie. the company fell back to Steve Jeffery. He
called me up, and he said " PS Audio has kind of fallen

harmonics and noise. So after I'd investigated
what was wrong with the AC power, Ithought
what can Ido about it?

You hay
heard an
in your ;)

'What everybody was doing at the time - I
think George Tice had the Power Block line
isolation transformers, MIT had the ZStabilizer,

The Po
of AC g
perfect •
system
it in yt

and Monster Cable had just come out with their
power products - were just passive filters. None

apart. You're still owed money from the purchase price.
Would you like to have PS Audio back, it's all Ican offer

really addressed the problem.
'If you were lucky, there was atransformer,
that was about as exotic as it got. The ZStabilizer

BELOW: PS Audio offers more than just arange of power

guys maybe had inductors. But you can't filter out

generators. With its Classic 250A amp it also began to

these problems. You have to add energy back in.
'And when that occurred to me, and Isaw that

was just acapacitor across the line, and the other

offer components with built-in Power Plants

nobody was actually fixing the AC - they were just, I
called it, just dusting off some of the dust. Ithought
how could Ido that?
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PUMP IT UP
'My first idea was to actually build an AC generator,
hook amotor up to it and run the motor off the 110V.
By doing that, Iwould take the energy out of the wall
and generate pure AC. And then the practical side of
me started thinking, well Iwonder how many people
would tolerate amotor and agenerator in abox in
their home! That was at the time of the Sota vacuum
turntable. Iremember thinking apout all the anger that

people had over listening to an air pump running in
their rooms. And Ithought, if they don't like an air pump,
they're not going to like this motor- generator. And G,
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emu
GET THE FULL PICTURE

rr

Specifications:
•Improves picture quafity
•Extends the life of all televisions
(LCD. plasma or CRT) and projectors.
•Improves the pedormance of DVD players
and set- top iboxes.
•Improved picture and audio performance
•Eliminates rnains noise including RFI and EMI.
•22.500A of instantaneous current absorption.
•Massive surge protection.
•Dedicated aerial, protection.

INSTALL MIRA
Improved

picture

quality

and

significant improvements to the on-

extended product lifespan are two of the
key

benefits.

delivered

by

IsoTek's

amazing new Mira mains filter. Whether it
is used in a full-blpwn home cinema
system or as a simple upgrade for an
LCD or plasma TV, Mira's advanced
circuitry

delivers

immediate

and

screen performance - crisper and more
stable inages, deeper blacks and more
vibrant, latural colours.

Isciirek®

,www.isoteksysterns.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: Activ Distribution 01635 291357

LET US BLOW YOU AWAY!

VISIT US AT

Bristol Sound & Vision
ROOM 209
If you're curious about mains conditioning,
make sure you drop by the ROOM 209 at this
years Bristol Sound & Vision Show. Power
filtering specialists. IsoTek will be conducting
an engaging series of seminars and
demonstrations. giving visitors a unique
insight into its multi- award winning product
range. The show sees the worldwide launch
of IsoTek's Sirius power conditioning strip,
sporting breakthrough technologies like
'Inductive- Resistant Gate and
K.E.R.P'
(Kirchhoff's Equal Resistance Path), while
demonstrations will include the new and
unique audio-visual power conditioning range
alongside IsoTek's more audio focused
designs. If you want to know what mains
conditioning can do for your system, make a
beeline for IsoTek!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
Activ Distribution 01635 291357

I
sciTe
www.isoteksystems.com

news

1974
PS Audio founded.
First product is
aphono stage
selling for $ 59.95

1981
Stan Warren
leaves. The new
audio designer is
Dr Robert Odell

1990
Paul McGowan
sells PS Audio
to Steve Jeffrey
and Randy
Patton, in order
to join Genesis
Technologies

1996

I'm going to have warranty issues
with bearings and so on.
'It didn't sound that appealing.
And Ithought, Iwonder if there's an
electronic way to do the same thing?
And that's how the Power Plant started.
'In its basic terms, aregenerator is just a
huge amplifier, running at 50 or 60Hz. But you
still have to make sure that the 50Hz coming out
is better than the 50Hz going in. While it seemed
like rather asimple idea, it turned into about atwo-year

trading. Paul
back the name
two years later
from Steve Jeffrey

line filter in place of an AC regenerator
and sits in the middle of PS Audio's power range

project. And that's because of the very thing in AC power
that causes the flat-top waveform, which is low- powerfactor loads. Any amp that has atransformer and adiode
bridge in the power supply only draws current at the
peak. And if you have anumber of things drawing current
at the same time, it will draw down the size of the peak.'

PEAK PRACTICE
'When Ifirst built the amplifier, it wasn't that difficult to
create, but Istarted running into the same problem. In
order to get round it, Ihad to build apower amplifier that
was capable of handling peak currents of 50 amps, which
your line can't handle without distorting. It took quite a
while to do that, but the Power Plant has enough energy

PPS Audio ceases
McGowan buys

ABOVE: The Quintessence
Power Centre offers apower

'Ivor Tiefenbrun said "start
with agood source", but he
didn't go far enough back'

frequencies. But what we found was that as you raised the
frequency, the highs started sounding considerably better,
but you started losing the bottom end. As you went down
in frequency, the opposite happened, you got abetter
bottom end but worse highs. We eventually settled on a
thing called MultiWave. which was able to take advantage
of the real characteristics of mains supply that we'd found
—which was that charging time, relating to the waveform
shape, is more critical than the frequency.
'So our current generation doesn't change frequency,
but it does allow you to control the amount of charging
time at the peak of the sine wave. If you can extend that
peak out so that there is more charging time, then the
internal capacitors of the power supply you are feeding
have lower ripple, and it's like adding more capacitors to
the power supply. Our current devices allow you, with the
remote control, to have MultiWave or not.

DSP INSIDE
'The key is to stretch out the sine wave but to have no

1999
Paul McGowan
leaves Genesis
to concentrate
on PS Audio. First
product is the
P-300

2000
Peter Rudy is
brought in as
president

2002
HCA-2 class
D 150W amp
appears, plus the

storage and enough robustness in its design, that it can
deliver 50 amp peaks.
'Now, our original regenerators were classic
transformer- based power supplies driving aClass AB
amplifier. And they were 50% efficient. So while we
were able to deliver perfect power, it also generated a
tremendous amount of heat. And they were huge! But in

sharp edges, because if you have sharp edges that's close
to aflat-top sine wave. Then you introduce harmonics,
and the voltage is lower. Ours goes right up to the top,
where you want it. and it stays there longer. And we do
that by adding abit of pure third harmoric into it, so it
stays on and then gently rounds off. There is aDSP inside
every Power Plant that actually makes the sine wave,

the latest generation we've actually got apatented way

makes the MultiWave. It's been anumber of years that

of doing the same thing, but it's 85% efficient.
'The current generation can do up to about 1700W,
which is pretty much enough to run just about any

we've been playing with this, and we've learned alot!
'And the difference is just magnificent. I'm still very
passionate about what it actually provides.

system. Some bigger systems with some big Krell amps
for example, you'd want acouple of Power Plants to

'I still go back to the thought process that you've really
got to get the AC power right to begin with. Everything

handle that , but Iwould say for 85% of systems, you can

else you do afterwards has less meaning : fyou can't start

drive the whole system. With the original Power Plant you

with agood source. It's sort of like Ivor Tiefenbrun's " start
with agood source" at the turntable. And he's right. But
Ivor didn't take it far enough back. The real source is the
AC wall socket.' (I)

were able to change the frequency, and that has aclear
benefit, but the benefit isn't always 100% universal. First
off, it isn't harmful to equipment, transformers like higher

linear Classic 250.
Steve Jeffrey joins

2005
Variable Gain Cell
amplifiers

2006
Power Plant
Premier launched

2008
'Memory Link'
prototype
unveiled at CES

ABOVE: PS Audio's new ' Memory Link' disc transport,
photographed at this year's Las Vegas CES [see p12]
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ABOVE: The PS Audio team outside its headquarters in
Sterling Drive, Boulder, Colorado USA

Precision engineering
A passion for the music

Ortofon Cartridges
at last you will
find all the music
in your vinyl

ortofon
accuracy in sound

NLE

To find out more about the full range of
hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and
where you car buy them visit:
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henteydesigns.co.uk

You don't know what you're

missing

—until you try avan den Hul
cable in your hi-fi system
en Hul a es próvi
your music that will deliver it
accurately and as completely
as • ossible
To find out more about the full range of
interconnects, a/v, HDIVII and speaker cables
from van den Hul, ard where you can buy
them visit: wvvw.henleydesigns.co uk

oandeR
HEN LEY

Îlî
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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and receive these interconnects from Crystal Cable
The young Dutch company Crystal Cable proves how technology, metallurgy,
measurements and high-tech production facilities can bring about the ultimate
synergy between hi-fi and music, rendering the most beautiful, lifelike
performances through the most advanced audio equipment.
Crystal's primary material is aunique, ultra- thin silver conductor with gold
infusions to fill the molecular gaps, isolated with Kapton for the most perfect
insulation on the market. The Piccolo interconnect is abeautiful, flexible,
exceptional sounding product. This special edition has aretail value of £ 150.
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Complete this coupon and send with your payment to: UK:
Hi Fi News Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex, RH16 3BR ( no stamp needed)
Save 20% on overseas subscriptions and receive your copies of
Hi Fi News delivered by priority mail direct to your door.
Call + 44 (0) 845 6767778
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Surname:
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Postcode:
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If you would like to receive emaits from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special oilers
and product and service information and take part in our magazine research via email, please
include your email address below
e-mail

Save up to 15% when you subscribe today
Date of Birth -

Spread the cost of your subscription with
convenient 6 monthly payments with Direct Debit
Protection against price increases during your
initial subscription period

Choose from three easy ways to pay:
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SEVEN0a<S

the experts in home entertainment

WHY CHOOSE SEVEN0a<S
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is the UK's largest
specialist retailer of high-quality home
entertainment solutions. With stores nationwide
and a proud history of satisfied customers,
Sevenoaks has a hard-earned reputation as the
most comprehensive provider of home cinema,

All Sevenoaks Stores:
• are staffed by experts in home cinema and hi-fi
• stock leading brands to offer arange of
high quality products

hi-fi and multi-room audio systems, offering

• offer impartial and personal service

excellence in customer service with a unique

• have home cinema and hi-fi demonstration rooms

design and custom installation option available at
many of its stores.

Come and visit us

HOME CINEMA PLASMA AND LCD T‘,

Pioneer KURO 42/50" PLASMA W

• HD READY • FREEVIEVV

Featuring Pioneers new ultra black par-al technology and an amaàng contrast ratio of 16000:1, these
8th generation plasma screens produce ever deeper blacks than before. Visit your local store and see
the difference.

Panasonic

Samsung

LE32M87BDX • 32" LCD TV • FULL HD READY. FREEVIEVV

This LCD TV delivers amazing, full 1080p, HD images. With its elegant design, coupled with outstanding
clarity, this television is the perfect centrepiece for your home cinema system and with its optimised
gaming mode your computer games have never looked clearer.

TH-37/42PX70

37/42" PLASMA TV • HD READY

FREEVIEVV

Finished in aclassy gloss black finish the PX70 screens will blend into
any room. With abuttri Freeview tuner and excellent connectMty,
they effortlessly handle motion and produce vibrant, natural colours.
A choice of mounting options and screen sizes are available.

32" LCD N • HD READY • FREEVIEVV
With achoice of five different front colours and interchangeable
side panels in nine different colours, these screens will match any
decor. A wide range of mounting options are available.

Sony Bravia KDL-40W2000
40" LCD TV • FULL HD READY • FREEVIEVV
With asuper wide viewing angle gMng you agreat picture from
almost anywhere and afast response time, this award-winning
LCD TV includes abuff-in Freeview tuner, 1920 x1080 resolution
and two HDMI inputs.

5YEAR WARRANTY

included with all Plasma and LCD televisions purchased at our normal selling price*
CHOOSE MODELS FROM
LOEVVE • PANASONIC • PIONEER • SAMSUNG • SHARP • SONY
WITH A 26" SCREEN OR LARGER
Not in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. E&OE. * SRP ( Sevenoaks Retail Price)
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Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com

SEVEN0a<S

for oustanding offers visit the
new website - www.ssay.com
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ARCAM SOLO

ONKYO AV RECEIVERS

DLP PROJECTION

VISION

MOVIE 5.1 ALL- IN-ONE DVD SYSTEM

Sim2
GRAND CINEMA HT380
1080P FULL HD READY

Solo Mode 5.1 represents anew dimension in expenencing
music and movies. An all- in- one home cinema system that
delivers he most advanced sot.nd ... ever.

Sim2 Multimedia is aworld-leading manufacturer at the forefront
of home cinema technology and a
name synonymous with high-and
home cinema projection.

•5.1 Surround • 50 Watts Per Channel RMS
•Universal disc playback • HDMI digital output

TX-SR875 AV RECEIVER -Exceeding even the highest expectations, the

•FM Radio & DAB digital radio

TX-SR875 features on- board decoding for all

•Black Finish

the latest key sound formats.

InFocus

IN81/IN82
1080P FULL HD READY

•Integrated iPod control via r-Lead/rDock

TX -SR805 AV RECEIVER
With asurfeit of talent, especially where movie
sound is concerned, this is amust-hear unit"

Two outstanding projectors from
InFocus. The IN81 produces aterrific
picture with HD content while the
IN82 has all the strengths of the IN81
but with an even better picture.
ir ii•ui
SAO 11 .
1410.

-Image

quality is simply gorgeous: it's sharp,
vivid and packed with detail... The Movie 5.1 is
something to get excited about,"

CD

082

ait=nar

SOLO MOVIE 2.1 ALL- IN- ONE DVD SYSTEM

HOME CINEMA SEPARATES AND SPEAKERS

Arcam

Denon

Sony

Yamaha

DV137 DVD PLAYER
AVR280 AV RECEIVER

DVD1940 DVD PLAYER
AVR2808 AV RECEIVER

RDR-HXD970 HDD/DVD RECORDER
STR-DA5300ES AV RECEIVER

DVD -S1700 DVD PLAYER
RX -V1800 AV RECEIVER

Delivering 80w across all of its 7channels,
Arcam's new AVR280 produces terrific sound

Featuring 1080p upscaling, this award-winning
DVD player provides first-class picture and

Designed for top-notch sound quality, the new
Yamaha RX-\'l 800 has 4HDMI inputs and can

with both movies and music. It is an ideal
partner for Arcam's DV137 universal disc player.
Compatible with DVD-Audio and SACO discs
along with standard DVDs, the ' 137 impresses

sound quality and is also compatible with both
MP3 and VVMA audio discs. The New AVR2:308
receiver features indeltical quality and poweF, 110
watts, for all 7channels, HDMI inputs/outputs and
auto set-up and rooni EQ.

Building on the abilities of Sony's awardwinning ' HXD860, this recorder features
both analogue and digital tuners, an HDMI
output, a250GB hard disk plus aUSB
Men partnered with the new STR-DA5300ES
7channel receiver the combination delivers
excellent sound and vision performance.

with its crisp, vivid images.

KHT3005SE

Pioneer BDP-LX70A

YeleeliWZ
AWARDS 2007

5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

BW-RAY DISC PLAYER
Enjoy outstanding high
definiton images with this
award-winning Blu-ray

This revised verision of KEF's EISA
award-winning KI4T3005 backs- up its
impressive looks with superb surroundsound. Powerful enough to fill even he
largest of rooms, this SE version is a

MAMIE
AWARDS 2007

disc player.

decode HD audio formats. A host of impressive
features hides behind its facia. The multi-format
DVD-S1700 disc player is an ideal partner,
complementing the 'V1800 with both its looks
and performance.

Don't forget!
Accessories make
the difference
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces is determined

must audition speaker package.

as muon by its accessories an its main components.
At Sevenoaks, accessories are not an afterthought - our
staff can demonstrate the difference the hght
accessones can make to you home
entertainment experience.

"The new KHT3005SE is sensational"

REL

suBWOOFERS

The R-Series is designed to augment the performance of "full range" speaker systems and ro
provide linear response down to below 20Hz. The R series comprises the 205, 305 and 505.
All models feature class D amplification and are available in aoiano black lacquer finish.

:Mee Ell
AWARDS 2007

MU!! .91

B&W Mini Theatre

AWARDS ;007

'nee FL?

MT-30 • 5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

AWARDS 2007

With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion for
music, B&W produces adiverse range of products befitting the largest

e
p

SOUNDSTYLE /
440
1
•T •
'ZOOM. •••, 1•FOIO

audio manufacturer in the UK.

AWARDS 2007

The Mini Theatre MT-30 delivers excellent performance and is ideal for
both home
ynd h, ti

PLEASE NOTE

11111"1",

eproducts/brands are not available at all stores. Please confirm
re travelling. Any published prices were correct at time of going to
ress. Special or added value offers are not in conjunction with any
other offer or promotion (NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 07/03/2008, E&OE.

GRADO
QED

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive
le the event you can find the same products and excellent service
at alower price, please brag it to the store manager's attention.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
I
lexible Moamar options .Ire
the majority 01

0(0(10CIS

we stock.

tWritten details on request.
Licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance f400. Subject to status.

>> Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com
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ROKSAN

HI-FI

KANDY LIII INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER MKIII

ccD AP

A-rcq

Denon S-52DAB
HI-FI SYSTEM WITH iPOD
DOCK

Kandy integrated is now refined way beyond what would be
expected of amplifiers approaching almost twice its pnce! The
new Kandy sounds delicate yet powerful, far more dynamic yet
so musical and easy to listen to and sets anew standard for
affordable hi-end amplifiers in its class.

Teac

g#4.

Combining aCD player, FM/DAB
radio and iPod dock, this compact
system can even stream intemet
radio wirelessly and play back MP3
or VVMA files from CD, or stored on
aUSB device plugged directly into
the unit.

AN
Arcam SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM
Monitor Audio RS1 SPEAKERS
A great package
coupling Arcam's
award-winning all- inone hi-fi system with
the excellent RS1
speakers.
Ask in-store about
our recommended
cables and stands.

REFERENCE 300DAB MKIII
MUSIC SYSTEM

Ill
;

Comprising three classy looking
units, this CD player, DAB/FM/
The new Kandy sounds spectacular...we sweated buckets
of blood trying to make the Kandy LIII uncomfortable, but
without success - it's atrue all-rounder, excelling with every
type of music you play through it" .

elterefl

AM radio and amplifier system
combines style with outstanding
sound quality. Simply choose
speakers from our extensive range
in-store.

rtior ic ma

Arm

•

Monitor Audio

Spendor S3/5R

KEF iO Series

Across aspeaker range rich in

The new S3/5R is asubstantial revision of Spendor's multiaward winning S3/5 mini- monitor. In keeping with its Classic

From the second you spot the soft

its choice of style, shape and
application, Monitor Audio's thirty

sheen of titanium on the main driver
cones, you know you're in for something

heritage this discrete and versatile loudspeaker delivers an
invitingly warm and detailed sound. The S3/5R has also been
engineered to perform with abroad range of electronics, such
as high quality all- in-one systems and low powered valve or
class-A amplifiers.

year heritage of technical expertise guarantees great sound with
tonal accuracy that is shared
by every speaker From on-wall,
in-wall, ceiling and floor, Monitor
Audio gives you the freedom to
enjoy high-quality sourd in every
room of your home.

special. And you won't be disappointed.
Utilising KEFs trademark UniO
technology, the it) series delivers
consistently detailed imagino and
unrivaled off-axis response so
everyone in the room gets the full
benefit wherever they sit.

Installation and set up of all Spendor loudspeakers is simple,
the reward is deep clean bass, and abeautifully clear and
natural sound - it's all part of the ' Spendor Magic'.
New
Model Features
Hand-made ' R'
generation bass- midrange drive units
,ealed enclosure
design ensures room
positioning is simple

WHAT II

"These SEs are far more entertaining
than the originals. yet leave the old
speakers' fuss-free nature in tact."

Oak. Cherry, Rosenut,
Walnut, Black Ash

Ranges Include Bronze Reference, Silver RS, Gold SIgnature and Radlus

Hotel RA04 AMPLIFIER & RCD06 CD
Bowers VVIlkir n, 685 SPEAKERS

"A new class-leader atrue all-rounder"
Wier •FI?
AWARDS 2007

Marantz
Marantz products range from high-end hi-fi to
HD- ready DVD players and AN receivers. Its hi-fi
range includes the CD50010SE and new CD6002 CD
players and the PM40010SE amplifier, offering ataste of
high-end audio at an incredibly competitive price.

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music
before, try listening to it through a
Cyrus system. With every product
tuned by ear. Cyrus represents a
quality of sound, which is rare at
any phce.

Excellent
perfomance and
exceptional value
for money. This
combination creates
asound that, the
more you hear it, the
better it gets.

Primare

(î

With class- leading build quality, and aunque blend of sophisticated Scandinavian design, Primare build elegant. reliable, easyto-use systems that promise years of high cpality performance.

CID

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO

Pro-ject

Revive your record
collection with
Pro-ject turntables
The range

•High-definition audio and video
performance
•Wide choice of both hi-fi and
AV components
•Uniquely broad upgrade
options

includes the new
award-winning
RPM1 Genie.
This belt drive, two
speed player comes
complete with Ortofon

•NEW CD6 SE. CD8 SE CD

cartridge and combines style
with excellent sound quality.

players and CDX tSE transport
03

iQ5SE

Available in 5real
,
/ood finishes - Light

AWA RDS 2007

Sonos
AWARDS 2007

This wirelegs, multi-room digital music system, let; you play your
favourite tunes all over the house - and control them from the palm of
your hand. You can even play different song; in different !OURS.

>> Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com
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VISION

>> Can't find what
you're looking for?
The new Sevenoaks website
has all the latest store and

Your nearest store

product information plus
special website only and
clearance offers... and don't

Sevenoaks Sound and Vision are the Experts In Home Entertainment witt stores
nationwide. We have earnt a reputation for outstanding service, choice and

miss the chance to enter our

value for money.., nothing matters to us more than keeping that reputabon.
ABERDEEN
57 Crown St
01224 252797

MANCHESTER
69 High Street, City Centre
0161 831 7969

BEDFORD
29-31 St Peters St
01234 272779

NORWICH
29-29a St Giles St
01603 767605

▪ III

BRIGHTON HOVE
57 Western Rd
01273 733338

NOTTINGHAM SHERWOOD
597-599 Mansfield Rd
0115 911 2121

BRISTOL
92b VVhitelailies Rd, Clifton
0117 974 3727

OXFORD
41 St Clements St
01865 241773

BROMLEY
39a East St
020 8290 1988

PETERBOROUGH
36-38 Park Rd
01733 897697

u.

CAMBFUDGE
17 Burleigh St
01223 304770

PLYMOUTH
107 Cornwall St
01752 226011

CHELSEA
403 King's Rd
020 7352 9466

POOLE
Latimer House, 44-46 High St
01202 671677

CHELTEWHAM
14 PittvilÉ St
01242 241171

•T

•

free competition where you
U.

could win an amazing prize!

www.ssav.com
Although the Sevenoaks Sale has finished we are as keen as
ever for your custom. We have awide range of quality hi-fi and
home cinema products at highly competitive prices - all backed
by our first-class customer service.
Click-on www.ssay.com and see our regularly updated special
offers and our massive selection of unrepeatable clearance
items - see what's in store today!

PRESTON
40-41 Lune St
01772 825777
READING
3-4 The Walk, King St
0118 959 7768

EALING
24 The Green
020 8579 8777
EDINBLACH
5The Grassmarket
0131 229 7267

•

SEVENOAKS
109-113 London Rd
01732 459555

Introducing Zeppelin, B&W's
remarkable new iPod system.

EPSOM
12 Upper Hign St
01372 720720

•

SHEFFIELD
635 Queens Rd, Heeley
0114 255 5861

for. Zeppeln is an integrated iPod speaker system

Here are the speakers your iPode has been waiting

SOUTHAMPTON
33 London Rd
023 8033 7770

from Bowers & Wlkins, makers of the speakers

GLASGOW
88 Great Western Rd
0141 332 9655

SOUTHGATE
77 Chase Side
020 8886 2777

deep, ifelike stereo sound, and celiver musical detail

GUILDFORD
73b North St
01483 536666

•

STAINES
4Thames St
01784 460777

•U

SWINDON
8-9 Commercial Rd
01793 610992

EXETER
28 COWiCK St
01392 218895

▪

HOLBORN
144-148 Grays Inn Rd
020 7837 7540

that much of the music on your iPod will have been
monitored on. Zeppelin will fill a room with crisp,
that you won't befeve your iPod could deliver. That's
because the two have so much in common: blissfulty simple design and world-leading technologies
•

HULL
1SavileAow, Savile St
01482 587171

SWISS COTTAGE
21 Northways Parade, Finchley Rd
020 7722 9777

KINGSTON
43 Fife Rd
020 8547 0717

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
28-30 St Johns Rd
01892 531543

•

LEEDS
N RELOCATE0 TOWEllIERBY
62 North St
0113 245 2775
• II

WATFORD
478 St Albans Rd
01923 213533

•

LEEDS WETHERBY
15 The Horsefair Centre
01937 5815886

WEYBRIDGE
43 Church St, The Quadrant
01932 828525

le

•

CUSTOM INSTALLATION CENTRES
• Bespoke design and

LEICESTER
10 Losey Lane
0116 253 6567

WITHAM IESSE::)
1The Grove Centre
01376 501733

UNCOLN
20-22 Corporation St Kyi
01522 527397

WOLVERHAMPTON
29-30 Cleveland St
01902 312225

LOUGHTON
7-9 Gokiinqs Hill
020 8532.0770

YEOVIL
14 Silver St
01935 700078

MAIDSTONE
96 Week St
01622 686366

that let you get the most out of your music.

installation service
Home cinema and

Inspirational

multi- room music

%n'in

our neva
Custom Installatio
Centre websete

systems from around £5k
to £50k plus
• Project management
Cusbrn Electranc
Despn as esta.lebe
Ossccubon

Jeiir

II Custom Installation Centre
II ln

• Cedia Member

All our Custom Installation Centres are CEDIA members
See our full store hst opoosde

OPENING HOURS
Opening hours and days vary between stores - please visit our webs te or call

nabi nwide or you can request your copy when you mit www.se.ernatsc co uk

your local store for details

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please confirm
before travelling. Any published prices were correct at time of going to
press. Special or added value offers are not in conjonction with any
other otter or promotion ( NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 07/03/2008. E&OE.

me 1.1 more - Our new Cl brochure is now available at our Custom Installation Centres

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive
In the event you can find the same products and excellent serdice
at a lower price, please bring it to the store manager's attention

Flexible finance options are available on the majority of products we stock

Spread the cost of buying.
'Written details on request
Licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance £ 400 Sublect to status.

>> Visit the NEW Sevenoaks website. Just click on www.ssay.com
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hi-fi news,TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code: 31V or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

e
h As
SSIFIEDS
If you're sending in HiFi News
classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:
Card e o oy, Hi- iNeWs,
IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street .Cro don CR9 1HZ
MOMS

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT 8c
ACCESSORIES
To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security

balanced, as new, boxed
(new £ 11,375), accept
£4900, MIT Proline CVT
reference interconnects, 2
metre, balanced, as new,
boxed ( new £ 2700), accept
£690, Tel: Bob on 01386
446134 [CD14]

please don't include acredit card number in an email. Call our

VERI'EX Jaya filter £ 250,

reader ad dept on 020 8726 8321 Fax: 020 8726 8399

Vertex Roirama mains cable
£275, very little use, Tel:

I. ACCESSORIES
SENNHEISER HD650

condition £ 3700 ono,
£3400 ono for Tri's buying

(£5200 new), 15 months

headphones, amazing sound,

them without accessories,

old, immaculate condition

4. CD/DVD PLAYERS

well reviewed, 8 months

Tel: 07774 575960 [CD14]

£3200, Tel: 07875 115447

1VIARANTZ SA-7S1, best

£150, no offers, Tel: 01623

ICRELL FPB 250MC

ROTEL RSP976 surround

box CD/SACD player, mint

744261/07816 063648

monoblock amplifier,

condition £ 3950, Marantz

Rothwell Indus SE stepped

processor, Dolby Digital/DTS,
mint condition ( rrp £ 900),

TRICHORD Black Box One

attenuator passive pre-amp

£300, Tel: Bob on 01386

black, mint condition £ 395,

mains conditioner, ideal

£3500 (£ 12,700), Tel: 020

446134 [CD14]

Tel: 020 8951 3178 [ BC]

for source components,

8531 5979 [AC17]
QUAD 77 system, 2x77

MARK LEVINSON 31.5

amps, 77 pre-amp + remote/
charger ( both just serviced

Reference CD Transport,

by Quad), 77 CD player, 77

(£9999), mint, as new, can

(£12,999), mint, as new, can

tuner, Bus system cables

demonstrate, Tel: Rob 01386

(short & long inc) manuals,

demonstrate, Tel: Rob 01386
446134 [ BC14]

200W, integrated amplifier

old, mint condition, boxed

07913 258124 [C8]

build, best sounding one-

stunning performance, does
not corrupt sine wave, cost

ICRELL FPB 600 power

£120 sell £ 65, great value

amplifier, as new, awesome
reference amp £4399

upgrade, Tel: 01235 762171
(Oxon) [C8]
2. AMPS

446134 [ BC14]

MUSICAL FIDELITY

DV7001 SACD/DVD player

mint condition £ 3399

excellent condition £ 1250,
Tel: 07767 445367 [CD14]

ACCUPHASE DP85

Chapter Two plus power

EXPOSURE XVII preamp

amp, world's best, boxed,

and XVII mono amps with

3. CABLES

sound, immaculate, very

manuals, etc (£ 5500) £ 2295,

phono £ 600, Bryston BP20

little use, boxed, manual, UK

Densen B100 integrated amp

pre-amp with MM/MC phono

ATLAS Elektra, Nordost Blue
Heaven Rev- II speaker cable,

£350, Densen B300 power

£600, all boxed and in very

ono ( rrp £ 12,500) pictures/

amp £ 550, Atlas Elektra

good condition, Tel: 0151

3 metre £ 150, Tel: 020 8531
5979 [AC17]

interconnects, Tel: 07973

334 1964 [CE17]
MIT Proline Reference Digital

[CE17]

189538 ( London) [CE17]
MYRYAD MP100 remote

SACD/CD player, superb

purchased, sell for £4500
demo on request, Tel: 01925
656990 or Nemall@aol.com

Interconnect, AES/EBU, £ 200

MUSICAL FIDELITY Tri-

pre-amp/MA120 60W power

(£690), Tel: Rob 01386

MUSICAL FIDELITY Nu-

Vista 300 amp and TriVista

amp (£ 600/480 new), £425/

446134 [ BC14]

Vista 3D CD payer, excellent

SACD, comes with two

pair, all ex condition, boxed,

base shelves and four three

Tel: 01260 295804 [CE17]

metres of Chord Odyssey
four two to two, excellent

condition, boxed £ 1600, Tel:
01303 863424 [ C8]
TRANSPARENT Reference

MCINTOSH MA6900

MM interconnect, 1metre,

WADIA 270 transport
£4000, very little use, demo
possible, Tel: 07913 258124

hi-finews

,o
•. •._,
:

CLASSIFIEDS CONTACT US

1 hi-fight-ws /post, please make sure VOU address them tir
:. n
0
Vinyl's Diamond
Carole Molloy, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon
_,r4r•Il
CES I House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ
Temp
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If you're sending in HiFi News classifieds by

5. DAC S
dCS Purcell digital upsampler
£3k, dCS Delius DIA
converter £4k. very little use,
demo possible, Tel: 07913
258124 [C8]
7. SPEAKERS
PROFESSIONAL Reference
studio monitor four-way

4
:
,
==•.••x. ...

hi-finews

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code: 31V or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

transmission- line floor

£7.5k, Audio Physic Luna

DAC, AZ floorspeakers,

13. WANTED

standing loudspeakers

subwoofers, pair, maple

all cables, recent service,

TOP quality separates and
complete systems, Nairn,

incorporating KEF & TDL

£1200 each, very little use,

mint condition, less than 1

drive units for natural sound,

demo possible Tel: 07913

year's use, superb sound,

Linn, Cyrus, Meridian, etc,

condition as new £ 1250, Tel:

258124 [C8]

large soundstage, original

fast, friendly response

packaging £ 1500 (£ 3000)

and willing to pay cash on

TRIANGLE Celius 202

Tel: 01992 300713 [CD14]

collection, please call John on

020 8951 3178 [AC17]
TANNOY Mansfields 12in

speakers (£ 1225 new) £ 520

HPD 315 circa- 1974-75,

ono, Tel: 01260 295804

totally original, badged, good

[CE17]

07815 892458 [CE17]
?
ARCAM AVR 300 AV

condition, sensible offers Tel:

ICEF Concerto SP1006 30W,

receiver, silver, as new, boxed,

8ohm, 1973, good condition

020 8892 1701 [C8]

11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS

unopened £ 750, no offers,

for year £ 100, Tel: 07976

Tel: Val Davies on 01908

664220 [ 68]

VERITY AUDIO Parsifal,

AUDIO NOTE Zero, value

661094 [CD14]

piano black + cases

system, pre, power, CD,

›sins-

newc

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...
Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables: 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems:
12 - AV; 13 - Miscellaneous

Tel (to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed f
or E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)
Card number

Li

3 digit card security code
Expiry date

Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for
issues

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors
Name:
Address:

Postcode:

From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category (eg. accessories,
amps. CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.

For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8
(inc. VAT) per 30-word insertion
for one issue; £ 14 for two issues
and £ 17 for three issues. Additional
words are 50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word
(eg. Meridian 201 = two words).

ult .
art each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted a

STAN

RANT,'
ODFI
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•
hi-finews

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

you bring
the music,

A picture can say a thousand
words so we let them do
most of the talking

Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,
Isotek, Naim, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison
Research, and Wadia

o

and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin
Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,
Revolver, Triangle and Usher Audio

we'll supply
the smile
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 77E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email:
news@ihifisound.co.uk

tell.uk.com

nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi

Technology let loose

dealers are NOT the same

M ADISOUND
BUILDERS WITH

—

PROVIDES SPEAKER
THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.
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MI•••
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.
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seas
C

> ATC
> AUDAX
> ETON

Solcn Inductors

> FOSTEX

Solcn FaSI

/77-

Skaaning
:/./../ Loudspeakers

Fostex

112)Le[isM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel*

vifá

C

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
hest
you
n your
what
system.
cables will work

NCYRDOST

•FREE SHIPPING

r

_G

RON

on

purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
HACCESSORIES
IITIPT
UR
ES

Call, write, fox or email for details and free consultation
(215)862-48706 fax 1215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:

http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

scanspeaK
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC •
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA
TEL 608-831.3433 FAX 608-831.3771
emarl info@madisoundcom
Web Page Nip / www madrsound

118
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CADIZ
COMMA ,/
125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

furless
C

> LPG

K IN G

)

1

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA

> VISA7ON

> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS
Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM

Catalog.

feet
SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443,4949
Email: solen0solen.ca
Web: www.solen.ca

e_A
ifi Exchange
•

Choice
hi - fi
re
Lexicon
icon
on
on
con

Add your items for sale here and online
low 10% commission
f2395
£3750
£1800
£2000
£6750
£5500
£3995
£3995
£750
£1595
£695
£4000
f2695
£2100
£350
£795
£1995

DC2
MC 12
MC12 v5
MC128
MC8 v2

Receivers

£450

Players and DACs

£1000
£5795
£2795

/01 0DOE
1
CD3 midi
port/Dac
Lurne Mephisto transport
3x
3x
Ube

Player

Krell K 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28e CAST It
Krell KPS20i/L
Krell KPS2Oil
Mark Levinson 390s
Mark Levinson 390S
Meridian Audio 200/203 Tran/dac
Meridian Audio 518 DAC
MSB Link DAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 OVO/CO
Musical Fidelity a308cr cd player
NAD C521 BEE
Onkyo MS8-1HDD,CD MS8-1 IDO recorder
Pioneer PD- S703
Rego Planet
Shanling CDT 300 3D Sones
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
bac Esoteric P-03/0-03
Theta Data Basic II DAC DS Pro Pr/no II
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data II Transport
Theta DSPro Basic II
Trichord GENESIS
Trichord Genesis
Wadia 2000 Dig/master
Wadia 861b
Wadia X64 4Digimaster
Yamaha CDX 1000
YBA 3Alpha
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
YBA yba cd3X
Zhaolu 03

Complete Systems

Dali tpos
Linn Classic - Ninka, LK140, Wakonda, Ikon
Meridian Audio System
Nairn Audio ccmn 02/180/S8L
Proac nu- vista
u
R_e9a Comelete System
stom Installation Products

Amp
DVU Players
CD/DVDIDVDA
Pioneer 0V- 747A

Intergrated Amplifiers
A.: 11.,1 ,
1,11,brIdge
Aand RCambridge PMC
Arcam Alpha 6Plus
Audio Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Bel Canto S300iu
Krell KAV 3001
Nairn Audio Nad 3
Roksan Kandy L3
Roksan rocksan randy kat
Stemfoort SF 100

Loudspeakers

Alon Phalanx/Poseidon
Apogee Caliper
Apogee Stage
Arcam One
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha
Audio Note AN ESP SPEAKER
Audio Physic Onion
Audio Physic Medea II
Audio Physic Spark (latest)
Audio Physic Tempo ( latest)
Audio Physic Yana Floor
Audiovector M3signature active
Aurousal Al
88W 803s

£1500
£1500
£1850
£6500
£1095
£750
£350
£1650
£2250
£9500
£8995
£4995
£2999
£2995
£3299
£3000
£350
£495
£450
£1450
£975
£140
£500
£70
£299
£2495
£695
£9950
£750
£695
£295
£600
£250
£200
£1785
£3500
£1295
f350
£995
£2495
£995
£150
£2000
£4300
£995
£2350
£0
£2000
£750
£1400
£175
£300
£350

95W Ok4620
68W HMT1
Beauhorn 82 2Revelation
Bose ACOIJSTIMASSO 3
Castle Howard S2
Dal, Euphonta MS4
Definitive Technology 13P3000
Dynaudio S1 4
Eggleston Works Fontaine
EFac Jet CL310 Jet
Gershman Avant Garde F0,'-20
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1,
Hales concept 5
IMF MKIII Ref Pro Monitor
IMF TLS50 11
infinity Kappa 9
Jamo Concert 8
Jamo 0830
JAS Orsa
JBL TLX103.121,111
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
JMLab Electra 1037 be
JMLab Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands
Lab Micro Utopia Be +Stands
an JR 15u oStands

£120
£1500
£1800
£150
£750
£3495
£2500
£1095
£2850
£550
£2750
£26120
£2200
£795
£275
£1995
£325
£650
£995
£180
£7500
£3400
£5/50
£595
£3600
£2750
£450
£200
:ref 90;300:70S
£600
£75
5c
Audio Queens
£895
£650
Acoustics SPLX12 sub woofer
bers ( Passivel
£795
Keihdh
£325
umley lampross 200
£1650
£1650
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
£1320
Magneplanar MG 209
£8520
£3600
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
Magneplanar SMG
£300
£2195
Martin Logan Ascent
0£050
Martin Logan Prodigy
Menden AudiollSP31001anc ( 6'3100 hatontal cente 02`,211
•933
Meridian Aucho DSP33
Meridian Audio DSP52130HC PIANO EL
£020
Mirage FAX 9
13t•
Mission M331
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 20 IGR20)
£200
Nairn Audio SOL Walnut
Piega P4XL Mk2
PMC Loudspeakers B85
PMC Loudspeakers 181
£3052
Podium Podium one
£2 i99
1,`10
Posseit Albatross
Quad ELS 57
,• ,95
10r)
Ouad esl 57
£2295
Quad ESL 988
Quad ESL 988
£2295
Revel Ultima Studio
£3800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£300
Ruark Ruark Talisman V2
£395
Sonos Faber Extreme 8Stands
£3995
Soundlab Al
£8990
Spendor S5e
£695
System Audio SA2K
£1595
Talon Firebird Diamond
£17500
Tannoy Mercury MXC centre
£40
TDL RTL 3
£300
f495
Velodine FSR 10
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£4500
Wilson Audio MAUX 2
£28990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£5900
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
£3750
Wilson Audio WiB
£3295
Wilson Benesch ACT One
£2895
Yamaha NS 1000
£1400
Yamaha nsl 000m
£1400

Multi Channel Amps
Lexicon CX5
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound A51
Pioneer VSA-E07
Systernline MRA 4

Multi Channel Speaker Systems

£740
£3000
£1650
£150
£995

6enelec 225 ActIva Monitors
JMLab Sib8Co
McIntosh HT1. 912. HT3
Panasonic scht990
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern. 2Berg/ Subson

£75
£350
£100
£2995
£995
£1250
£895
£500
£0
£450
£550

Accuphase P450
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
Acoustic Acts Power 1
Aloia ST 13.01
Alm ST 15.01
Audia Flight Flight dort SO
Audio Analogue Maestro Monoblock
Audio Research Ref 6C0 Mk1
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Audiolab 8000 PIC
Audiolab 8000a mklIl
AVI Lab- Series Power Amp
BAT VK 600se
BAT 01(200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
CAT JL2 Signature
Cairn Mea monoblocks
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Chord Electronics spm600
Classe Audio CA 201
Classe Audio DR8 power Amp
Cyrus Illi
Dual mono block- 200w 233
Elechocompaniet AW 50 FTT

£10000
£800
£1200
£300
£0
£0
£0
£1700
£1495
£13000
£1150
£1695
£795
£2100
£495
£3000

Power Amplifiers

£2590
£1495
£1595
£2895
£575
£350
03900
£150
£3250
£195
£600
f2195
£225
£2650
£1795
£3495
£2150
£995
£1095
£4795
£5000
£12995
£3450
£1795
£785
£5
0°
0
£5995
£1395
£1900
E2
£
13
20
50
0

Ei1 9
500
50
£750
£2
£
1
00
20 0
0
£1800
£650
£2£2
20
70
5

free advertising ( no sale no fee)

100's of items online updated daily

Expo vare 18 POWER
£ 790
Expo are XVIII Power Amp
£475
Goidenund 18.4
£ 7365
GRAVI' 55/50 Pwr
£ 1095
Halm DM 38
£ 9995
Harmon Kardon AP2500'PA2200 £ 395
Jed Rowland Model 12 Monobloc,..s £ 4995
Jell Rowland model 8
£ 4199
Krell FPB 600
£ 3995
Knell FPB 700cx
£ 7750
Krel FPB 750 mcx monoblocks£ 13500
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks £ 11550
Krell fPB200
£ 2250
Krell KSA 80 Elallanced £ 1295
Lurmey 0001 Reference
£ 1100
Lumtey Reference M120
5
Mark Levinson ML433
££4
17
7500
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
797
99 5
Marl Leen/ion
Le
5
M1436
Mark Levinson ML9
££
McCarmak DNA 125
££
1
8
1
9
505
McIntosh MC 252
£ 3000
McIntosh MC 30001
£2295
McIntosh MC352
£ 3250
Musical Fidelity KW550
99
Musical Fidelity NoVista 300 powar ££ 3
29
495
Nara Audio 180
£ 595
Pam/abs X600£ 9
Flaws SA100mk3
£5
150
90
5
RI* an Caspian M Series- 1Mono (pair)
01500
Rotel 101090
Elono
Hold RB981
£ 60D
Itilaw Chameleon£ 9
Samuel JohnsOn Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
£125
62 9
9
55
Ter EvanS Linear A
£3750
Ida. ,Technology Genisis Monobtic £2500
VAC 30/70 Monoblocks
£7995
Vincent SP- 998
£ 1570
XTC power one
£ 1300
064 Passion monewees
£6995

Pre Amplifiers

Accastic Arts Pre 1
£
1495
Alma PST 11 01i
£ 1450
Nora PST 11.01i
£995
Arum Delta 110£ 295
ATO CA2
£ 500
Audia Flight Flap: 1Pre
AdeanNele
M3liltimate
029,, Rel.'s,
ent Pre 5
£2
£
27
99
95
5
£395
ate,' Pr9,stren LS2 mk11
£ 1295
Audi, Ret,earch $P14
£ 950
Audio Research SP16L
£ 1200
BATOk.si
£1495
BA.T. We
£ 1500
MBoAu. lTd eSr 1, { 'Sii
2
gnature MK III
CT
A 1.1h -iiite Reference

£6495
29
££ 599
95
5

Chi e
Cef
irdPE
al
l
ert•
t
l%Prir
ices_cpa2200
£3000
£3000

Cerrad Johnson POS Pre Amp
£595
DNM 3d twin
£3750
DNM series 2/3
25
GRAAF 35Pre
in on Pre ,ucle
££ 2
£3
1
03 00
95
i;1',Phçgl
i
ect A,,egro
£3999
i
à,,I,!Inq ,e,t,,to Allegro
••fr 23.3, es, Consonance
., es-, , •,• cnono 0001 Refereece
M,e's 1evelson 380
££ £31
£6
587 90
0
50
4
89
-

1ii. '
.I,:l ,H RID 1
££
13
15
70
5
,, ,eblack 101
£2299
l
,
Tin !,,,,,,..A, .i
i,1 „fieg54.1 surround
a
c
riintroller
£
" i
• ii lf,II
, ! Hi
X 105
Mi.
Hsi
iiil• Rota

££55
2050.
5c
0

£210
£
90
5

,01,1, Nac 62
££250
593
oe nude, NAG 92 preamp£200
lac, RCS 20
£ 700
Tacit RCS 2000
£ 1995
Tam Evans Argo Hr
£ 595
Tom Evans The Vibe
£ 2495
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8 Power Supply £ 10011
VAC Renaissance Signature Mliill Pre£
699
795
5.
YBA 2Alpha
YEA Passion Pre
£9
04
9
0
5

SubWoofers
Aeolic,
REID Physic
200E
Minos Subwoofer
£
£19
575
RI LStrata
£ 295
Velndine 0015
£ 1900
:i 1nii , il D15
£ 1200

TImitables/Anns/Carifidges & Phonosp

I i1:

3,31avector 1094
Fidelity Research FR64
;,eg
.
' i
ard Te.1.1),,piît,M ,Arm

K°

-IENL Y6É I el 00 PHONOSTAGE
PC 4 - 5 - 4Disc demodulator
KJetsu lack
Koetsu osgyvood Sig. Plat.
Michell
yro SE
Linn LF.12/AHU/Armegedon
Mark Lersonic-1
1k/eel' Orbe
Naim Audio Phono boards

£
££
12
50
ur
a
i
Hr
2
le

11

£:
15
07 ;

.i'l?i'frialrn'ivfelunter

£ 70

-. 1.• - aQunkt B
3rIttfor, 10t,15 Super
dofon MC25FI.
laced Civstal Reference oGraham 2
'ro
aPs1,4
norà

odgx;10/DS1

5/Artemiz/Jubilee

Model 2X12.),1
111,• ,5 ' 30/2A
Si-'. lArm

era- '4;' " )'1%Vcipiort

km

£31
£4995
£1095
£14
£6

/"Deater/Suppliers

FOR FULL AND LATEST LIST GO TO
e

•email: info@choice-hiti.com • Tel: 020 8392 1959

list

Accustic Arts
Air Tangent
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audia
Aurosal
Bel Canto
Burmester
CAT
Clear Audio
Denon
Gamut
Graham Slee
Graham Tonearms
Halcro
JM Lab
Lamm
Lexicon
Linn
Metronome
Monitor Audio
NAD
Nu Force
Origin Live
Ortofon
Panasonic
Parasound
Pioneer
Plinius
Primare
Project
QED
Revel
Roksan
SME
Tivoli
Toni Evans
Townsend
Usher
Velodine
YBA
And many more...

Mobile: 07768 720456

hi-finews

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

IAN HARRISON HIFI

Absolute Analogue

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

Address: PO BOA .
30429. London. MA6 'la

SALE - TEL: 01283 702875

Tel / Fax: +4410121184598113
[mall: Absolute _ Analogue aemail.msn.corn

MICHELL ORBE
MICHELL ORBE SE
MICHELL GYRO SE
MICHELL TECNOARM " A"
AUDIO TECHNICA ATOC9ML2
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DL103R
DENON DL103SA ( ANNIVERSARY)
DENON DL110
DENON DL304
HADCOCK GH242E
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE X
TOM EVANS GROOVE X
TRANSFIGURATION PHOENIX
TRANSFIGURATION AXIA
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DINO MK2
STAX HEADPHONES

Webaite: nnw.absoluteanalogne.co.uk
It is not necessary to have great
equipment in order to listen
to mask— ... hut it helps.

Get it right!

55.

Is this your problem?

Here's your answer

0 0 0

way too loud

It's a common problem The usable range on tfki volume control is all down
at the bottom end and fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
inipossible.

The noise floor may be audible, too

9111

"this accessory
is heartily
recommended"
Gramophone

There is a simple and

effective solution - the Rothwell In-Line Attenuators.

They can be used

with pre/power or inteTated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and
bring sonic benefits with even the most expensive equipment.

£39/pair - post free

NU FORCE, THORENS, VAN DEN HUI_ ZYX,
SUMIKO, GRADO, GOLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON,
SHURE, CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA,
SME, MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, GAMUT, ALOIA, AUDIO VALVE,
GRAAF, TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS
ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH, BLACK
RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA, WIREWORLD,
PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL DYNAMICS, APOLLO,
BDI, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE,
SOUND ORGANISATION, CUSTOM DESIGN, 'UAL,
ERGO, ACOUSTIC SOLID, USHER AUDIO

ESTABLISHED I
986. EPOA. - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM' IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ
TEL 0I283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

the biggest imp ros count LAIr _
ran mkt for this kind te ineine"

too loud

IALSO SUPPLY:

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8 BOXED WITH FULL U K GUARANTEES NO EX- DEN OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES

ani-n inning anti-‘ibration fret

loud

£2000
£1800
£835
£355
£225
£P0A
£P0A
£169
£P0A
£69
£175
£P0A
£425
£1700
£1100
£715
£599
£279
£P0A

01204 366133

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

e
Save 30% today
CD
13 issues of hi-fi news

=

SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the
latest news, analysis and opinions on
new technologies, products and formats
•
from hi-fi to home entertainment
Ohlumil delivered direct to your door.
111
•
CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online
at w_ww.hinpews.r ço.uk ihfan

ri=

Oranges & Lemons

Hi Fi,
Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialists
020 7924 2040
www.oandlbifi.co.uk
61 Webbs Road, Battersea, SW11 6RX ,
email: oranges.lemoosevirgio.net

Stockists of: ARCASI DENSEti EPOS.LINN.LOEWE
IM1CROMEGA.NABIA010.NEATIREGA.ROTEL
.ROYD.SHAIBTAN.TEACIIAMARA

IORE

n
KleinY
indecently good hi•fi

9High Street, Hampton I; irk, Kingston upon Thames,
Surrey KT1.1DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat lOarn-6pm

DNM STEREO SOLID CORE PRECISION SPEAKER CABLE
The first audio cable with adesigned magnetic performance for incredible clarity and tonal
accuracy. Its L,C and R balance is precisely set to improve the amplifier's sound quality.
The compact semi-transparent ribbon contains two cables with four solid core conductors,
enabling connection of a stereo speaker pair, or abi-wired speaker.
www.d nm . co. uk/cables.html#stereocable
or phone DNM Design on 01480 457989
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N OTEWORTHY A UDIO
hi-fi by enthusiasts
Below is ïust a small selection of
some of the exciting products we otter
The Denon DL110 is a high
output moving cod cartridge
It offers great performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
direclly into any MM phono
input

to.fo-channel / home-cinema specialists
for those who want the very best ...
Stock sis of. ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Be Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand P. -ix Audio, Heed, Isotek, Leema Acoustics,
McIntosh, M JAcoustics, Monitor AJdic. Moon,
Nordost, Primare, Project, Stax, Tannoy Prestige, TEAC
Esoteric, -otem Acoustics, Unison Research, Van Den
Hal and many more.

>Free Advice in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
New online
>2Demonstration Rooms
shop open,
Out of Hours Appointments
please come in
>Home Demonstrations
and browse.
>Open Mon - Sat : 9am - 5pm

>
_

The DIN1011 DL-103 Moving Cod
cartridge is a true classic not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest
Also now in DL-103R• £200

III'

Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
website: www.audiodestinationdco.uk
email: info©audiodestination.co.uk

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BNI4 OUJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwbestereo.com
Main dealer for
Tammy Prestige Speakers
SPEAKERS
Acoustic Zen cinema system, Adagio fronts with Junior
centre and rears Brand new

£ 5875

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

£ 395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

Denon DL-304
This isMC
a wonderfully
transparent
sounding
cartridge that
rs almost unmatched for Is rrelband
quallty which is especially amazing
when its low £ 210 price is laden into
account

The Dynavector DV-20 Ls available
in both high and low output versions.
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter Imo MC inputs or
a step-up transformer £ 395

£ 2895

Mordaunt Short MS5-40 speakers

£99

Mordaunt Short 902 speakers with stands

£ 125

New Acoustic Zen Ada/no speakers

£3495

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£2695

Clued 21L speakers

£ 350

Rol Stadium 11 sub woofer

£495

Tannoy Mint Autographs (
ex demo full guarantee) £695
Thiel 2.2 speakers

£ 895

"ALUMS
Mark Levinson ML 26S Reference balanced pre- amp. £2495

Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top AMA cartrdge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever alsc used in
the 101 featured betrw
It successhrlly capture,. the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: E425.

Call 01884 243 584
Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!

Heatherdale
*audio limited

Orto1on Kontrapunkt BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
A' at £450. and evolve through the
at £600. the
at £ 750 and ultimately
to the * C* at £900.

Mark Levinson ML 32 reference pre- amp ( MINT) .. £7995
Proceed PAV Pm Amp

£695

Wa vac P13-713 box pie-are, boxed/as new (r21500) coke £ 10750
AMPLIFIERS
ASR Emitter 1 Exclusive, as new/boxed

£ 5995

Audio Research VT 60 power amp

£ 995

John Shearne Phase 11 Integrated amp

£395

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 3500

Nakamichi Amp one with Cassette deck two and CD
L

td"
77
1111
,Music

Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
. 6,...., moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its owr lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as it they're
trying much to hard. £625.

e

(Lockwood

,
4ucho

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANYLIT Cones
Hotline at

viww.Iockwooclauclio.co.uk
Call lor appointment to visit u' a:' Hanwell on
*44(0) 20 8579 775:

41.

V1S2.2

Cr Fan . 44(0) 20 8579 715.5
mail

sales@lockwoodaudio.co.t.k

player three

£ 795

Mark Levinson ML 432 power amp ( mint with manufacturers guarantee)

£3995

Mark Levinson ML436 monblocks

£4250

Wavac MD- 805 monoblocks 55wpc, SET'S Brand new ( UK

The Lyra Argo is a high
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel doffers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
performance.

retail £ 16500) only

£7950

•PLATERS 6 TRANSPORTS
Audion ( Digital Analogue co') CD/HDCD player

. £ 1995

Esoteric X-01 limited CD/SACD player ( MINT)

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the lol
(pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge tbat features Alnico magnets anti coils
made from pure sever wire
Is sound is transparent yet dynamic. with a mid band that has
•
remendous subtlety awl tonal neutrality £ 1.85£
The top model of the 7ange model. the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses si/ve - weed
electromagnetic coils ristead, which are powered tom an
external power supply it's performance has to be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state ot the art
of cartridge design This masterpiece costs £8.95C eluding
power supply

£ 4995

DCS Purcell ( non fire wire)

£ 795

Marantz CD873 CD player

£ 65

Mark Levinson ML39 CD player..

£ 1395

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£ 60

Wadia 21 CD player

£ 895

£'lfk
3 mtr'

pair Zen Acoustics ref' speaker cable

£ 795

Isoclean Power 50A 111 US power block/filter, new
Magnum Dynalab MD- 102T tuner ( MINT)

£ 850
£ 1495

Nakamichl CR -1E cassette deck

£ 95

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£ 60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£ 75

Techniques St- 610L tuner fm/mw/lw
atc
arcam
castle
creek
epos harbeth
lexicon
m+k
micheS
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
ptimare
sme
spendor
runco

I
pswic

Winds 01 stylist gauge
NUMBS, CARTItUINUS & FONIAIRMS

Lner

W

W .

Dynavector 507 Mk 2 arm new factory sealed
We firrnly believe that tfie way lo get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up
transformer.
If is for this reason that we stock a range of designs. frpm the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above left).
tile Audio Note range r
riced between £ 399 ( above right) to
£4.950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1.500 to £2.750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

signals
hi-fi for grov,r-Ups

91473)

fax ( 01473)
W

£ 65
New £ 495

_...4111

655171

' : enqiatistonals.uk.cOm
c,

'-

-k . c o

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, 1-1P20 2LH
Open 9.30 to 5 30 Tuesday to

Saturday

Tel: .01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.t.k

£ 1995

Kuzma Airline tone- arm silver wired, new factory sealed £ 3500
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

VISA

Email:

heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com
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MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,
home cinema, multi- room and

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND
SOL ,HULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB ,
01384 444184 ,
SUTTON GOLDFIELD
10 Bokimere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418
MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR
Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

LIBADA

lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811

OZEUI

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi- Fi

Martin Logan- Vantage

60 Due ham Road, London, SW20 OTW
1- 020 R946 I528/033 E sLop@jobrtenhA corn
Free parkong • Free nunutes from A3

Open Tue - Sat 9 - 530

Sonus Faber - Domus

Mon,

Supernova

Audio Restsarch • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Dreanwision • Dynavector • Epos • GutwIre • Lyra
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Meen • Naim • Opera
Onkyo • Orien Live • Prima Luna • Reson • Sonneteer
SLIM. l'aber • Stands Unique • Sugslen •

Theta • Totem

Transparent • Unison Research • S'elotlyne • Waterfall
Please conta, us for a list of en-dern 8: display product

Chord - Cables
We am rurrently
demonstrating these
stunning new productn.
Please contact us to
arrange a demon ttttt ion.

Sugclen - 21.21SE Amp & Cl)

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
SPEAKER UNITS
CAB SIZE mm
PLUS KIT
P&P
M.111m
5"11 Metal, 1"Seas treble 810x 19Ix 261 £215.0) £9.50
5.3t1
S3thn
S3thidlib
S4t1
5511

I
:

65 KtevLa, I" Seas treble
651Flannal, 1"Seas treble
65'1PL metatRibbon tmb
8"Kevlar.1"Seas treble

903 x230 x350
903 x230 x350
903 x230 x350
930x276x400

£220.00
D34.44
£337.28
£258.00

£ 10.03
£11100
£10.00
£11.0)

101PL, :norm mid,1"treb 1080 x320 x400 £419.00 £ 12.00

Send cheuue (cr posiai order) made payable to Mr I
PLeslie at IPI, Acoustits, Chelsea
Vdla,Torvs Park, Ilfracombe, Devon. EX34 SAY, td 01271 867119. Alternativly vkit
our uehmw at ivvvivipincouslics.co.uk or vend a50p SAE. for catalogue derailing
e'

Ç

PENTACHORD LOUDSPEAKERS

This advert does not necessarily signal the rebirth of Pentachord Loudspeakers as acompany, but we have available for
sale several sets of Pentacolumns, brand new and never used,
in dark oak finish. Two amplifiers are needed to drive these
speakers via an active crossover.
Alan Sircom (Hi Fi World) said: "The Pentacolumns are among
the most revealing loudspeakers that Ihave heard, both from a
musical and asystem standpoint"
The speakers will be sold to personal callers only,
by appointment Phone for ademonstration.
Pentachord Loudspeakers (Oliver Brooke),
49 Rusholme Road, London SW 15 3LF;

Tnuranisnon ' 'In 'fli-Fi and AV kits,
including
' Active Subwoofers, drive units,
Silver PTFE cables,
es and Quality A'

Tel: 0208 788 2228

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005. "BEST CARTRIDGE
UNDER £ 1000! Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others. 'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE' Plus cartridge re-tipping service

Web Site: www.cartridgeman.core Email: thecartridgemanebtinternet.co

020 8688 6565
122 I wwvv.hifinews.co.uk IMARCH 2008
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COOL

GALES

It's a breeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product
listings. Read how nothing with a " retail
price anywhere close can match the
accomplishments and capabilities" of the
phenomenal Acoustic Solid One
(EnjoyTheMusic.com).

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you need more
info or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell you no one
does budget gear better than us: for instance, the
stunning Eclipse TD30711 PA system, a pair of speakers
and an amp for under £400, "
brilliantly able to capture
the spirit of a performance and oozing with detail" (
HiFi
World).

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including
the astounding Leema Acoustics Antila CD player,
which " positively shimmers with low-level detail
and musical beauty" (
HiFi Choice).

0

A 30-day money-back guarantee on most
products ( details on our website), including the
"neutral, transparent, fast, precise and
pinpointing" ( TNTAudio.com) NuForce 1A7
integrated amplifier.

A huge selection of hi-fi components
with style, like the fabulous Clearaudio
Champion Limited, aspecially priced
turntable package with Unify tonearm,
Beta- S cartridge, and dustcover.

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henrietta Road

Bath BA2 6LU

Specialist items at great prices with
Atacama

Pro-ject
SPEAKER STAND

TURNTABLE

Nexus 10

RPM1 Genie

HOME THEATER
PROJECTOR
PD7130

INFORMPTION

INFORMATION

Atacama has always been known 'or offering customers outstanding
value for money and the Nexus É no exception. The complete stand

The Project Genie turntable offers exceptional sound and
exceptional quality. This award winning manual turntable is fitted with

is manufactared from heavy gauge steel and the assembly is made
using upgraded high ternie fixings to maintain optimum rigidity.

aOrtofon OM 3E cartridge and with it's stunning design will without
adoubt be the envy of your fnends.

With a45001 contrast ratio, 900 lumens, :Ad native 720p HD resokilicn,
this proector wit make your eyes di ate and your heart race. Especially
when you factor in the integrator-Merry faitues, such as horizontal and
venial lers shift. OP's DanrChip technology, ample connectivity, and
menus that don't «ere an engineering degee. Up unN this prcrector, the
wow facto< had never alb* beenlocated.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

CHECK ONLIN E

DELIVERY

BUY NOW- PAY
AUTUMN

2008

PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

PRE30 employs aClass A coupled. discrete

The new L.III Kandy integrated benefits from totally revised

is, balanced mud tOpOlOgy utilised for the best

ampifer internals. The mans transformer and the AC

possible signal- to- rose ratio and audio fidelity.

orcutry are now nocNed to we side away from the

Ths combined with the A30.2 Dual Mono Power.

amplifier men circuits thus dramatcely reclucrig AC nose

Amplifier produces music and movie sound as

interference. After reCtfication circurtry. the OCuver supply

vibrantly as at the moment it was recorded

layout. distributor and tracking to different sectors of the

PRE301A30.2

amplifier have been greatly improved.

Kandy LIII

Integrated Amplifier MIMI

Roksan

Primare

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

AV PACKAGE

5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

M- Cube 5.1

Ikon AV Speaker Package

LITE

Xeno

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

MJ Acoustics

Quad
INFOR MAD DN

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Mission's Stunning M-C,ube consists of an
active 25CAr subwoofer with 2x200rnm (81
bass driver, magnelicaffy shielded centre and
satellite speakers arid 5
Wall brackets.

This five star What Hifi award winning speaker
package commises of 2Ikon 6floor standing
speakers, 1Ikon Vokal 2centre, 2on wall rear
speakers and the Dalli Ikon subwoofe. All of which
are also avaiabfe individually with free QED
speaker cande.

The L-rte system is conceived as acomplete 5.1
speaker system capable of delivering outstanding
performance horn unbelievably small speakers.
Finished to the saune high standard as the rest of the
L- series range of speakers, the system sold complete
ifeklit3S fouir satellite speakers, adedeated centre
channel and a300Wrms 10i powered subwoofer

This amazng new XENO system features Hugh
Grade croxsover. abilrty to be fed with atut range
signal. Bass driver techriology, Tweeter employing
soft dome technology and Boundary effect rear
ports to enhance the refraction effects from the
lower frequencies.

Pioneer

ree

MONITOR AUDIO

th.

Ikaudio

ape."'

IDOL ,. , SII

1audio pro

HiFiBitZ

free delivery

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

0870 027 6888

WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK
CALL FOR PRICE

ose
,
ITEGRATED

AMPLIFIER

CHECK

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

uwqmoM111
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

ne Destiny integrated amplifie produces world

The 8000P is aclassic two channel power amplifier,

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
initeatexi Amplifier with 75 watts pex channel into

With

eating audi0 performance with its use ol discrete

delivering over 100W per channel and leaturing

8ohms, 200VA Gusten made toroidal power

Itru sources up to 1080p and cerripenent Moe

(roguery response of 0.1

transformen power supply capacitors and separate

reppetWig 720p and 1080i souree, this MI rrixtFx r;

pro- amp output with darks A buffer stage

a

MOS-FET. its new mains transformer whicti

, 75 kHz_

rodarais up lo 100 Watts into 8Ohm operation and its
liz - 80KHz Frequency Response.

7.1 AV AMPLIFIER
the TX SR505F: FIDMI trarrporl onablug pass

investment kir those wfu want the hest of what

is available today and tomorrow.

lestiny Series

8000P

2010s

TX-SR505

;reek

Audiolab

Exposure

Onkyo

Tangent

Onkyo

Tangent Chem is the first internat capable mere« of the
Tangent audio famly. Connecting to several thoeands of
Internet radio stations is as simple as it is pleasurable.
Reproduction of the eigrtal signas sent through cyberspace
kitty Wes up to your expectations with the powetul 3 rer
filing ever unit performing to perfecter)

BUY NOW- PAY
AUTUMN

2008

(Du.
Wl-F1 '

Fatman
The entry-level Fatman product 'or use with Pod and any
other audio ewe le g. CD). Uti4sing ahybrid- tube design
platform, the iTube prowies superb audio reproduction
arel attractive design at an affordable price The
performance of the ameer ana dock has been
scrutinised by the worlds press and they have awarded
it the best accolades possible

£CAU..
FOR PRICE
AFUSION OF ROCKSOLID POWER AND
_

P

1
_*.d"

FOR MORE 5STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

Wows'

TEAC

,vi ,;(11,WItif lá of : he FAlè: dre a.railaule
recorded fhr trairset enooses

HD 7.1 AV AMP
TX-SR875
Exceeding even the highest expectations, the DlS8875 AN surround sound receiver deserves ai
the accolades It gets. The foundations of the TXSR875 are its isolated power amplifier block
(which supports adual push-pull amplification
design) and preamplifier. You'll also find ablend ot
onboard technologies to prime your home theatre
for high-definition playback. You're looking at the
first HDMI equipped Onkyo receiver to take up to
four components with 1080p video and masterquality audio capabilities.

VALVE AMPLIFIER
ITUBE

Sony

Breathtaking 5.1 surround sound OVO home- theatre
system that creates an Irrimerswe sound through five tiny
satellite speakers Built-in upscale generates a720p or
10530 signal via HDMI cable for superb picture quality on
your high- clef TN 450W (5x5OW) Otis 2x100W tor
subwoofer, using efficient, high- quaky S- Master
diptal amplification.

CHECK
ONLJNE
DVD SYSTEM
DAV-1510

Ii5son

10!
QUAD

vrO 4, The terns of sale do riot affect yea statutory 'grits Firknce options are available or

Finance options available
through V12 Finance

items priced over 5400 e.g. Buy lewd Pay September 2bi

«Ste4tier t
C
lit7--- t3717
30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037

Kai/softie

UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR ALL RAYSONIC & ORACLE PRODUCTS.

ANATEK, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD COMPANY, CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO,
CREEK, DALI, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT, METRONOME, NORTHSTAR,
NOTTINGHAM, ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, PART1NGTON, PRO-JECT, QUAD,
QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, TANNOY PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.cosuk

Pathos Logos
110wpc Hybrid Amplifier
Fixed Resistor Volume Control
Valve Input Stages, XLR inputs

£2795.00

(

Pioneer SC- L 90
Network A/V Amplifier

1-101111

N

(

dts

a].....y

.
£4999.00
•
•
•
AI i
idle --.•

Dali Ikon 6 5.1

5.1 Speaker Package
‘
250w Active Subv,outer,
\ Black Walnut & Oak Finishes

£2238.00

In Store Demonstration Rooms
Plenty of zree Parkiig Nearby.
Free UK Mainland Delive.

Knowledgeable Staff With
Expert Advice.
Installation Service.

Tel:01933 442222
39 Cambridge St, Wellingborough
Northamptonshire, NN8 1DW
Apcdlo - Audioquest - Boston - Da - Denon - Harman Kandon - Infinity - JBL - KEF - Marantz - Mission
Merdaunt Short - N.A.D - Onkyo - Panasolic - Pathos - Pioneer - Project - Q.E.D. - Roksan
Soundstyle - Spectral - Teac - Whaledale - Van Den Hul -Yamaha & many more

Dynayector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
Isotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Naim Audio
Neat
Nottingham Analogue
Rega Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Iron
Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex, Please contact before visiting
Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail,co.uk www, radleitaudio.co.uk.

High End Cable

www.manger-audio.co.uk
At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

precision
in sound
• Manger Speakers
• ASR amplifiers
• HMS cables
Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

rn

103 zerobox

wing

World's
Best
Amplifier?

Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects

Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
Furutech
Hovland
Nordost
MIT
Oehlbach
Purist Audio Design
Stereovox
Townshend
True Colour Industries
van den Hul

it "revolutionary," and

this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process I' ve
had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.
Hurry Pearton - The Absolute Sound

info ,a'manger-audio.co.uk

call: 0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619

CHORD

NOÉ DOST
TDWNSHLND AUDIO

EC )SSE

r

Phu

.}/?„,,/.,/„,/„

Wyrewizard
IsoTek
Cable Tower
Oehlbach Accessories
Bel Canto
Project Turntables
Audio Physic Speakers
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arye CD - IsoTek CD
Lyra Moving Coil
Ortofon Moving Coil
Sumiko Moving Coil

ASR's Revolutionary
Emitter II Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that Icall

www.ffighendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880

Component cables
Digital cables
HDMI
Optical cables
S video
SCART

arziriee
et d
en Hul

C. OEHLBACH

I
sc9Te k

doldord FURUTECH
1,1

•

t,

é

14

bel canto

DeStat uric Der, ag

TRUE COLOURS
INDUSTRIES

Flrewire
XLR cables
Sub woofer cables
Chord iPod cables
Nordost iPod cables
DIN cables
Chord cables for Nairn
Mains & Power cables
Jumpers
ONLINE SHOP

Upto

25% OFF
when you trade In
your old cable

Previously owned cables.

Reference cables include free Burn In.

Silver plus

£1/2 Million Moving Sale Now On
As soon as we can in the new year we'll be moving to our new 5000 sq ft premises, so help us move as much stock as
we can. We have just one of many of the items shown below, and upto a maximum of 5of some others - don't miss out!!!

tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 til 5, or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Digital

Analogue

Amplifiers

Ariston RD80, ex condition

Call

Arcam DV79, excellent, boxed bargain Call

AR Legend, Linn Basik LVX
AVID Acutus

149
Call

Arcam DV89, bargain REDUCED

Call

Arcam CD23

499

Clearaudio Evolution with parallel tracking

Arcam DV27, excellent in black

Call

arm

Call

Clearaudio Emotion

Call

Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem Call

Clearaudio Performance

Call

Clearaudio Satisfy Tonearm Carbon
Directwire

Call

Clearaudio Silent Matrix RCM

Call

Creek OBH15 mm/mc stage, as new

Call

Creek OBHI8 mm stage, as new
EAR 834P Deluxe

Call
Call

Garrard 301, SME3009, Behrens Plinth Call

Audiolab 8000DAX, vgc

Call

AVI Lab Series, mint boxed ex dem

Call

Bow Technologies ZZ8, beautiful, vgc
boxed

Call

Cairn Fog v2

Call

Chord Blu Dual Data

Call

Chord DAC64

Call

Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain WOW'

Call

Goldring GR2 inc 1012GX Cartridge

Call

Graham Phantom

Call

Graham Slee Era Gold V
Graham Slee Revelation

Call
Call

Graham Slee Elevator

Call

PRICE!

Call

Graham Slee Gramamp 25E

Call

Cyrus CD8, boxed ex c/w remote

Call

Hadcock 228E, excellent boxed

Call

DOE Elgar DAC/Pre, ataste of the high life! Call

Hadcock 242

Call

DCS Purcell Upsampler, bargain upgrade Call

Heybrook TT2 c/w Linn Batik LVX

Call

Image/Dais, Dais deck, early Tom Fletcher
design
Call

Consonance CD120L, ex dem HiFi Plus
award winner

Esoteric SA60, ex demonstration, ex boxed
etc, SAVE £ 1000

Call

Esoteric UX1, brand new sealed box save

Linn LP12, OL DC Kit

Call

£4000+

Linn Ittok LV11, vgc in rare black

Call

Esoteric X-01, ex demonstration, SAVE

Linn Ittok 12", VERY VERY RARE ITEM,

Call

Linn LP12, Ittok LVII and Sumiko BPS

Call

Cyrus Quattra, c/w tuner, UNDER HALF

Call

£3000+

Call

Heart Audio CD6000, valve output.

really pretty example

899

Linn LP12, Valhalla, Akito, in lovely

Trichord clock

Call

Krell KAV300CD , excellent boxed

Call

Rosenut plinth,

Call

Linn Karik, excellent

349

Lyra - Various

Call

Michell Gyrodec SE

Call

Linn Karik, y late version ex boxed

Call

Michell Orbe SE, DC/NC version RB300,
cancelled order

1899

Michell Focus One, Focus arm, excellent Call
Michell Tecnodec
Mission 774 original arm

Call
Call

Musical Fidelity XLPS ex original

Call

NAD (Rega Planar 2), RB250

Call

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck,
AceSpacearm, excellent

Call

Origin Live Ultra deck with off board p/s,

Linn Numerik, y late version

Call

Marantz CD10 superb, Trichord clock

499

Meridian G91DAB CD, Tuner, ProcessorCall
Meridian 203 DAC, excellent

Call

Micromega Stage 1, excellent

Call

Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR CD player,
excellent, boxed
Musical Fidelity XIOD

Call
99

NAIM CDS1, boxed, p/s, new burndy .. Call
Pathos Endorphin

Call

Primare CD21, vgc

Call

Primare CD31,

Call

Quad 99CDP, as new boxed

Call

SME cut NOW
Ortofon - Various

Call
Call

Project Tubebox, excellent

Call

Project Expression, vgc

Call

Roksan Atessa, c/w Dac and power supply Call

Rega Planar 2, RB250, vgc

Call

Roksan Kandy L3 CD player

Rega Planar 3, RB300, vgc

Call

Roksan Caspian M Series CD Player

Call

Roksan Radius 5

Call

Sugden CD2I current version

Call

Roksan Xerxes 20

Call

Sugden CD21SE, ex dem

Call

Call

Shanling, CD3000

Call

SME 3, lovely

Call

Shanling CDT80

Call

SME 3009, excellent

Call

TEAC DV20, superb preogressive scan etc Call

SME 3012, excellent

Call

TEAC VRDS10, good condition, boxed

SME 309
SME Model 20A

Call
Call

remote

Call

TEAC VRDS9, excellent, remote

Call

Wadia 302. as new honed

Call

Roksan TMS1.5, DSU and SME V

2999

Systemdek IIX900, offboard p/s, acrylic
platter and RB250
Call
Systemdek II (biscuit tin), ADC arm, vgcCall

Radio and recorders

Technics SL1210 mk2, light domestic use Call

Arcam Alpha 7

Call

Technics SL10, good working order

Call

AVI Lab Series tuner, ex demo boxed

Call

Thorens TD125/SME3009,

Call

Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/FM New Call

Townshend Elite Rock, Excalibur arm,
Merlin p/s, plinth & lid

749

Transfiguration - Various

Call

Trichord Diablo

Call

Trichord Diablo NC Combination

Call

Trichord Dino, excellent boxed

Call

Trichord Dino, with Dino plus p/s, excellent boxed

Call

Zeta, famous heavyweight arm, excellent

Call

Linn Kudos, excellent

299

Meridian 204, excellent

Call

Nad 4020, y nice original

Call

Nakamichi, ex boxed

Call

Pure 702ES, excellent multiband tuner Call
Quad FM3, excellent

Call

Quad FM4, excellent

Call

Rega Radio

Call

TEAC TR610DAB, FM/DAB tuner

Call

www.2ndhandhifico.uk
4te

TURRTABLEuiumLu

Accuphase E212, mint boxed
Call
Arcam AVR200, ex boxed, REDUCED Call
Arcam P75, great power amp
225
Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 150w
monster Integrated
Call
Audio Analogue Primo, mini size
integrated
Call
Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta Call
Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated,
excellent boxed
Call
Audiolab 8000/8000X7, as new processor/7 channel amp
Call
Audiolab 8000A, vgc boxed
Call
Audiolab 8000Q excellent original boxed 349
Audio Research D70 Power, ex
Call
AVI Lab Series Integrated
Call
AVI S2000 Integrated
Call
AVI S2000Pre, superb little preamp
Call
AYRE AX7e
Call
Bryston 4BST Power amp, excellent in
black
1199
Chord SPM400, excellent little poweramp
in silver
699
Conrad Johnson PV15, ex boxed
Call
Cyrus Pre XVS, nr mint boxed
Call
Cyrus 7, ex boxed
Call
EAR 864 Preamplfier
Call
EAR 890 Power Amplifier
Call
Exposure 3010, as new boxed with £ 200
mm phono stage
Call
ITL MA80/MA100/MA100 Pre/Power x2
lovely combo NOW
Call
Krell KAV400xi, excellent boxed
Call
Krell KSA50 excellent
899
Linn Majik Integrated
299
Linn LK280
249
Linn LK100, excellent
Call
Linn Kolector ex boxed
Call
Meridian 518 Digital interface unit 449
Meridian 556 Power amplifier, excellent
boxed
Call
Musical Fidelity 8200, vgc
Call
Musical Fidelity XASO Monoblocks, ex
boxed
399
NAIM NAC62/NAP140, excellent boxed
pre/power
Call
NAIM 32/90 pre/power, cute chrome
bumper pair
Call
NAIM NAIT 5, ex boxed
Call
NAIM 122/150 combo, excellent boxedCall
NAIM NAC112, current style preamp . Call
NAlm NAC42.5, excellent chrome bumper Call
Naim NAC62 excellent chrome bumperCall
Pathos Classic One Mk2, ex boxed Call
Pathos Logos Integrated
Call
Primare A21
Call
Primare A31
Call
Quad 77 Integrated with full remote 379
Quad 44 Preamp, 405 Power amps NOW
from
Call
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully serviced. Call
Quad 99 Poweramp, as new boxed Call
Radford STA25 Rennaissance and SC25
Pre/Power, excellent
Call
Roksan Caspian M Series Integrated, ex
remote
Call
Roksan Caspian M Series Pre and Power
amplifier
Call
Roksan Caspian M Series Monoblock
amplifiers
Call
Roksan Kandy L3 Integrated and Power
amplfier
Call
Roksan Caspian Integrated, ex remote Call
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Pre IL & Power I,
Reduced to only
Call
Sugden A2ISE
Call
Sugden A21 new version
Call
TACT/Lyngdorf Audio SDA2175, great
press, as new
Call
Unison Research Preludio
Call
Unison Research Unico Integrated
Call
Unison Research 56, superb
Call

months old
AVI Trio

Call
Call

B&W 805 Nautilus, nr mint boxed in cherry. Call
Dynaudio Contour 1.8 mk2 ex boxed Call
Epos ES14 c/w matching stands
Call
Jamo Concert 11, boxed
JRI49, lovely little LS3/5 derivatives
Linn Tukan, excellent boxed

Call
249
Call

Linn Sara, excellent boxed with Sara stands. Call
Linn Isobarik DMS or PMS/Xoverbox/Dirak. Call
Martin Logan Summit, ex demo slight
mark, save over £ 1000
Call
Mission 752, nice efficient floorstanderCall
Monitor Audio BR2, excellent
125
Monitor Audio BR4
Call
Monitor Audio RSI in Natural Oak, nr mint
boxed
Call
Monitor Audio RS range - Various available. Call
Monitor Audio 58, ex boxed in Natural Oak 399
Monitor Audio, mint boxed RSW12
Subwoofer
Call
Monitor Audio GS range - Various available. Call
Monitor Audio, mint boxed GS20 in Piano
Black, ex dem
Call
Monitor Audio Radius range - Various
available
Call
Monitor Audio, R720 Subwoofer, excellent
boxed
Call
Mordaunt Short, Premiere 5.1 package with
rear stands, mint
299
Neat Acoustics Petite 3 SE c/w Ultimatum
bass drivers NOW

Call

Neat Acoustics Motive Centre

Call

Neat Acoustics Motive 2
Call
Neat Acoustics Motive 3
Call
Opera Duetto, superb little standmountCall
PMC FBI upgraded to + spec in Cherry799
Quad ESL989, excellent boxed BARGAIN! Call
Q Acoustics 1050, ex display
199
Q Acoustics 1020
Call
JM Reynaud Offrande, boxed superb c/w
matching stands
Call
Revolver Music 5 ( RW45 replacement) Call
Roksan FR5, ex display, slight mark Piano
black
1399
Ruark Sabre, vgc, nice mid sized standmount
Call
Spendor S5e, nr mint boxed in cherry Call
Spendor 58e, excellent in cherry
Call
Tannoy DC3000
Call
Tannoy M2.5R
99
Triangle Titus 202, c/w Tristands.... Call
Triangle Comete ES, ex demo nr mint
boxed
Call
Triangle Antal ES, nr mint boxed
Call
Usher Audio 5520 in original birch Call
Usher Audio S525 in Birch
Call
Usher Audio S103 in birch
Call
Usher Audio 718 Standmount
Call
Wharfedale Diamond 9.1
Call

Accessories/Systems

1360 Full 5000 system inc CD and
turntable, excellent, serviced
Call
H Kardon AVR635 - was £ 999
Call
Linn Classik K with onboard tuner, as new
boxed
Call
Linn Isobarik Active Xover box
Call
Marantz Layla CD/Receiver and cassette in
Chelsea blue'
Call
NAIM 6 Pack system, 52, 135s, Supercaps,
DBLs etc - for details
Call
TEAC Mini Systems - best deal in the UK! Call
Tara Labs Ref 8 Spkr cable
Call

...what are you up for?•11

mideb.
11
Mali 6,mm tom
tel: 0845 6019390

Load Speakers
Audiovector M3 Sig, active crossovers, new
£4k+, amazing
Call
AVI Neutron IV
Call
AVI Pro Nine Plus Actives, less than 6

roi
•
1411.fiS

Praise

•
for the world's

eading audio
cables...

Central Audio
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: a.prutton@sky.com

Website:

Tel:

hat Reviewers say
The Digital ( Power AC Cord): £249

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP
AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2

"The Digital AC endowed the music with abetter
sense of flow and asmoother, more " liquid"
presentation. Ialso found it easier to concentrate
on musical details ... Ibelieve that The Digital AC
is fairly priced, both in terms of the sonic and
musical improvements it wreaks and its apparent
manufacturing cost ... By the time you read this, I'll
have mailed JPS Labs acheck for this one."
ART DUDLEY, STEREOPHILE, USA

AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 300 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AMNON SILVER NIGHT MK2 INT 300B 4MTHS OL
AUDION SILVER NIGHT REF SILVER WIRED 3008

NOW

3250 .... 1995
5200 ... . 2995
32000... 12995
3000
995
10000 . ... 3995
2500.... 1295
2680 . . 1395
N/A .. 1395

ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE DP78 EX OEM
ACCUPHASE DP67

8000 . 2995
7500 .. 4495
4600 .... 2495

ACCUPHASE DP90

6500.... 1995

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX 2 BALANCED
BAT P5 PHONO STAGE

1500
2095

B&W 802D
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30

8000 . . 5995
8000 . 2495

695
895

BCD 1100 STAND

1625

BEL CANTO EVO4

3500 .... 1495

895

What You say:

BOULDER 810 PRE BRAND NEW

5500 . . 3495

BOULDER 850 MONOS BRAND NEW
BURMESTER 956 MK2

7500 .
4995
8000 . 3495

Power AC+: £349

DYNAUDIO 1.3 MK2 BIRDSEYE MAPLE + STANDS
EAR 864
EMM LABS DCC2/CDSD

It works!!! The improvement is huge ... the
soundstage is deeper, bass notes are tighter and
clearer, Ihave more details and the listening is less
aggressive.
Mr Frederic L.

8500 . 4995
4000 .... 2395

FOCAL 1007 BE EX OEM INC STANDS
JADIS JA50 MONOBLOCKS

3100 ... 1995
6000 . 3495

JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 2 + BATTERY PSU

7500 . 2995

KOETSU RED LOW HOURS
KRELL 20IL
KRELL KRC

1500
695
13000 . . . . 2995
6000. 1495
3500

KRELL KPS25SC
LINN ARTIKULAT 320 + STANDS 2WEEKS OLD

(replacing van den Hul)

1800
895
2100
1195
13000 ... . 5995

FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JML4BS 1027 BE

KRELL KA V300 CD

SuperConductor FX interconnect: £285

1195

25000 .... 6995
9000 . 4995

LINN C5100

2200. 1295

This is some interconnect. It has made aquantum

LINN 2100 1WEEK OLD
MARTIN LOGAN AEON I

1400
3150 . .

leap forward in the sound. The music seems to

MARTIN LOGAN FRESCO
MARTIN LOGAN MOSSAIC
MARTIN LOGAN CLARITY

1800
895
1500
895
2500.... 1695

breathe in avery natural way as well as being very

MARK LEVINSON 390S

tonally even and with excellent detail.
Mr Richard M.

Try and buy...
If you want to try and buy, we will pay
I postage both ways. JPS need not be
r

0121 747 4246

expensive but at all price points it will

I

deliver what the others only promise.
JPSLabs Cables - why compromise?

0845 4000 400
www.audiosalon.co.uk
www.jpslabs.com

5500 . 3495

MARK LEVINSON 336

10000 .... 3495

MERIDIAN DSP7000 6MONTHS OLD

16175 .... 9995

MERIDIAN 8000 Vd 1YEAR OLD
MERIDIAN 861V4 1YEAR OLD

11525
6995
10427 .. . 6495

MERIDIAN G91A 2WEEKS OLD
MERIDIAN G55 2WEEKS OLD
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW

4300 .. . 3295
2700
995
2600
995

MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 PRE

1500

MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 POWER
NAGRA DAC EX OEM
NAIM CDS
NORDOST QUATROFIL 0.5 MTR XLR

1500
7300 ..
1300
1400

NORDOST VALHALLA 1MTR DIGITAL RCA
ORACLE DELPHI VSME BOARD TURBO PSU
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS • STANDS

1450
795
4300 .... 2495
5000 . . . . 2795

QUAD ESL 63
SONUS FABER CREMONA

3500
595
5000 . . . 3495

SPECTRAL DMC 15 EX OEM

4750 .... 2495

SPECTRAL DMA 100$
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX

4750 . 2495
1500
895

SPECTRAL MIT 750 2X25 FT EX OEM
SILTECH SO88 IMTR XLR NEW IN BOX

1600
1000

795
595

SILTECH LS88 2X3 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX

1700
1430

995
995

550
315

395
195

SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKO/IEC
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/IEC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TANNOYTD10
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 BLACK
WILSON SYSTEM 6

info@audiosalon.co.uk

895
1695

WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

595
295
5000 .... 1995
18000 .
4995
22000 . .. 6995
4000

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Wanted quaility hifi

895
895
3495
595
395

1495
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Stereo 60 MKII

" Overall then, it's a blinder - and just
shouldn't sound quite as good at the price.
If you're in the market for superlative sound
per pound, you may well have just found
your dream £ 1,350 machine. "
David Price, Hi -Fi World, Feb 08

EDGAR
Met-opolis Music, UK Distributor
www.metropolis-music.co.uk
Tel: 01435 867 438

It's Back. It's Even Better!
Looking for " high end" performance from avalve amplifier that
will drive modern speakers wel.? Our new Stereo 60 MKII is ideal
for you. An extremely capable amplifier, it has warmth, power and
an incredibly detailed 3D sound stage * hat only pure valve
amplifiers can give. Absolutely no listenilg fatigue! Our solid
build quality, reliability and excellent UK back up service all make
an obvious choice. Designed, fi iished and tested in Leicester.

Just compare these features:
•

1411ib

Switchable " Integrated" or " Power Amp ifier" modes

•

Improved "Leak" inspired front end with lovely 6SN7/6SL7 valves

•

Complete with "Standby/warm-up" circuit at no extra charge

•

Polished Stainless Steel chassis with our"Retro” style valve cover

•
•

Now with 4and 8ohm output taps for improved speaking matching
Huge 65+65 watts for dynamics, headroom and low distortion

•
•

Switchable to " Pure Triode' mode with 30+30 watts
Improved "Alps" motorised remote control

•
•

Fabulous KT88 valves by RJssian Electro Harmonix
Choke regulated power supply for driver and output stages

•

Hand wired "point to point" without using "printed circuit boards"

• Custom "Hand wound" mains and output transformers
• Silver Teflon audio cable and gold plated connectors
• Jensen Capacitor and others upgrades available
Itis asmooth SOUlleifig well balanced al! round lielormer 119 out ot101
lofty Bolton fi hews

From the same 'creative engineering team'

Stereo 60 MKII

that brought you the world renowned Lumley
Stratosphere ( Hi -Fi News' Top Turntable of the
Year 2007) - comes the equally enticing NEW
Lumley Heliosphere. All this Lumley quality at an
amazing price of £ 2,450 (excludes arm & cartridge).

From £ 1,499 Inc Russian valves

¡
various upgrades available)

Ask your local dealer or contact direct. We are an "
All Tube" UK
company making affordable " High End" tube amplifiers that are
practical, easy maintain with lull in and out of warranty back up.
Integrated. pre & power amplifiers. Phono stages buffer amps from £ 249 to £ 3000
Not in the UK? Ask. about our low cost export shipping and NO VAT schemes'

Cattle &tinge website WWWW*01111ü00.00111
Metropolis Music, UK Distributor
www.metropolis-music.co.uk
Tel: 01435 867 438

Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditms by appointment
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.com
;COW_ 474ILC110- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Condition . apply

Vis,,

.,asterGard accepted

CE compl,ant

KSL Kondo Neiro Linfflrated Valve Amplifier

T. + 44 ( 0) 115 973 3222 E. shoutdefinitiveaudio.co.uk www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Before you leap,
always look
at the alternative
Vandersteen

Nottingham -Inalog,ue •
Nusic rirst -iudio •
Art qucho .

Anedojue Seduction,

\M'oshT c:
border ret r°4
Lector

Analogue Seduction are dedicated towards two
channel Hi Fi, specialising in vinyl replay.

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
e: peterealternativeaudio.co.uk

www.alternativeaudio.co.uk

As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we
can offer our customers home demonstrations.
We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers.
We also specialise in acable termination and cable burn in service.
Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.
f\ew vinyl records now stocked

Tel: +44 (0)1733 344768

MIT Oracle MA loudspeaker cable:
2007 Golden Ear Award winner.
"Instrumental images within the
soundstage were presented
with more air and space around
them.. Had I
not heard the Oracle MA,
Magnum MA would be my reference."
Robert Harley— The Absolute Sound

J

Distributed by:

udiobility

Amasterful cable that will cause astir.

rmrr Music Interface Technologies

P.O. Box 988, Cheltenham, Glos., GL50 9FJ

www.audiobility.co.uk
Telephone: 0870 777 2991

Sound Engineering From Germany
Introducing Visaton loudspeaker kits and drive units. Visaton have been
designirg loudspeakers for over 40 years. Their experience in kit design is
second -onone.

Model illustrated is the striking
VOX 253 MHT loudspeaker.

The quality of the drivers is acritical factor in loudspeaker design. By purchasing
your speakers in kit form you can achieve exquisite results at afraction of the
cost cf equivalent ready-made units, and lhove acnection to be proud of.
Our range contains over 30 original loudspeaker designs including bookshelf,
standmount and floarstanding models.
Top quality drive un ts come as standard, such as the 40kHz MHT 2ribbon
tweeter. Crossovers are pre- assembled us;ng high specification components.
Construction is mace straightforward withi detailed drawings, cutting lists and
assembly instructions. The kits contain all the components required with the
excep-ion of cabine- material.
You can see more of the Visaton loudspeaker kit range by going to our website
or by sending for a ree catalogue.
Demonstrations by appointment.

This cobimet shape has more
than ¡ ust eye-catching appeal,
its ccoust.c qualities have to
be heard to be believed.
It is one cf Visaton's best
loudspeaker systems,
employing the excellent MHT
12 ribbor tweeter with two AL
130 micIrDnge drivers and one
sidemounted TIW 250 XS 10
indh bass unit. An
extraordinary pair of speakers:
superbly well balanced and
enormously powerful.
The design allows
considerable boss extension
cornporec with readyassembled' speakers at this
price, whiie extremely high quality driwers and crossovers
guarantee transparent sound
and excellent fidelity across
the entire range.
20JW RMS (
350W max)
Height: 1.:15m (opprox)
£9 77.90 per pair (inc VAT)

ALSO:. ONKYO • ROKSAt4W
4"fe••••»ti

Cis

IMPACTAU D10

www.impactaudio.co.uk

Call for info or advice:

01270 883243
LOUD.iPEAKER

SPECIALISTS

Unit 102, The Courtyard, Radway Green Business Centre, Crewe, Cheshire., CW2 5PR

Atacama
Audiolab

Winning North of England Retailers...

Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian

ev"

Ae a g
i
m
W

o

7f4 14
1'

All Chord Electronics available.., with up to 3yrs 0% finemce

Michell
Mission
MJ Acou
Monitor Auittr-'i-e.
..41(
Mordaunt-Short
NAD

_

Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Pnmare
ProAc
Project

•

Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden

1/11

24 Gillygate, York

Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

01904-629659
www Vickers-RH co uk

Specialists (q‘if

Pemier Audio
We

are now demonstrating

Manchester - Cleveland Humberside -

Yorkshire -

Nottingham -

Durham -

in the

Wakefield 01924 255045
07970541239
Doncaster 01302 711528
07931524266

following areas:

Cumbria -

Linconshire -

Lancashire -

Leeds -

Fieelity

Birmingham -

Sheffield

- Since 1967

Keiease tke Magic
After 5 years in

production.

best phono stages around.

the Dino is still one of the
Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of

A small selection below of our current line up
Oracle

no'

cartridge and gain settings.
Avid -rurn.ta bits

DiNo
Moyiiyq Coil
rVIOViNg MAGNET
SwitcliAblE GAiN

Pridc AL4..cno

Suput REgukroas

R...esearch

1..t.w t..50

SwitcliAblE Lomlinq
DiSCRETE OUTpUT STACIE
UpCtRAdEANE POWER

Supply

REAd ThE REViEWS ON OUR WEbSiTE:

C-owsonAvt,ce
Path os
Arto

Rtibue CT) TYR wepOrt

PS Audio
Silvt.thesis

DAC

Giewesis LoitrdspertlZers

A good range of used & ex dem always available at affordable prices

For latest deals & info

www.premier-audio.net

Nc

WWW.TRiChORdRESE_ARCh.COM

-' Never Connected' - ulique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
NeverCtonnensted
sound quality.

e

TRi C h0 Rd RESEARCh
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

sales@trichordresearch.com

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928

www.trichordresearch.com

Serious sound from serious retailers...

NAP 500 - Amplifier

...experience
&

the

500 series for yourself
THE RETAILERS

NAC 552 - Preamplifier

LONDON
Audio Venue Ltd
020 8567 8703
Billy Vee
Sound Systems
020 8318 5755
Grahams Hi Fi
020 7226 5500
Oranges and Lemons
020 7924 2040
SOUTH EAST
Pi Hi Fi
01483 304 756
Soundcraff Hi Fi
01233 624 441

EAST
Signals
01473 655 171
Tom Tom Audio
01727 893 928
SOUTH CENTRAL
Linemu

0118 982 0402
Overture
01295 272 158
MIDLANDS
Cymbiosis
0116 262 3754
Honeydale Audio
01694 771 351

WEST
Audience
01225 333 310
Gulliford Hi Fi
01392 491 194
Mike Manning Audio
01935 479 361
Ultimate Home
Entertainment
Solutions
0845 6780 787
NORTH EAST
Audio Republic
0113 2177 294
Audio Room
01482 891 375

AUDIO EXCELLENCE GROUP
01179 264 975

world class sound...

The Sound
Organisation
01904 627 108
NORTH WEST
Acoustica
01244 344 227
Adventures In Hi Fi
01244 345 576
Audio Counsel
0161 4916 090
Fortissimo
0161 8325 060
SCOTLAND
Loud IL Clear Ltd
0141 2210 221
Robert Ritchie
01674 673 765
AUDIO TGROUP
01372 748 888

www.naim500.com

h•
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Record cleaning
special!

,T

he Moth Record Cleaning
Package that we first put

r,

The Moth RCM has received
glowing approbation from a

together in 2006 was so

multitude of sources over the

well received by our dear

years and is a proven, effective

customers that we thought that it

cleaner of LP, EP, single and 78

would be an excellent idea to

records that is accepted and used

re- introduce it.

by both retail and trade customers
across the world. Here are just a

The offer consists of either the
Moth MKII Record Cleaning Machine

few of the fine words written about

or the MKII PRO version at our

the Moth RCM over the years:

regular prices of £ 450.00 or £ 500.00

'After years of fannying about with

respectively, with acomplimentary

cloths and brushes and sticky

package of 200 ' Nagaoka- style

rollers and sprays and magic

record inner sleeves plus a 5litre

potions I've finally got clean

pot of Moth RCM fluid. That's a

records' ( Anon: TNT Audio)

PRODUCT

saving of £ 73.00 on the regular

'Visually and audibly the Moth

Moth MKII Record Cleaning

price of the complete package.

proved excellent, no visible surface

Machine Package Including 200

damage ( lines, marks or scuffs) was

pieces of Nagaoka- style inner
sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

The MKII Pro RCM from Moth
is the latest incarnation of its

apparent... surface noise was tower

excellent system. It differs from the

too — both loud clicks and pops

MKII version in that it has forced

and general background mush'

Moth MKII PRO Record Cleaning

air cooling on the vacuum motor,

(Audiophile)

Machine Package Including 200

afeature that allows the user to

'The cleaning process has made

pieces of Nagaoka- style inner

operate the machine continually for

them ( my records) sound noticeably

sleeves & 5Ltrs RCM Fluid

longer periods of time.

better... Ican hear the tunes and
individual notes more clearly... I

While this facility has been
proven to be invaluable for

was very pleased' ( Audiophile)

professional users and those

YOU MUST BUY THIS MACHINE!

among us who have particularly

(TNT Audio)
To complete the record cleaning

large collections of vinyl, the
standard MKII machine only differs

picture, as well as this particular

in that one respect and is perfectly

package, we have listed awhole

adequate for the needs of most

tranche of products applicable to

audio enthusiasts!

the subject. Good cleaning!

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

Last Record Preservative

£27.50

Last record Cleaner

£15.00

Last Stylast Stylus Treatment

£22.50

Last Stylus Cleaner

£15.00

ClearAudio Stylus Cleaning Brush

£7.00

Zerostat Antistatic Gun

£37.50

Goldring Exstatic Cleaning Brush

£13.00

Record Brush
Sleeves Per 25
HFN Nagaoka- style LP Inner
Sleeves Per 50

Post Code

Tel ephone

HFN Poly/Paper LP Inner Sleeves
Per 100

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories

£500.00

£27.50

Decca Deram Carbon Fibre

SRM Tech RCM 45 Adaptor Kit

QUANIIIY '

£450.00

Last Power Clean LP Cleaning Fluid

Goldring Exstatic Record Inner

Address

PRICE

£7.00
£13.00
£20.00
£15.00
£30.00

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)
TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of the form) o: HFN

Card Number
I_I
Expiry (date)

LJU

E

Accessories Club & co Service, PO Box 200. Bedford MK40 1YH. UK OR Fax your completed

LLJ

order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccesso
riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccesspriesclub.com UK SALES All
CV Security Number

prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.

Signature

Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. WOE.

All products online at hifiaccessoriesclub.com

To find out more
visit www.tell.uk.com
or send an e-mail to
incoming@tell.uk.com
with 'tell me' as
the subject.

HOW TO CONTACT US...
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CLASSIC KIT

RETRO

ROUNDUP
Its roots lie in radiograms
and monster corner
speakers. John Howe relates
the history of Lowther... -

_

r
,

ABOVE AND RIGHT: 1936 sales brochure and TP1
BELOW: PM drive unit ( left) and Acousta ( right)

he Lowther Manufacturing
Company began producing
high- quality audio equipment in

the early 1930s. A strong alliance
between Paul Voigt [see Retro Roundup
March ' 07] and Lowther in 1934, saw
aLowther-Voigt radio sales brochure in
1936. This stated that ' the ideal behind
the design of our machines is perfect
musical reproduction. Naturally, this has
not been attained nor in this imperfect
world is it ever likely to be attained, but it
stands for the ultimate goal.'
A range of amplifiers, tuners, an
energised drive unit and several complete
radiograms were available at this time. Its
most expensive system was truly stateof-the-art, as it incorporated apushpull PX25 triode 12W amp and aVoigt
Domestic Corner I4om speaker.

drive unit, the PM1, which boasted a

units was expanded to include the PN12
and PM6, with the PM7 folrowing at a

Immediately post-war the product range
comprised three amplifiers, three tuners,

later date. The PM6 was undoubtedly
Lowther's most successful diver, and
early square-framed examples are highly

one MC pick-up, the PW1 loudspeaker and
the PM1 drive unit.
The design of the PW1 corner horn

models followed including the PW2, which
like its predecessors was designed for corner

domestically acceptable horn speakers
became the order of the day. The release

placement and stood 5ft tall.

of the Acousta and TP1 models became

'The PM6 was Lowther's most successful
driver, and it's still highly sought-after today'

In September 1936 Lowther moved from

price of aVoigt domestic
corner horn. A collaboration

Horn continued under
license from Paul Voigt
for several years.
During the late
1940s Lowther
released its first
permanent magnet

STEREO ARRIVES
With the emergence of stereo,

its headquarters in Maidstone, Kent to
St Marks Road, in Bromley. After
the war, production of the
flagship Domestic Corner

sought-after today.

was based on Voigt's ' Home Constructors'
cabinet with refinements. Many other

In 1951 Lowther released the
incredible Lowther Hegeman
reproducer at £ 150.0s.0d,
which was three times the

BROMLEY BECKONS

The permanent magnet range of dr:ve

high flux density of 19,000 gauss and
incorporated the Voigt light coil diaphragm.

between the American Stuart
Hegeman and Donald Chave of

instant successes and have
since gained aworldwide
following. From the 196.0s
onwards the company
produced aplethora of
speakers and amps - too
many to mention here and

Lowther, this monster measured

was still manufacturing valve
amplifiers in 1975, long

4ft wide, 4ft tall and 2ft deep.

after all the competiton had

The newly- developed PM4 drive

switched to using transistors.

unit was fitted inside alarge

Lowther is still producing
high quality full- range drive
units in England that are
exported all over the world.1)

horizontal plaster horn, giving
an amazingly wide dispersion of
mid and treble frequencies.

•

ON TEST:
Tannoy Revolution Sig. DC6T speakers
-+ Group Test: Class Damplifiers
Yamaha DSP-Z11 HD AV receiver
—) Origin Live Resolution mk2 turntable
-3 Super Systems: Marantz flagships
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Investigation: _
Hi-fi versus the planet
PLUS:
We interview Wilson Audio's Peter
Mcgrath plus Ken Kessler's
UK rock shcw music DVDs

Ayre vinyl revival...

Enjoy your vinyl
collection as never
before. The Ayre P-5xe
phono preamplifier
uncovers the astounding
musicality in your favourite
records. Music flows from
apure black background,
thanks to ultra- low noise circuitry in
azero-feedback configuration. Fully
adjustable gain and loading options
provide complete compatibility with the
widest possible range cf cartridges.
Our proprietary two-stage passive RIAA
equalization ensures unparalleled tonal realism.
Bring you records to life with the Ayre P-5xe.
HiFi News, July 2006 — David Allcock
"... this phono stage delivered one of the finest

analogue sounds I've ever heard ..."
"The bass is sublime ... vocals are so rich as to be luxurious
... reminiscent of classic valve phono stages ...
but with massively improved definition and speed."
"Dynamic range was stunning, having the ability to switch
from the most subtle expression to full power in aheartbeat."
The Critical Ear, February 2006 — Shane Buettner
"... as much openness and inner detail as I've heard from vinyl playback

And yet it reveals cll its transparency in away that's 'non-mechanical,
very natural and very relaxed."
"The bass of the P-5xe is remarkable not only for its weight and authority,
but for its extraordincry articulation and resolution of low level details."
"The P-5xe is ahighly recommended, reference quality component in every way ..."

symmetry

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk
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THE SOUND WAS SO MAGICAL
MERLIN HIMSELF WOULD SURELY BUY ONE"

MOM
THE SOUND OF THE PH7 IS WHAT COUNTS AND

IT'S A STUNNER"

IBM

)

lye Mot° oni.A.Nale•

-IT

JUST SOUNDS LIKE YOU ALWAYS HOPED
CD COULD SOUND, IF CD WAS DONE RIGHT"

VAEUUM IUtiL :31) PLAYER

Audio Research has always used the knowledge gained through designing their Reference series components to benefit every model in their
range. Phono stages, pre- amplifiers, power amps - Audio Research believes, like Formula 1car designers, that the benefits gained at the cutting
edge should be shared.
A new entry-level pre- amp delivers ataste of Reference sonics to awider audience: the LS17. Fully- featured and supremely functional, it is a
dream match for the VS55 stereo power amplifier - an astonishingly affordable introduction to Bill Johnson's wizardry. And we remain dazzled by
the LS26, which we suspect will find itself driving more than afew Reference 110s.
Reference 110 is the first ever single- chassis, stereo power amplifier in the Reference range: the 2x1 10W Reference 110 - aperfect match for the
LS26 or the Ref 3, the finest pre- amp ever issued by Audio Research. But there's more.
So fine is the CD3 Mk II that Audio Research was inspired to develop it further. The resultant C07 is so good - its internals include a
Ref 3- derived output stage - that this player has earned the honour of becoming the first- ever Reference series digital source component. For
analogue supporters, the all- tube Ref PH7 phono stage is probably the best phono section available today. Completed with either the flagship Ref
610T or 210 monoblocks, the Reference models reign supreme.
The bloodline strengthens.

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW — —
T: + 44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
—
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

